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PREFACE
The investigation of special topics in systems dynamics - uncertain dynamic
processes, viability theory, nonlinear dynamics in models for biomathematics,
inverse problems in control systems theory - has become a major issue at the
System and Decision Sciences Research Program of the International Insti-
tute for Applied Systems Analysis.
The above topics actually reflect two different perspectives in the
investigation of dynamic processes. The first, motivated by control theory, is
concerned with the properties of dynamic systems that are stable under vari-
ations in the systems' parameters. This allows us to specify classes of
dynamic systems for which it is possible to construct and control a whole
"tube" of trajectories assigned to a system with uncertain parameters and to
resolve some inverse problems of control theory within numerically stable
solution schemes.
The second perspective is to investigate generic properties of dynamic
systems that are due to nonlinearity (as bifurcations theory, chaotic
behavior, stability properties, and related problems in the qualitative theory
of differential systems). Special stress is given to the applications of non-
linear dynamic systems theory to biomathematics and ecology.
One of the objectives of the SDS Program was to invite a group of prom-
inent researchers in system dynamics for a workshop that could give an over-
view of research topics, new results. and open problems in these respective
areas of research. Such a workshop on the "Mathematics of Dynamic
Processes" was organized by Professor K. Sigmund of the University of Vienna
and SDS IIASA in September 1985 at Sopron, Hungary. The proceedings are
presented in this volume.
I believe that the workshop has also achieved one of the goals of IIASA,
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Resonant Elimination of a Couple of
Invariant Closed Curves in the
Neighborhood of a Degenerate Hopf
Bifurcation of Diffeomorphisms of R2
A. Chenciner
D~partementde Math~matiques. Vni1Jersit~ Paris VII, 2 Place Jus-
sieu. 75251 Paris Cedex OS, Prance
By a "standard family of elimination" we mean a one-parameter family NI" of
local diffeomorphisms of (Rz,D) fixing D and invariant under rotation, whose
unique bifurcation value f.J.r corresponds to the coalescence and then disap-
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In a series of works (Chenciner. 1982, 1985a,b; briefly described in
Chenciner, 1985c), I studied the dynamics of generic two-parameter families
P /4011 of local diffeomorphisms having the following property: restricted to a
conic neighborhood " of a certain curve r: JJ. = JJ.r<a) in the parameter
space, the family a 1-+ (JJ.I-+ P /40(1) appears (in well-chosen coordinates) as a
perturbation of a one-parameter family, a 1-+ (JJ.\-+ N/40(1)' of standard fami-
lies of elimination that degenerate at JJ. = a = 0 and are such that the rota-
tion number of the restriction of N~(II},II to its unique invariant circle varies
monotonically with parameter a (Figure 1). The diffeomorphisms N /4011 are
called "normal forms".
I have shown that these two-parameter families are a good dissipative
analogue of a generic area preserving local diffeomorphism F of (R2. 0) having
an elliptic fixed point at o. In fact, such a diffeomorphism F can always be
written (in well-chosen coordinates) as a perturbation of a normal form that
leaves invariant each circle centered at the origin, and such a normal form
can be thought of as a one-parameter family of circle rotations degenerating
at the origin, wt\ere the parameter ( = radius of the circle) becomes 0, the
rotation number varying monotonically with the parameter ("standard twist ").
To make precise what follows, let us define "good" rotation numbers [the
circle is supposed of length one and the spectrum of DF(O) - or DPo0(0) - is
Je2Jrl r.lg ,e -2Jrlr.lg f]. An irrational number", is "good" if there exist c~nstants
C > 0, {J :?! 0, such that. for any rational p I q. one has
I'" _ E.. l :?! C I '" -"'0 1
q IqI2+'
and if moreover I "'0 - "'0 I ~ e(C ,(J), where the positive function l: depends
only on F (resp. on the family P /40(1). A rational number p I q is "good" if
there exists a positive constant C such that q I "'0 - pi q I < C and
I '" - "'0 I < e(C) where the positive function e depends only on F (resp. on the
family P/40(1)' To the F-invariant closed curves of class C·, given by K.A.M.
theory, on which F is C·-conjugated to a rotation R Col of "good" irrational
rotation number "', corresponds a Cantor set of values of a for which the
family JJ.I-+ P /4011 "looks like" a standard family of elimination. Moreover, at
the unique bifurcation point JJ.r.'-a), the unique invariant closed curve of
P Jo'ff(1I },II is of class C·, and the restriction to it of P Jo'ff(1I },II is C·-conjugated
to the rotation R Col Jsee Chenciner, 1985a. Section 2.3; P /4011 "looks like" Np,',II'
if, in a uniform [independent of (JJ.,a)] neighborhood of 0 in R2 , the two dif-
feomorphisms have the same number of invariant closed curves and the same
type of decomposition into basins of attraction and repulsion of 0 and the
invariant curves; dynamics on the invariant curves are not required to be
similarf·
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Figure 2. Dynamics of P:':;a [(a.), (b), (c), (g), (h), and (i) are accurate; in (d),
(e), and (f) there could exist unexpected invariant curves].
I announce here a similar result for invariant sets whose rotation
number belongs to a sequence of "good" rationals pnlqn (such a sequence
automatically converges to CJo): to the periodic orbits of F studied in Zehnder
(1973), and to their homoclinic orbits, correspond one-parameter subfamilies
of the family P p.,a' close to J.I. ...... P p.,a.",' for which the dynamics look as much
as possible like those of a standard family of elimination. The central values
of the parameter are associated to a dynamics very close to the one
6 Alai", Che",ci",er
described by Zehnder (here a", is such that the restriction of N~(a,. ).a,. to
its unique invariant circle is the rotation !?"",/q,). Such a family is described
in Figure 2 for q", = 5. The remarkable fact is that the only members of the
family that do not "look like" members of a standard family of elimination are
those that possess a periodic orbit of rotation number P", I q", [in the nota-
tion of Chenciner. 1985b. those that belong to the Arnold resonance tongue
CPt./q",; Figures 2(b)-(h)]. In particular. regular invariant closed curves do
persist until the appearance inside the ring that they determine of a
P", I q", -periodic orbit. If the subfamily is well chosen, this orbit will be of
Bogdanov type [Figure 2(b)]; if not it will be of saddle-node type. The invari-
ant curves persist even further: in Figures 2(b) and (c) [also (g) and (h)], the
diffeomorphism "looks like" a member of a standard family (a normal form) in
the complement of q", small dlsks containing the two newborn P", I q",-
periodic orbits and their homoclinic orbits. Finally. for the central values of
the parameter [Figures 2(d)-(nJ one can control the invariant manifolds of
the hyperbolic P", I q", -periodic orbit and show the existence of values of the
parameter [Figure 2(e)] for which all possible homoclinic intersections occur
simultaneously (compare with Zehnder. 1973; in the generic situation a single
couple of p",1 q", -periodic orbits appears).
Figure 3 is taken from Chenciner (1986): it depicts a part of the set of
values of (jJ.,a) such that PJl.,a "looks like" a normal form N~'.a' (complement
of the string of "bubbles", see Chenciner. 1985a. Section 2.3. Figure 11): "'1
and "'z are "good" irrationals and the big "bubble" is supposed to intersect
the resonance tongue CPt. / q", [set of values of (jJ.,a) such that P Jl.,a possesses
at least one P", I q",-periodic orbit cyclically ordered as the orbits of the
rotation RPt./q",: see Chenciner, 1985b]. The subfamily E", whose dynamics is
described in Figure 2 goes through the region where part of the boundary of
this bubble coincides with the boundary of CP",/ q",'
Details of the quite long proof appear in Chenciner (1986); the main
steps are given here.
1. Obtaining some Periodic Orbits as the Trace of Nearby
Resonances
In a generic family P Jl.,a it is possible, for a sequence p",1 q", of "good"
rationals converging to ""0' to follow the bifurcations from the origin of the
periodic orbits of rotation number p",1 q", in the three-parameter family
(jJ..a,t)1-+ RtoPJI.,a' t between (P",lq",) - ""0 and 0 (compare with Zehnder,
1973). The P", I q", being "good" rationals (which is equivalent to t being
small enough) means that P~a is still a perturbation of N~a in an annulus
A Jl.,a containing the whole nonwandering set of P Jl.,a (except 0, of course).
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Figure 3 (Compare wlt.h Figure 1.).
2. Putting under Normal Form the p" / q" -Periodic Orbits and ApproIi-
mating the Restriction 01 P p.,a to A p.,a by the Time-One-liap 01 an
Rp"/q,, -Invariant Differential Equation
Let an be such that the restriction of N#'f'(a.. ),a" to its unique invariant cir-
cle be the rotation Rp .. / q.. ' When (/-L,a) is close to [/-Lp{a7'l. ) ,an l. one can
choose coordinates (".y) in the annulus A~a ~ T 1 x [-L.Ll, close to the stan-
dard ones, such that:
(1) The restriction of P p.,a to the set of its P7'l./ q7'l. -periodic orbits coin-
cides with the rotation Rp,./q.. (such coordinates always exist if P7'l./ q7'l.
is a "good" rational but in the generic situation they are easier to obtain
because there exist only two such periodic orbits).
(2) Rp-,.l/ q.. 0 P j.&.a is very well approximated in A p.,a by the time-one-map of




~ = ex + (Jy + 'Yy2 + 6("(")dt
8<"(") close to cos 21Tq" " and invariant under Rp ,,/q"
ALllt" Che"ctft.8r
Moreover. the singularities of E Jl.,11 are exactly the P" I q" -periodic orbits of
P Jl.,1I'
3. Showing the Existence of Invariant Closed Curves
Using periodic solutions of E Jl.,11 and choosing adapted coordinates. one can
show by the graph transform method that in one-parameter subfamilies close
to J.L ~ P Jl.,11,,' a pair of invariant closed curves exists until (and even after)
the birth of a p,,1 q"-periodic orbit (Ji'i.gure 2). The fact that. after this
first bifurcation. P Jl.,11 still looks like a member of a standard family of elimi-
nation outside the union of q" disjoint disks containing the P" I q"-periodic
orbits that just appeared (and their eventual homoclinic orbits and subordi-
nate tiny closed curves invariant under P::II ) is proved using Ljapunov func-
tions inspired by the study of the family of differential equations.
4. Controlling Invariant Manifolds of P Jl.,11 by those of the Hyper-
bolic Singular Points of E Jl.,11
This part is in the spirit of Zehnder (1973) with the difference that area
preservation is replaced by the existence of the friction parameter fl: it has
been essentially described by Chenciner (1982. 1983).
5. Conclusion
One salient feature of these results is the analogy between the situations
governed by "good" rationals and those governed by "good" irrationals. in
particular the persistence as long as this is possible of regular invariant
closed curves. In fact, it is the nonexistence of unexpected invariant closed
curves in the region of the parameter line where invariant manifolds of the
hyperbolic P" I q" -periodic orbit present homoclinic tangencies. which looks
more difficult to prove (and this even for the family of differential equations).
Such a result would show that the process of "resonant elimination" we
described involves in its last stage "attractors" reminiscent of those
described by Birkhoff (1932).
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Iterated Holomorphic Maps On The
Punctured Plane
J. Kotus
institute of Mathematics, Technical University of Warsaw, Warsaw,
Poland
1. Introduction
The study of the dynamics of complex analytic maps goes back to Fatou and
Julia in the 1920s. Their iteration theory of analytic maps was analogous with
Poincare's work. Now this analogy is continued by injecting the modern
theory of quasiconformal mappings into holomorphic dynamical systems.
For a holomorphic function J defined in a region (open connected set) U
of the closed plane q: we denote by 1'''' the n -fold composition
J n = J 0 J 0 ••• 0 J. A family U ft. I;" is normal if every sequence U ft.. I;" con-
tains a subsequence Uft.'·I;" which converges uniformly on compact subsets
of U in the spherical metric. The set of normality for J is
N(J) = Jz E U: Uft.(z>J;" is normall
J(J) = U - N(J) is a Julia set of J. If J is a rational function, then U = (1:.
We recall the fundamental properties of a Julia set:
(1) J(J) is a nonempty perfect set.
(2) J(Jft.) = J(J) for n EN.
(3) J(J) is completely invariant, Le., J-1 [J(J)] =J(J).
(4) J(J) is the closure of the set of repelling points, Le.,
J(J) = cl Jz E U: 3n Jft.(z) = z and I(Jft.)'{z) I > 11
The properties (1)-(3) were shown by Julia (1918) and Fatou (1919, 1920a,b)
for rational maps. In the case of entire transcendental functions, properties
(1)-(3) were proved by Fatou (1926), while (4) was proved by Baker (1968).
Julia and Fatou investigated the global asymptotic behavior of trajectories of
rational maps. Their description was not completed. They did not solve the
problem of wandering components of N(J). A component D of N(J) is wander-
ing if Jft.(D) n J'Ita(D) = t/J for all n,m EN. Sullivan (1982a,b) solved this
problem, proving the nonexistence of wandering components for rational
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maps. The theory of iterates of transcendental functions is more compli-
cated. Baker (1976) first showed an example of multiconnected wandering
components of N(f) for an entire function. Further, Herman (see Sullivan,
1982a), Baker (1984). and Eremenko and Ljubib (1984a) constructed examples
of simply connected wandering components. But Sullivan's theorem is valid
for a special class of entire functions Sq (see Nevanlinna, 1970; Gol'dberg and
Ostrovskij, 1970): Le., 1 E: Sq if there exist a 1•...• aq E: q: such that
1: q: - 1 -10a l' ...• a q J) .... q: - !a l' ...• a q I is a covering map. This result,
with additional assumptions, has been obtained by Baker (1984), in a form
shown by Eremenko and Ljubib (1984a) and Goldberg and Keen (to appear).
We would like to describe the dynamics for the class R of holomorphic
functions 1: q: ..... q:., q: = q: - !OJ, which has two essential singularities at
!O, ""!. Since 1 does not take values 0, "", 1 (z) =zkexp[F(z) + G(11 z)],
where F and G are nonconstant entire and k E: N. Following Baker, we call
this class Radstrom functions, after Radstrom, who was the first to investi-
gate their properties. Radstrom (1953) proved properties (1)-(3). but (4) was
shown by Battacharyya (1969). Let Rq denote the class of Radstrom func-
tions 1 for which there exist points a 1•...• aq E: q:. such that
1: c· - 1 -10a1....• a q J) .... c· - !a1' ...• a q I is a covering map. The
minimal set of points a l' ...• a q with this property is called the set of basic
points for 1. Every basic point a i is a singularity of 1-1 . A function 1 E: R
with a finite set of critical values and asymptotic values belongs to Rq for
some g E: N. The dynamics of 1 E: Rq is of a mixed type, Le., admits the prop-
erties of dynamics for entire and rational maps. In fact, it admits all types of
components described by Sullivan for rational maps and some phenomena
which occur for entire maps. Since the fundamental properties of J(f) and
N(f) for 1 E: Rq are the same as in the case of a rational or entire map, the
essential question for further investigation of its dynamics is to solve the
problem of wandering components. It is expected that in the case of validity
of Sullivan's theorem further results concerning the classification of com-
ponents of N (f), the relation between the number of basic points of 1 and
the number of Fatou domains and Siegel disks, estimation of the Lebesgue
measure of J(f), and the problem of J-stability for a generic finite-
dimensional family in Rq may be extended. Now we formulate the main results
of this paper.
Theorem
If 1 E: Rq • then every component of N(f) is nonwandering.
Proof of this theorem is based on Sullivan's ideas. But it is not immedi-
ately clear that this technique may be used for Radstrom functions. In Sec-
tion 2 we show how by elimination of different cases the proof of our theorem
is eventually based on Sullivan's. In Section 3 we prove other properties of
N(f) and J(f) mentioned above for 1 E: Rq . Their proofs are based on results
of Eremenko and Ljubic (1984a,b) for entire functions. We describe only new
parts. We hope that this is sufficient for readers familiar with iteration
theory.
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2. Sullivan"s Theorem for I E: Rq
JCI""'ft.CI Kotu$
We begin with some remarks concerning asymptotic values. a E: Q: is an
asymptotic value of I E: R if there exists a path '1 tending to 0 or DO that
satisfies lim I (z) = a. It is not difficult to prove that. if I E: R and does not
7 -
take three values in q:, then I is constant. As a consequence there does not
exist any other omitted value for I E: R different from 0 and DO.
Lemmat
For I E: R there exist '11.' i =1....• 4, such that '11. ... 0 for i =1,2, '1", ... DO
for i =3.4, and lim I(z) = 0, lim I(z) =DO.
71,73 7e.74
Prool
Let 61 : [0,1) ... q:. be a path tending to DO, and g be a branch of the inverse
function I -1. Then '11 : [0,1) ... q:. given by 'Yt(t) = g [61(t)] is a path tending
either to 0 or DO. Suppose on the contrary that there exists a sequence
I'll(t,,>Ji that satisfies '11(t,,) ... a ¢ O. DO and
I (a) = lim ['Yl(t,,)] = lim lag 61(t,,)]J = lim 61(t,,) =DO
n~- n"''' n"'''
But I has no pole. If '11'" 0, then setting w = 1/ z in
I (z) = Z Ie exp[F(z) + G(1/ z)] we prove that there exists a path '12 ... DO and
lim h (w) = DO along 'Yz for some other function h E: R. To prove the last part
of this lemma, it is enough to consider a path 6z : [0.1) ... q:. tending to 0
instead of DO.
2.1. Classification of the cases
The following proposition is analogous to Sullivan's. It is trivial in the case of
a rational map. but here it is somewhat more delicate. For an entire function
I E: Sq it is not necessary to prove it, since in that case any component of
N(J) is simply connected.
Proposition t
If ID" I; is an orbit of the wandering domain Do of N (J) for I E: Rq , then
there exists an no E: N such that one of the following cases is satisfied:
(1) D" has finite topological type and I : D" ... D" +1 is a homeomorphism
for n > no'
(2) D" is an annulus for n > no and there exists a subsequence ID".. li
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such that the degree of /1." :Dn " .... DnH1 is greater than 1 for nJc > no.
(3) Dn has infinite topological type for n > no.
To prove this proposition we need the following lemma.
Lemma. 2
Let h E Rp • D 1 D z be components of N(h) with finite topological type. If
h: D 1 .... Dz is a covering map and the degree of h is infinite, then each
component of q: - Dz contains a singularity of /-1.
Proo/
Suppose the contrary: then there exists a component of q: - Dz which does
not contain a singularity of / -1. Let 7 be a Jordan curve that lies in D z
around the_ boundary of this component and does not include any other com-
ponent of q: - D z. Let B be a simply connected domain bounded by 7. Since
/ is a covering map and /-1(z) contains infinitely many points, there exist
well-defined branches fg Jc Ii of the inverse function / -1 along curve 7. By
the Monodromy Theorem. there exists an extension ilJc to B that satisfiesilJc 17 = gJc. Let z E B n J(J). It follows from the complete invariance of
J(J) that WJc =gJc(z) E J(J). Since ind7 z pi. 0, it follows that indg,,(7)wJc pi. 0
for any kEN .. As a conse9.uence, each domain bounded by gJc (7) contains a
boundary point of D1 , Le., q: - D1 contains infinitely many components. This
implies that D1 has infinite topological type.
Proo/ 0/ Proposition 1
Since / has finitely many basic points. there exists an no such that none of
the basic points belongs to Dn for n > no. We may assume that no =O.
Then /: Dn .... Dn +1 is a covering map for n EN. Suppose that there exists a
subsequence fDn" Ii that belongs to one of the following cases:
(1) Every component Dn" is simply connected. Then Dn is simply connected
and /: Dn .... Dn +1 is a homeomorphism for n EN. Proof of this prop-
erty is trivial. We leave it to the reader.
(2) Every component Dn " is an annulus. Then Dn is an annulus for n EN.
Let Dm be an element of trajectory fDn I that lies between Dn" and
Dn . Then D_ =J'I.(Dn ). Dn =/I(D_) for some i.j EN. Since"H ... ""H ...
/ /Dn is a covering map for n EN. it follows that /~ ,/t homeomor-
phisms of fundamental groups induced by /1. ,/1 are one-to-one and
Z =1Tl(Dn)<:;1T1(Dm)<:;1T1(Dn )=Z. If Dm is a simply connected
" ,,+1
domain. then ZC+ f* I = 1T1(Dm). Suppose that Dm has finite topological
type different from annulus and disk. Then 1T1(Dm ) contains at least the
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group Z x Z and Z x Z ~Z. These contradictions prove that 7T1(Dm ) = Z
for m E: N, Le., Dm is an annulus. Of course, the degree of
I: Dn .... Dn +1 is finite for n E: N. Either the degree of I: Dn .... Dn +1 is
1 for n > no or there exists a subsequence ~Dn Jt such that the
t •degree of I • : Dn• .... Dnu1 is greater than 1 for n k > no'
(3) Every component Dn has finite topological type different from annulus
and disk. Then there exist no such that. for n > no' Dn has the same
property and I: Dn .... Dn +1 is a homeomorphism. Suppose that this is
not true: then there exists a sequence of components ~Dk J;=1' each of
which has infinite topological type and Dk lies between Dn and Dn .• .+1
Thus the degree of Uk = It. : Dk .... Dnl:+I is infinite. Otherwise. for cov-
ering maps with finite degree d. we have the following rule:
XE(Dk ) = dXE (Dn••), where XE denotes Euler's characteristic. But
XE(Dn ) and d are finite, so XE(Dk ) is finite and Dn has finite topologi-.+1 .
cal type. This is a contradiction. As a consequence, the degree of
h k = I J• : Dn .... Dn is infinite. By Lemma 2, any component of. .+1
~ - Dn contains a singularity of I -1. Since the set of singularities of.+1
1-1 is finite. infinitely many components Dnl: are nested around one
singularity of I -1. But Dn • has finite topological type differ!nt from
disk and annulus. so at least one of the other components of Q: - Dn .+1
contains a singularity of I -1. This implies that only a few components in
the sequence ~Dn Jt have infinite topological type. We proved also that
the degree of I: Dn .... Dn +1 is finite for n > no' Otherwise there
exists a subsequence ~Dn. Jt and maps ~hk Jt, hk : Dn• .... Dnl:f.I' that
satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 2. But we eliminated this case above.
It is not difficult to prove that the degree of I: Dn .... Dn +1 is 1 for
n > n 1 using the rule cited for Euler characteristics.
(4) Every component Dnl: has infinite topological type. Then Dn has the
same property for n > no' This is a consequence of (3).
2.2. The case or a wandering annulUB in N(f) with degree or f > 1
Proposition 2
Let ~Dn J; be an orbit of wandering annulus Do C N(f) for I E: Rq . Then the
degree of I is equal to 1 for large n.
Prool
Suppose that there exists a sequence of annuli ~Dnl: Jt such that
I tl:: Dn .... Dn is a covering map and the degree dk of I tl: is greater thanI: .+1
1. Let (,J be a smooth Jordan curve se~arating boundary components of Do.
and let An.' 811.. denote components of Q: - Dn•. Since the family fJ 11. I (,JJt
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is normal in the spherical metric, the arc length /71. (r.J) is bounded for n E: N.
But the degree of Uk: Do .... Dn", Uk = /1. 10 /1.
8
... 0/1.", becomes large with k
as the product d1. d1. ... d1. ; hence one of the components An or Bn must
1 8 " " "have an arbitrarily small spherical diameter for a sufficiently large k. Let
An" denote this component. Suppose that An" n ~O, 00 J =¢ for large k: then
/1." (An ) n ~O, 00 J = ¢. Since diam An is small, Bn contains 0 or 00. This
"1. "+1 "+1
implies that /" (A_ ) 1J B_ and, by the Maximum Principle,
••" ••" +1
/~ (An) = An . Hence An is a sequence of annuli nested around one criti-
~"""+I "cal value. But this is impossible. To prove it, it is sufficient to use Sullivan's
method (see Sullivan, 1982b). Suppose that An" n ~O, 00 J ~ ¢ for large k. We
assume that 0 E: Ani' By Lemma 1, there exists a path 7 .... 0 that satisfies
lim / (z) =00 along 7. On the other hand, for the curve r.J/c =/ni (r.J), ind
wi 0
depends on n/c and tends to infinity for large k. Hence the number of inter-
sections of r.Jf with 7 becomes unbounded. This implies that the arc length of/ (r.Jk ) = /71." 1(r.J) is unbounded for n/c > no, which contradicts the normal-
ity of ~/n (r.J)Ji. In the last case (Le., 00 E: Ani) we use similar arguments.
2.3. The case or a wandering finitely connected component or N(f)
We describe in detail the proof that leads to a contradiction in the simply
connected case, Le., if Dn is simply connected and /: Dn .... Dn +1 is a
homomorphism for n ~ no' The finitely connected, eventually bijective case
is virtually identical. Now one has a Riemann map between the region and the
sphere ~inus a finite number of round disks, and their boundary is described
by prime'ends in the region. The discussion and finally the arc argument are
the same.
Proposition 3
There does not exist a wandering component do C N(J) for / E: Rq such that
Dn is simply connected and /: Dn .... Dn +1 is a homeomorphism for n ~ no·
To prove this proposition we need some lemmas. In fact, we show only
Lemma 6 which is new for / E: Rq . The others are analogous to the case of
entire functions.
In Lemma 3 we recall some properties of quasiconformal maps: for details
see Lehto and Virtanen (1965).
Lemma 3
If rp : G .... H, '1/1 : H .... K are quasiconformal. then '1/1 0 rp is also quasiconformal
and the dilatations satisfy:
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(1) If 1/1 is conformal, then JJ.1.'(z) = JJ.,(z) almost everywhere (a.e.).
(2) If f/J is conformal, then JJ.1.'(z) = JJ.1[f/J(z)]~/ f/J'(z)] a.e.
If f/J.1/I are onto, then we can reverse the implications in (1):
(3) If JJ.1., = JJ., a.e. in G, then 1/1 is conformal.
This implies Lemma 4.
Lemma 4
Suppose that I is a one-to-one conformal map from a domain D to a domain D1•
and that f/J is a quasiconformal map defined on D and D1 and whose complex
dilatation JJ., is I -invariant, Le., satisfies JJ.,[J (z)] = JJ.(z)J'(z)/ J'(z) a.e. in
D. Then f/J 0 I 0 f/J-1 is conformal in f/J(D).
Now we formulate the theorem of Ahlfors and Bers (1960).
Lemma 5
Consider a measurable function JJ. on the plane such that for all t in some
open set TeRn one has JJ.(t ,z) E L .. as a function of z with II JJ. II .. < 1 and
that (suppressing z)
JJ.(t + s) = JJ.(t) + El"= 1 a( (t)s( + Is Iact .s)
with II aCt ,s) II .. < c, c constant, and aCt ,s) ~ 0 a.e. in z as s .... O. Suppose
that II a( (t +s) II .. are bounded and that a( (t +s) ~ a( (t) a.e. for s ~ O.
Then there exists a unique sense-preserving family of quasiconformal
homeomorphisms .t =.J.'(tl of ~ onto ~ such that 8.t / 8z =JJ.(t)8.t / 8z a.e .
• t fixes 0, 1, 00 and is in C (T) as a function of t for fixed z.
Lemma 6
Let a 1• ...• aq E C· be basic points of I E Rq ,
T =f(t l' ...• t 2q +1) : tiE R , I t( I <1, i =1•...• 2q +1 J
Suppose that .t, t E T, is a family of quasiconformal homeomorphisms of ~
which fix 0, 1, 00, that the complex dilatation JJ.t of .t is I -invariant, and
that .t is a C1-function of t for fixed z. Then:
(1) Function It =., 0 I 0 .i"1 belongs to Rq for t E T.
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(2) There exists an arc acT such that It =Is for s, t E: a.
Prool
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Since ~t fixes a, 1, 00, it follows that It is not defined at fa,ool. it does not
take these values. and it maps C· onto C·. 1 is a local homeomorphism, so by
Lemma 4 It is locally conformal and has removable singularities besides a and
~ which are e~sentia! singularities of It. Thus It (z) = zkexp[F(z) +
G (1/ z)], where F and G are entire nonconstant and Ie > a. If a 1• ...• aq are
basic points of 1, then
1: c· - 1-1 Oa1•...• a q J) .... C· - fa 1• ...• a q I
is a covering map. Since It is topologically conjugated with 1, then It has a
finite set of basic points. I.e .• ~t (a 1 )• ...• ~t (aq ) and
It: C· - ~t °1-1 0 a 1•·· .• aqJ)-.C· - f~t(al)"" .~t(aq)J
is also a covering map. We define a function Ie, Ie (t) =[~t (a 1 )• ...• ~t (aq )]
for t E: T; Ie is a C1 map from T C RZq +1 into q:q. By a well-known topological
theorem. there exists an arc acT such that ~t (at) == at, i =1 •...• 2q +1,
for t E: a. Now we show that, if r. s E: a. then 1r = Is' Since
• -1 • - -It : C - ~t 01 Oa 1•···• a q J) .... C - fa l' ...• a q I
is a covering map, by the Covering Homotopy Theorem there exists a family of
homeomorphisms
Ht : c· - ~r 01-1 Oa1•...• aq J) .... C· - ~s 01-10 a 1•...• aq J)
such that ~s 0~tl 01r =1 0Ht for fixed s, r E: a and any t E: a, and for
t =r we have Hr =~s 0 ~;f. We may assume that 1 is a fixed point of 1. It
is a consequence of a theorem proved by Battacharyya (1969) that for any
n E: N there exist infinitely many periodic points of 1 with period n. Then
I t (l) =1 for t E: T. This implies that Ht (l) =1. If t =s. then 1 r =Is 0 Hs '
Thus ~ 01 0 ~ -1 =~ 01 0 ~ -1 0H and ~ -1 0 ~ 01 =1 0 ~ -1 0H 0~
r r s f s s r s s r'
On the other hand. we have~; 0 ~r 01 =1 0 ~;1 0~r since 1rand Is are
topologically conjugated. So 1 0 ~;1 0Hs 0~r = 1 0 ~s 0 ~r and
1 0~;1 0Hs =1 0~;1. Let g =1 0~;1: then g 0Hs =g, g 0HsZ =g. We
show that Hs
Z = identity (id). This implies that Hs =id or Hs (z) =1/ z. The
last case is impossible in view of the continuity of Hs as a function of s. We
note first that a is not a point of essential singularity of Hs • since in the
neighborhood of this point Hs is not one-to-one. Suppose that a is a
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removable singularity of Hs ' Then there exists lim H(z) = a. Since Hs is an
• _ 21-+0 _
open map of C· onto C ,an extension Hs of Hs given by Hs (0) = a is also an
open map. Therefore for a E~· there exists a small enough neighborhood U
of some point b E ~. such that I (U) 3 a. But, if lim I (z) = lim (,) = a.
21 -+0 rM=/ (z)
then the preimage of (,) U belongs to some neighborhood of 0 and the func-
~on Hs is not one-to-one. Suppose that iis (0) =0; then iis I ~. = Hs ' Then
Hs is a holomorphic hom~omorphism of <E- with two fixed points 0, 1. This
implies that Hs = id._1f Hs (0) = 00, then Hs (00) = O. Otherwise we have only
one possibility, Le., Hs (00) = 00. Thus there exists a neighborhood U of 0 and
neighborhood Vof 00 such that iis (U) and iis (V) are neighborhoods of 00, This
contradiction implies that, if lis (0) = 00, then lis (00) =0, so lisZ(O) =O. It is
~ear that lisz is a holomorphic homeomorphism of ~ with two fixed points, so
Hz =id.
Lemma?
Let Do be a component of N (f) defined in Proposition 3, let to be an end of
the arc ex defined in Lemma 6, and let Ht = ~ta1 0 ~t for t E ex. Then
Ht = idIJ(f} and Ht (Do) = Do'
LemmaB
Let Do. ex, Ht be as in Lemma? If g: B .... Do is a conformal map from the unit
disk B, then h t = g -1 0 Ht 0 g extends to a homeomorphism ht of cl B that
satisfies h t IBE = id.
Prool 01 Proposition 3
Suppose that Do is a wandering component of I E Rq . !oet g be a fixed con-
formal map from the unit disk B onto Do, and let ii ,b ,e be three distinct
points of 8B. Set
T = Ht 1•...• t zq +1) : I t i I < 1, t i ER, i =1•... ,2q +11
There exists a family f{)t ' t E T , of homeomorphism of_clB onto clB such that
f{)t I BE ~ f{)s I BE for ~ ~ s, f{)o = id, any f{)t fixes ii, b, e, f{)t is the identity
on the boundary arc be, f{)t is quasiconformal in B, the complex dilatation JJ.t
of f{)t is a continuous function of t at any z E B, and IJJ.t I < 1. An example of
such a family f{)t is described in detail in, e.g., Baker (1984) or Baker and Rip-
pon (1984). Let +t = g 0 f{)t 0 g-1. Then +t is a quasiconformal homeomor-
phism of Do onto itself and its complex dilatation is given by
JJ.+, = JJ.", (g -1)(g-1)/ (g -1), which is continuous and thus measurable in z in
Do and IJJ.+, I < 1. We extend JJ.+, to an I -invariant complex dilatation in the
plane (denoted by the same symbol) using the following constI"lJCtion. For
z E~· such that there exist a z1 in Do and positive integers n,m that
ltera.tetl HoLomorph.1.c Ala.1JS on th.e Puncturetl Fla._
satisfy In(z) = I m (zl)' we set
u (z) = (fn)'(z) (fm),(z)JJ. (z )/(fn)'(z)(fm),(z )r-ir, 1 ir, 1 1
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For other values of z we have JJ.ir, = O. We ought to check that JJ.ir, satisfies
the differentiability conditions of Lemma 5. But the family (/Jt described by
Baker satisfies this condition. Then,_by Lemma 5, there exists a family of
quasiconformal homeomorphisms (/Jt of (1:, t E: T, that satisfies the assumptions
of Lemma 6, which implies that It = tt DID ttl E: Rq for t E: T and It = Is
for t, s E: a, where a is some arc in T. Suppose that to is an end of the arc
a, Ht = tt~l D tt' and h t = g -1 D Ht D g for t E: a. Lemma 3 (1) implies that
JJ.h., =JJ. H, • g' Since JJ.t, =JJ.ir, in B, itt =g D (/Jt D g -1, it follows that
JJ.h., = JJ.g .,,~ • " • g-I • 9 = JJ.g .",,t.,,
so by Lemma 3 (1) it is the same as JJ. -I . Lemma 3 (3) applied to JJ.h. and
"0 ." ,
JJ. -I implies that h t = L t «(/Jt -I D (/Jt), where L t is a conformal Mobius~ .~ 0 _
transformation of B. By Lemma 8, h t extends to a homeomorphism h t of cl B
that satisfies ht 188 =id, so L t «(/Jtol D_(/Jt) =L s «(/Jtol D (/Js) for t, s E: a. But
(/Jt is an identify on the boundary arc be for t E: T; thus L t = L s for t, s E: a.
As a consequence, (/Jt = (/Js for t, s E: acT. This contradiction implies the
thesis of Proposition 3.
2.4-. Conclusion
Suppose that there exists a wandering component D of N (f) for I E: Rq . Let
JD11. 10' denote an orbit of Do' By Proposition 1 there exists an no E: N such




Dn has finite topological type and I: Dn .... Dn +1 is a homeomorphism
for n > no'
Dn is an annulus for n > no and there exists a subsequence JDn Ii
t •such that the degree of I .: D_ .... Dn is greater than 1 for n k > no'0.. .+1
Dn has infinite topological type for n > no'
Case (1) was eliminated in Proposition 3, case (2) in Proposition 2. In the
last case, Le., if Dn has infinite topological type, the proof is analogous to
Sullivan's (the dimension of the Teichmuler space of conformal structures for
the direct limit D _ of JDn Ii is infinite). Thus we have proved the following
theorem.
Theorem 1
For I E: Rq every component of N(f) is nonwandering.
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3. Properties Dynamics for f E: Rq
3.1. Classification of components of N (f)
Janina Kotus
First we formulate one remark concerning dynamics in the simply connected
components of a Radstr6m function, I.e., f E: R.
Lemma 9
Let D be a simply connected periodic component of N(f) for f E: R. Then D
is one of the following components:
(1) D is an attracting (superattracting) domain.
(2) D is a parabolic domain.
(3) D is a Siegel disk.
(4) D is a trajectory ~fn (z)Ji"' that escapes to 00 for any z E: D.
(5) D is a trajectory ~fn (z) Ii"' that escapes to 0 for any z E: D.
For rational maps any simply connected periodic domain is such as in (1),
(2), (3); for entire transcendental maps there exists one more, I.e., (4). In this
case there exists also a domain as described in (5). Of course, the proof of
this lemma is similar to the one given for entire functions. It is enough to
consider in that proof a limit function f 0 == 0 instead of f 0 == 00.
Proposition 4
Let f E: Rq , let T 1 , T2 be radii such that an annulus A =~z E:~.:
T 1 < I z I < T 21 contains all basic points of f, and let Hi' i = 1.2, be com-
ponents of C· - A. Then f: Gi =f-1(Hi ) ~ Hi is a universal covering map
and every component V E: Gi is a simply connected domain whose boundary is
a curve that tends in both directions either to 0 or to 00.
We omit the proof of this proposition. Now we describe logarithmic
change of coordinates in the neighborhood of 0 and 00. Let Hi' Gi , i = 1, 2. be
as in Proposition 4. Since 0 ~ Gi , Hi' we may define
Ui = InGi • P1 =lnH1 = ~w: Rew <lnT11. and P2 = ~w: Rew >lnT21. and








Of course, the Fi are conformal univalent functions on every component of
Ui , i = 1, 2. We may assume that 0 < T 1 < 1 and T 2 > 1. Let Wi be a com-
ponent of Ui , and Ii : Pi ~ Wi be a branch of the inverse function Ft- 1 . For
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W E W1 , a ball at W with a radius s = in r 1 - ReF1(w) is contained in the
half-plane Pl' If W E Wz ' a ball at W with a radius s = ReFz(w) -in r z is con-
tained in the half-plane Pz. By Koebe's theorem, each ball contains (respec-
tively) a ball with a radius
(1/4) I I 1[F1(w)] I [lnrl-ReFl(w)]
or
(1/4) I Iz[Fz(w)] I [ReFz(w) -lnrz]
But the exponential function is one-to-one on Wi' so Wi does not contain ver-
tical intervals with length greater than 27T. This implies that
IF'l(W)! ~ (1/47T)[lnr 1 - ReF1(w)]








For f E Rq there do not exist components of type (4) or (5) described in
Lemma 9.
Proof
It is enough to prove that components of type (5) do not exist.
The proof in case (4) is the same as that for entire maps. Suppose that
there exists a periodic component D such that fn (z) ... 0 for all zED. We
may assume that f (D) = D. Let B (z ,d) be a ball at z with radius d contained
in D. Then the family !fnlBli is uniformly convergent, f o =0, and
Bn =fn(B) cD for n EN. If A is a component of lnB, An =Ff(A), then
exp(An ) = Bn , An C V 1 , and ReF1(w) tends uniformly to -"" at A. Set w E A,
Wn = F n (w) E An. and let d n be a radius of a maximal ball at wn contained in
An' By Koebe's theorem, d n +1 ~ (1/ 4)dn IF'1(wn ) I. Since ReF1(wn ) ... -"",
by equation (2) IF'(wn ) , ... "". This implies that d n ... "" and An C V 1 contains
a vertical interval with length greater than 27T. This contradiction proves
the thesis of the proposition.
As a consequence of Sullivan's theorem for f E Rq and Proposition 5 we
have a full classification of periodic components of N (f).
Theorem 2
Let D be a periodic component of N(f) for f E Rq . Then D is either a Fatou
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domain (Le., attracting, superattracting, paraboiic) or a rotation domain (Le.,
Siegel disk, Herman rIng).
LemmaW
(1) If fDi If=-01 is a Fatou domain of I E Rq , then I is not univalent in any
Di and I (Di ) contains a basIc point of I.
(2) If fDi If;l is a rotation domain of I E Rq , then fJD c clr U I n (C)]
nEN
where C denotes the set of basic points of I.
This result was obtaIned by Fatou (1919) for rational maps and may be
extended without any change for entire or Radstrom functions.
Proposition 6
Let I E Rq : then I has at most q Fatou domains and at most 2q Siegel disks.
One proof of this estimation for entire functions is based on the results
from Nevaniinna's theory for these functions, e.g., Nevaniinna's second fun-
damental theorem. But these results are vaiid for Radstrom functions (see
Battacharyya, 1969). Consequently, this proposition may be proved iike
Theorem 2 In the paper of Eremenko and Ljubib (1984a).
3.2. Estimation of the Lebesgue measure of J (f)
We give some estimation of the Lebesgue measure of the Juiia set for I E Rq
that satisfies some additional assumptions. We introduce the following nota-
tions. Let a be a basic point of I and a be an asymptotic value of I. Let
fZ E C·: Iz - a I < l:1 be a ball which does not contain other basic points of
I, and let W be a component of the set fz: I/(z) - a I < l:1 such that either
clW n fOI ~ If> or clW n fool ~ If>. Of course, W is a simply connected domain.
Let W = In Wand L = U:=-...(L o + 2kfTi), where L o is a component of L.
Then L o is an unbounded strip which does not contain vertical intervals with
length greater than 2fT. By 0 (x) we denote the total length of
Lonfz:Rez =xl. Ifl ERandlnlnM(r,f)=O(lnr)forr -+Oandr -+00,
where M(r,f) = max II (z) I, then there exist M >°and t 1 t z such that
,., = r '
t 1
!rO(x)r1dx ~ - Mt for _00 <t <t 1 <0
t
t
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Equation (4) is true if a is an asymptotic value along the patl1 "I ... 0, while
equation (5) is true if "I ... 00. The estimation (5) has been proved by Ahlfors
(see Nevanlinna, 1970) for entire functions, but it is not difficult to extend it
for I ER.
Proposition 7
Let I E Rq • and In In M(r,f) = O(ln r) for r ... 0 and r ... ""', and suppose that
at least one basic point a of I is an asymptotic value. Then there exist Ml'
Mz that satisfy M1 ~ lim II'" (z) I ~ Mz"
"' ....
To prove this proposition we need the following lemmas.
Lemmati
Let I E R and In InM(r,f) = O(ln r) for r ... 0 and r ... 00. There exist k < 1,
a >0, t 1 <0, t z >0 such that, if R =Rez, R <t1• or R >tz, then
mes[B(z,kR) n L]/mes[B(z,kR)] > a.
Prool
By equations (4) and (5) there exists an M, t 1 < 0, t Z > 0, such that
t 1
J[O(x)r1 dx < - Mt
t
t








Applying the Schwartz inequality to the inequalities (6) and (7), we have
and
tit 1
J [O(x)r1 dx J O(x)dx ~ (t 1 - t)z
t t e
t t 1
J [O(x)r1 dx J O(x)dx ~ (t 1 - tz)z
t e t e
for
for
t < t 1
t > t z
t 1 t
This implies that ~ O(x)dx ~ -M-1t for t < t 1 and ~ O(x)dx ~ M-1t for
t > t z. Since 0 (x) ~ 21T, it follows that, for small enough ~, 2k 1T <M-1 and
Z4
t 1f °(x)dz ~ -r1 t + 2k 1ft ~ -TJt for t < t 1
t
t
fO(x)dz ~M-lt -2km ~ TJt for t > t 2
til
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Thus mes[B(z.kR) nL]/mes[B(z.kR)] ~ a> a for Rez < t 1 and Rez > t 2.
Now we recall Koebe's theorem.
Lemma 12
Let g be a univalent holomorphic function defined in B(z ,R), k < 1:
(1) If Iw - z I = R. then
Ig'(z)lk/(l + k)2:s Ig(w) - g(z)1 :S Ig'(z)lk/(l- k)2
(2) If Izi <kRand Iwl <kR,then Ig'(z)/g'(w)I'<T(k).
ProoJ ojProposition 7
First we prove that there exists an M1 such that M1 :S lim IJ ft. (z) I for a.e.
z € q; •. Suppose that a is an asymptotic value of J along the path -y .... a.
a ~ a. "". We recall equation (1):
F,
U, _ P, = {w: Rew<ln" <a}
exp 1 1 exp
6, _ H,
f {z: Izl <', < 1 }
Let c be a constant that satisfies:
(1) exp c < Ia I - & < r 1 for some & > a.
(2) c < t 1 , where t 1 is defined in Lemma 11.
(3) If k is as in Lemma 11. then -c > 21f(1 + k)2 / (1 - k)2 =2d .
(4) Let s > 1: then ReF1(w) < c if IF'l(w) > 4s.
Set Y = Jw: ReFr(w) < c. n =a.l .... I. We shall prove that mesY =a. Thus
it is enough to prove that the density of the Lebesgue measure at any point
w € Y is smaller than 1. Let w € Y. wk = F~w. and Fi1 : Pl .... U 1 be a branch
of the inverse function that satisfies Fw-
1
=w . Since the image of U under
" "+1F i 1 does not contain vertical intervals with length greater than 21f, by
Lemma 12,
leero.ted. Hotamorph.ic 110.1'$ on th.e Punctured. Plo.ne
Fi1 [B(wn.kRn }] C B(wn _1.d)
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(9)
where Rn =Re wn and d =?T(1 + k)z1 (1 - k)z. Let Fi 1 be a branch of the
inverse function that satisfies F-iwt = Wt-1' l E [l,n -1]. As a consequence
of the conditions imposed on c. the function F i 1 is defined in B (wt .2d) and
I(Fi 1 )'(w) I ~ 11 (4s). Hence by Lemma 12(2) we have
Fi1 [B(wt.d}] C B(wt _ 1,s-1d)
The inequalities (9) and (10) imply
F-n[B(wn.kRn }] C B(w.s-n +1d)
Let Bn(w) = F-nB(wn.kRn ). By Lemma 12(2) we have




where t does not depend on n. Here B (w •Tn) denotes the smallest ball
around Bn (w). By the inclusion (11).
Tn ~ s-n+1d .... 0 n .... ca (13)
Lemma 11. implies that mes[B(w.kRn ) n L]/mes[B(w.kRn }] ~ a. Applying
Lemma 12(2) we have
mes[Bn(w) n F-nL]/mes[Bn(w) ~ [T(k)rza (14)
If z EF-nL. then lexp[Fn +1(z)-a]1 <~; but. if z EY. then
Iexp[Fn +1(z}] I < exp c < I a I -~. Hence Y n I -nL = f/J and equation (14)
implies that
mes[Bn(w) n L]I mes[Bn (w)] ~ 1- [T(k)rza
This means that the density of the Lebesgue measure of Y at W is smaller
than 1.
If a is an asymptotic value of J along the path 7 .... O. then we consider
function exp(-w) in diagram (8) instead of exp(w) and
P z = Jw: Rew > max(-ln T 1 ,ln Tz>\. As a consequence, it is necessary to
change conditions (1)-(4) imposed on c. It remains to prove that there exists
a constant Mz such that lim I/n(z) I~ Mz for a.e. z E q;•. If a is an asymp-
totic value along the path 7 .... ca. then we repeat the proof for entire
Z6 JlZntnlZ Kot1l.s
functions. For an asymptotic value along 'Y -+ 0, we consider In z -1 instead of
lnz.
Theorem 3
Let 1 be as in Proposition 7. If J(J) ~ C- and for any basic point ak of 1
which belongs to J(J) there exists an n k EN and a repelling periodic point
bk such that bk =111." (ak)' then mes[J(J)] =O.
Prool
Let Jbn I. k = 1•.... l. denote all repelling periodic points such that
bk = 111." (ak ) for some n EN and basic point ak' and let Jctl,i = 1•.. .• n,
denote all rational elliptic points of 1. By Proposition 7 there exist M1.Mz
such that
2 max Ibkl.lctl <Mz and lim 11n (z)1 <Mzk.t





We choose a point Z E J(J) such that M1 < lim 1111. (z) I < Mz and there exists
neither a repelling periodic point a nor an elliptic rational point a satisfying
I n (z) =a for some n EN. Thus there exist a cS > 0 and a sequence Jns 1;=1
such that
M1 < 11"-(z) I < Mz inf(fn- - bk • 11"- - Ct /) > cSk.t
Hence we may define 1-11.- on B(Jn- z . cS). Since J(f) ~ q:-. it follows that
inf Jmes[B(w,cS/2) n N(J)]/mes[B(w.cS/2)]J ~ a >0
1.1 1 <1101<1.1.
By Lemma 12(2). mes[Bn (w) n N(J)]/ mes[Bn (w)] ~ [T(1/2)r1 a. where
- -Bn (w) = 1-
n
-BU"-(w),cS/2]. This implies that the density of the Lebesgue
-measure of J(J) at w is smaUer than 1.
3.3. J -stability for 1 E Rq
The functions 1 and g are conjugated if there exist homeomorphisms rp and"
of q:- such that 1 a rp = " a g. Let M, denote the space of functions 1 E R
conjugated with g. If M = Jg EM, : 1 E Rq I. then M is a manifold with a
topology which is locally equivalent to the uniform topology on compact
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subsets of q:*. Let a 1(g)•...• aq(g) denote the basic points of g ERq . We
choose a,fl E q:*, and by M/'" we denote the space of functions gEM, for
which the conjugacy homeomorphisms rp and '1/1 fix a,fl. Let a q +leg) = g (a)
and aq +z(g) =g (fJ) if a,fl ~ 0; for a =0 or fl =0 we set aq +leg) =0 or
a q +z(g) = O. Then M/'" is an analytic manifold with local coordinates
fat(g)Jl'=I If M, = U =M/"'. then M, is an analytic manifold with topology
a"
locally equivalent to the uniform topology on a cEmpact subset of q:*. But it is
more convenient to_work with the factor space M given by the relation of con-
jugacy. Then M is a q-dimensional manifold with coordinates
[a1(1)• ...• a q (I)]. A function J EM is J-stable if for every gEM close
enough to J there exists a homeomorphism h: J(f) ... J(g) such that
Joh=hog.
The following lemma and theorem are analogous to those of Eremenko and
LjubiC (1984b), but it is necessary to change their proof by considering
asymptotic paths that tend to zero.
Lemmat:3
A periodic point is a holomorphic map of J E M in the local coordinates on M
that admits only algebraic singularities. An eigenvalue of the periodic point
is a nonconstant holomorphic function of J EM.
Theorem 4
J-stability is a generic property in M.
Conjecture
Structural stability is a generic property in M.
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A Viability Approach to Ljapunov's Second
Method
J.-P. Aubin and H. Frankowska
VER Ma.th~maiiqu.es de La Decision, Uni1)ersit~ de Paris IX -
Dauphne, Place du Mar~chal de Lattre de Tassigny, Paris 16,
France
When f is a continuous single-valued map from an open subset 0 of R1l. to R1l.
and V is a differentiable function defined on 0, the Ljapunov method derives
from estimates of the form
Vx E: 0 <V'(x), f(x» ~ 1J'[V(x)] (1)
information on the behavior of a solution x (.) to the differential equation
x' =f(x), x (0) =xo, given by inequalities of the form
V[x (t)] ~ w (t)
where w is a solution to the differential equation
(2)
w'(t) = 1J'[w(t)] w(O) = V(x o) (3)
(see for instance Yoshizawa, 1966).
We shall extend this result when we replace the differential equation by
a differential inclusion, when we require viability conditions and when we
assume that V is only continuous (because "interesting" examples of functions
V are derived from nondifferentiable norms, for instance). We look for solu-
tions x 0 to, for almost all t E: [O,T],
x'(t) E:F[x(t)]
satisfying
x (0) =Xo given in K (4)
vt E: [0, T]
vt E: [0, T]
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where w (t) is a solution to differential equation (3). For this purpose, we
choose from the concepts of tangent cones to subsets and generalized direc-
tional derivatives of a function the contingent cone TK(x) to K at x, defined
by
TK(x):= {v ERn I lim inf d(x + hv,K) = oj
h .....O+ h
(6)
and introduced by Bouligand (1932) (see also Aubin and Cellina. 1984, Section
4.2, pp. 176-177). and the hypo-contingent derivative D _V(x) of V at x,
defined by




(Aubin and Cellina. 1984. Section 6.1, p. 287).
We shall prove the following.
Theorem 1
Let V be a nonnegative continuous function defined on a neighborhood of the
closed subset K and '1/1 be a nonpositive continuous function from R+ to R
satisfying '1/1(0) = O. Let Xo E K be given.
(1) We assume that
F is upper semicontinuous with
nonempty compact convex values
If we replace estimate (1) by
(8)
Vx EK, 3v E F(x) n TK(x) such that D _V(x )(v) ..,;; 'I/I[V(x)] (9)
there exist T > 0 and solutions w 0, x 0 to the problem (3), (4), and (5).
(2) We assume that
F is continuous with nonempty compact values
If we posit the stronger estimate
(10)
Vx EK, F(x) C TK(x) (11a)
A Ka6'££'£tJl Approach. to Ljapunov's Second Meth.od
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there exist T > 0 and solutions W (0), x 0 to the problem (3), (4), and (5).
(3) We assume that
F is Lipschitz on a neighborhood of K and has nonempty compact
values and (12)
¥' is Lipschitz on a neighborhood of [0, wo]
Then estimate (11) implies the existence of T > 0 such that any solution
[w(·), x 0] to (3) and (4) satisfies property (5).
Remark
If we assume furthermore that F is bounded, we can take T = +00 in the above
theorem. This implies that W (t) converges to some w. when t -. "", where
w. E [0, V(xo)] is a solution to the equation ¥'(w.) = O. If ¥,(w) < 0 for all
W > 0, we then deduce that
lim V[x (t)] = 0t __
lID
Proof of Theorem 1
We set
G(x.w):= F(x) x ¥,(w) C Rn x R
We introduce the viability domain




which is a closed subset of Rn x R x R [where W o > V(xo)]. We observe that
if
then
v E tK(x) satisfies D _V(x)(v) ~ ¥,[V(x)] (16)
34
[V, l/(W)] belongs to TK (%, w)
J.-P. Au6'£n lind H. FrllnkO'Wskll
(17)
Indeed, since v belongs to TK (%), there exist sequences of elements hn > 0
and v n converging to zero and v such that
\;In, % + hnvn EK
By the very definition of D _V(% )(v), there exists a sequence of elements
an E R converging to D _V(% )(v), such that, for all n ~ 0,
V(% +hnvn ) ~ V(%) + hnan
If l/[V(%)] = w, we take
bn : = an + l/[V(%)] - D _V(% )(w)
if D _V(% )(w) > -DO, and
b n =l/ [V(%)J
if D _V(% )(w) = - DO. If l/[V(%)] <w, we take bn := l/(w) and we deduce that
V(% +hn v n ) ~ W + h n l/(w)
for large enough n because V is continuous. In summary, bn converges to W
and satisfies
Vn,%+hnvn EK and V(% +hn v n ) ~ W + hnbn (18)
This shows that (% +hn v n . W +hnbn ) belongs to K and thus that [v. l/(w)]
belongs to TK (%, w).
We consider now trajectories % O. wOof the differential inclusion
[%'(t), w'(t)] E G[%(t), w(t)]
[% (0). W (O)J =[%0' V(%o)]
which are viable in the sense that
(19a)
(19b)
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vt E [0, T] [x{t), wet)] E K (20)
We then observe that x 0 is a solution to (4), that w is a solution to (3) and
that (20) implies properties (5).
If F satisfies assumptions (8) and (9), then G is also upper semicontinu-
ous with compact convex values and G{x, w) n TK{x, w) ~ ¢. Hence
Haddad's viability theorem (Haddad, 1981; Aubin and CeUina, 1984, p. 180,
Theorem 4.2.1) implies the existence of a solution to (19) and (20) on some
interval.
If F satisfies assumptions (10) and (11), then G is continuous with com-
pact values and G (x. w) c TK (x, w). Hence the viability theorem of Aubin
and Clarke (1977) (see also Aubin and CeUina, 1984, p. 198, Theorem 4.6.1)
implies the existence of a solution to (19) and (20) on some interval.
If F satisfies assumptions (11) and (12), then G is Lipschitz with compact
values on a neighborhood of K and G{x, w) C TK{x, w). Hence the invariance
theorem of Clarke (1975) (see also Aubin and CeUina, 184, p. 202, Theorem
4.6.20) shows that any solution of (19) satisfies (20).
Remark
We can solve in the same way the case when we consider
p nonnegative continuous functions lj defined
on a neighborhood of K
p nonpositive continuous functions '/{I j from
R+ to R+satisJying '/{Ij (D) =0
and when we replace condition (15) by
(21a)
(21b)
Vt E [0. T]
Vt E [0, T]
x (t) E K
Vj=l •...• p Vj[x{t)] ~Wj{t)
(22a)
(22b)
where wj 0 is some solution to the differential equation
wj{t) = '/{Ij [wj (t)] Wj{O) = Vj{xo> (23)
We have to replace the Ljapunov estimates (9) by
Vx EK, 3v E F{x) n TK{x) such that
(24)
Vj= 1, .... p, D_Vj{x}{V) ~ '/{Ij[Vj{x)]
36
and estimates (11) by
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Vx EK, F(x) C TK(x) and Vj= l, .... p
(25)
sup D_lj(x)(v) ~ "t[lj(x)]
vE F(z)
Therefore the asymptotic properties of solutions to the differential inclu-
sions (4) are concealed in the function "0 defined by
"o(W):= sup inf D_V(x)(u) (26)
V(z)=w uEF(z)()TK(z)
for set-valued maps F satisfying (8) and the function "1 defined by
"l(w):= sup sup D_V(x)(u) (27)
V(z)=w uEF(z)
for set-valued maps F satisfying (10). Hence any continuous function" larger
than "0 (or "1) will provide solutions w (-) to (3) estimating the value V[x (t)]
on some trajectory of the differential inclusion (4).
For instance, we obtain the following consequence on asymptotic stabil-
ity.
Corolla.ry
Let V be a nonnegative continuous function defined on a neighborhood of K
and let X o be given. Let F satisfy assumption (8). We assume further thatAo E R achieves the finite maximum in
Po := sup inf [>..w - "o(w)]
AE"R UI~o
If Po > 0 and
PoV(x o) ~~ .1-exp(->..oT)l
there exists a solution x (-) to the differential inclusion (4) satisfying
(28)
Vt E [o,T], IPo .1 -exp[>"o(t - T)] I>"0V[x (t)] ~ -poet - T) if >"0 ;;! 0(29)
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If Po ~ 0 and >-0 < 0, then there exists a solution x (.) to the differential inclu-
sion (4) satisfying
yt ~o, Vex (t)] ~ ""!""[Po - Co exp(Aot)]
Ao
(30)
where Co =Po - >-oV(xo)'
Proof
We take ?/I(w) :=>-ow - Po'
Remark
Theorem 1 implies directly the asymptotic properties on V-monotone maps as
they appear in Corollaries 6.5.1 and 6.5.2 of Aubin and CeUina (1984, pp.
320-332).
Let V : R n x R n -+ R+ U !""l be a nonnegative function satisfying
V(y,y)=o for all Y EK (31)
which plays the role of a semidistance (without having to obey the triangle
inequality).
We assume that, for all x E K, x -+ V(x, y) is locally Lipschitz around K
and we set
V'(x,y)(v):=D_[x -+V(x,y)](x)(v) (32)
Let ~ be a continuous map from R+ to R+ such that ~(o) =O. We say that F is
V -monotone (with respect to ~) if
Vx, y EK, Vu E F(x), Vv EF(y),
(33)
V'(x, y)(v - u) + ~[V(x, y] ~ 0
Let us assume that c E K is an equilibrium of F [a solution to 0 E F(c)] and
that -F is V-monotone with respect to ~. Then we observe that by taking
V(x):= V(x, c) we have
?/Io(w) ~ ?/It(w) ~ -w(w)
Let w (-) be a solution to the differential equation
(34)
38
w'(t} + 9'[w(t}] = 0 w(O} = U(x o' c}
J.-P. Aubin and H. F'rankowska
(35)
If F satisfies either (B) or (10), there exists a solution to the differential
inclusion (4) satisfying
U[x (t), c] ~ w (t)
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1. Introduction
The motivation for the analysis to be presented comes from a problem that is
one of the most fundamental in biology: to find the conditions under which a
system of interacting species, genes, etc., are assured of "long-term sur-
vival". What exactly is meant by this term is itself not clear and has been
discussed (see Hofbauer, 1985). We shall not repeat the arguments given
there. but shall accept that for dynamical systems on R~, for example, gen-
erated by ordinary differential equations, a criterion that is biologically rea-
D
sonable is that there should be a compact absorbing set M in the interior R~
D
of R~ for all semiorbits with initial values in R~, called perma.nent coex-
istence (or permanence). There is now a considerable amount known con-
cerning mathematical techniques for tackling this question for systems
governed by ordinary differential equations, difference equations, partial dif-
ferential equations. and modeling spatial diffusion of species (see, e.g., Amann
and Hofbauer, 1984; Hutson and Moran, 1982, 1985; Butler et a.l., 1985).
Whilst much remains to be done in this area, there is another fundamen-
tal issue affecting the problem of long-term survival; namely, that with the
present state of empirical knowledge, the basic model for a given biological
system cannot realistically be regarded as known. Indeed, it may be a diffi-
cult matter to decide what type of equation provides a reasonable approxima-
tion. Even if in ecology, for example, the assumption is made that the govern-
ing equations are ordinary differential equations, say
Z1=X-t!i(X) (i=1, ... ,n) (1)
it is clear that for only three species it would be a major experimental prcr
ject to find a reasonable approximation to the Ji' It is therefore important
to enquire whether, if the Ji are known only very roughly, anything can be
said concerning the question of permanent coexistence, at least.
For ordinary differential equations a suitable setting for tackling this
question is the theory of differential inclusions (Aubin and Cellina, 1984),
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(2)
where the F1. are set-valued functions and the solutions are absolutely con-
tinuous functions satisfying system (2). These relations could be interpreted
as differential inequalities into which the uncertainty concerning the mea-
surements are subsumed, or they could be regarded as modeling unpredict-
able external factors. such as climate. Rather than treating system (2)
directly, the analysis is carried out in terms of the theory of generalized
semidynamical systems (GSDS). where the phase map 1T is set-valued. Such a
system bears a relation to differential inclusions analogous to that which the
standard dynamical system bears to differential equations. There are two
reasons for using a GSDS: first, it is technically convenient; second, the
added generality of the theory allows the possibility of treating more general
models for biological interactions. For example, it is likely that similar
results may be obtained for the semigroup z+ as well as R+. which will allow
"difference inclusions" (an analogous generalization of difference equations,
see Laricheva, 1984) to be treated. We finally return to system (2) and show
how the theory may be applied to a specific set of differential inclusions.
Suppose, then. that 1T(% .t) represents the set of all possible values of
solutions of system (2) through % at time t .
Definition 1
The system (2) will be said to be permanently coexistent if and only if there
o 0
is a compact set M c~ with the property that, given any % E: R~, there is a
tz such that 1T(% ,t) eM for t ~ tz .
One can picture 1T as being represented by a "funnel". Because of the form
of system (2), the boundary 8 R~ of R~ is an invariant set, so from the point
of view of dynamical systems the aim is to find a practical method for discov-
ering when an invariant set repels orbits in the strong sense of the defini-
tion.
2. Generalized Semidynamical Systems
These are also known as set-valued and multivalued dynamical systems. and
have been studied by Barbashin (1948), Roxin (1965), Szego and Treccani
(1969), Kloeden (1979), and Dochev (1979), among others. They are a natural
generalization of the usual semidynamical system, but various assumptions
concerning continuity and backward extendability lead to a profusion of
definitions. It turns out that in the present context continuity is unneces-
sarily restrictive and upper semicontinuity is enough.
Definition 2
Let X ,Y be metric spaces and let A (Y) denote the set of nonempty subsets of
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Y. Then F: X -+ A (y) is upper semicontinuous (USC) if and only if given
any Zo E: X and any open U J F(zo)' there is a neighborhood V of Zo such
that F(z) e U for z E: V (Aubin and Cellina. 1984).
With (X,d) a metric space, consider the map 1T: X xF" -+ A (X), and for
Xo eX, I eF" put
1T(X0'/) = U U 1T(Z, t )
:Z:EXo tEl
It is convenient sometimes to write 1T(Z.t) = zt as usual. We shall assume that
the GSDS (X ,1T.R"l satisfies the following:
(1) 1T(Z ,0) = z.
(2) 1T[1T(Z,t1).tZ] = 1T(Z,t1 + t z) (t 1 ,tz E:F").
(3) 1T is USC and compact valued.
Definition 3
.,,+(Z) = )y: y E: 1T(Z.t) for some t ~Ol is the semiorbit through z. ",+(Xo)
being defined by taking unions. Xo is forward invariant if and only if
.,,+(X0> e Xo' The O-limit set O(X0> of X0 is the set
O(Xo> = n cl [ U .,,+(zt)]
t~O :Z:EXO
Definition 4
The set M e X is said to be absorbing for Xo if and only if given any z E: XO'
there exists a t:z: < em such that zt e M for t ~ t:z:. That is the "sections" zt
of every semiorbit starting in Xo are eventually contained in M.
Finally. to simplify the notation, for P: X -+ Rand Xo e X we write
inf P(Xo) = inf P(z)
:Z:EXo
For the distance d (8,M) between two sets we use the definition
d (8.M) = inf d (z ,M)
:Z:ES
3. Average Ljapunov Functions
In the biological context, because of the finiteness of the world we may
assume that X is a compact neighborhood of the origin in R~. Then
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S = X n aR~ is a compact, forward-invariant set. The conditions that will
be given ensure that S repels orbits in a suitable sense, and are a weakening
of the requirements imposed on the standard Ljapunov function (for repellers
rather than attractors). The following dis.cussion is intended to clarify the
form of these conditions.
Temporarily, let 11" be an ordinary (not generalized) dynamical system.
Let (the Ljapunov function) P: X - R+ be continuous with P-1(O) = S, and
assume that on a neighborhood of S
P(%t)/ P(%) > 1 (t > 0, % E: X\S) (3)
Then there is a neighborhood U of S with X\ U absorbing for X\ S. The diffi-
culty with this well-known result is familiar: it is usually hard to find a suit-
able P. For differential equations an ingenious result, which sometimes obvi-
ates this problem, was introduced by Schuster et a.l. (1979) and Hofbauer
(1981). In a dynamical systems context (Hutson, 1984), it is enough to assume
instead of system (3) that
sup lim inf P(yt)/ P(y) > 1
t>o Jf-+%
liE X'\S
(% E: S) (4)
This weakens the requirements in two ways. First, the condition need only
hold on S. Second, it need only hold for some t, so that the value of P may
first decrease along orbits, so long as at some stage it increases. This is
quite a significant advance for, as we shall see later, it means roughly that
the inequality need be checked only on D(S), which is often a much easier
task; this is plausible as we can take a large t when the orbit is near D(S). P
might be called an average Ljapunov function. From another point of view. it
is at least not unreasonable that condition (4) should ensure that orbits are
pushed away from S. The real point is that they may not return and come "too
close" to S; that is, a spiraling outward toward S, for example. is ruled out.
Furthermore. this property is uniform with respect to the initial position.
Returning now to the GSDS. to ensure that the whole funnel is repelled
by S, it is reasonable to ask that condition (4) should hold for the worst pos-
sibility:




(% E: S) (5)
Assume that X is compact and let SeX be compact with empty interior. Let
S. X\S be forward invariant. Suppose that the continuous function
P: X - W is such that P-1(O) = S. Then if condition (5) holds, there exists
a compact absorbing set M for X\S with d(S.M) > O.
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The proof for an ordinary semidynamical system (Hutson. 1984) does not
quite generalize as it stands, the difficulty coming from the possibility that
for some subset Xo the section xt may be neither wholly in Xo nor in its com-
plement xg. The first of the preparatory lemmas below is a partial replace-
ment for the idea that P should increase along orbits. In fact, it may first
decrease, but must at some stage have increased with a certain uniformity
with respect to position. Define




This function is readily shown to be lower semicontinuous (LSC). Note also
that from condition (5), for each x E: S. there is a t~ such that a(t~ ,x) > 1.
Lemma 2
There a!:.e a finite set F =Jt 1• ...• tie Ie (0,00), an open neighborhood U of S.
and an h > 0 such that the following holds. Given any x E: U\S, there exists
t (x) E: F such that
inf PJ1T[X,t(X)]J ~ (l+h)P(x)
Proof
For h > O. t > O. the sets
U(h,t) = Jx: a(t.x) >1 + hi
are open, since a(t ,-) is LSC. By the remark preceding Lemma 2
S C U U(h.t)
h,t > 0
and since S is compact, there exist h 1• ...• hie > 0 and t l' ...• tie s.uch that
1.=1e
S c U U(h1. ,t1.)
1.=1
However, U(a,t) c U(b ,t) if b < a, so with h =min h1.' say,
1.=1e
S C U U(h,t1.) =U
1.=1
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Finally, if z~U\S, then ZE:U[h,t{z)] for some t{z)E:F, so
aCt (z ),z] > 1 + h. This yields the result on using the definition of a.
Choose p > Dsuch that
Wp · == Jz: D < P (z) ~ piC U
and set
N =X\Wp t =maxttEF
We note that Wp is a neighborhood. of S, N = Jz: P{z) > P I, and
8N C Jz: P{z) = pI.
LemmaS
If -y+{N)\N ~ t/J, given any y in this set, there exist z* E: iJN, t* E: (D,t) such
that:
(1) y E: 1T{Z * ,t *).
(2) 1T{Z* ,t) n j{O ~ t/J
Prool
for D < t < t*.
The idea is to show that there is a Z * E: N such that the time t * from Z * to y
is a minimum. Define
* -t = inOt : y E: 1T{Z ,t) for some t > D, Z E: N 1
and note that from the assumption concerning y, this set is not empty. Thus,
there are sequences (tn ) t * and (zn) E: N with y E: 1T{Zn ,tn ), and since N is
compact, by selecting a subsequence if necessary, it follows that there is a
z* E: N such that zn - z*. If y ~ 1T{Z* ,t*), since 1T{Z* ,t*) is compact,
there is a neighborhood. U of 1T{Z * ,t *) such that y ~ U. But from the upper
semicontinuity of 1T, there is a neighborhood. V of (z* ,t*) such that
1T{Z,t) C U for (z,t) E: V. Since (zn,t~) E: V for large enough n,
y E: 1T{Zn,tn ) cU. This is a contradiction and shows that y E: 1T{Z* ,t*).
If (2) of Lemma S does not hold, there is a t 1 E: (D,t *) with 1T{Z * ,t1) eN
and
1T[1T{Z* ,t1),t* - t 1] = 1T{Z* ,t*)
It follows that there is a Z1 E: 1T{Z* ,t1) eN such that y E: 1T{Z1,t* - t 1). This
contradicts the minimality of t * , and (2) follows.
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To prove that Z· E: 8N, suppose on the contrary that z· E: N (open).
Then, as lI'(z· ,0) =z· and 11' is USC, there is a neighborhood Vof (z· .0) such
that lI'(z ,t) eN for (z ,t) E: V, and in particular lI'(z· ,to) eN for some
toE: (O.t·). This contradicts (2) of Lemma 3 and shows that z· E: 8N.
Since z· E: 8N, then P(z·) = p and there exists t (z·) ~ t such that
inf PJlI'[z·,t(z·)Jl ~ (1 + h)p > P
whence lI'[z·,t(z·)] eN. From (2) of Lemma 3 t· ~ t(z·) ~ 1:.
Lemma 4
1+(N) is a compact forward-invariant set with c1 [8,1+(N)] > o.
Proof
From Aubin and Callina (1984), Y == lI'(N,[O,t]) is compact. To prove that
1+(N) = Y, since clearly Y e 1+(N), it is enough to show that 1+(N) e Y. Take
any y E: 1+(N), and note that if y E: N, then y E: Y. If y E: 1+(N)\N, by
Lemma 3 there are a z· E: Nand t· E: (O,t] with y E: lI'(z· ,t·) e Y. so
1+(N) = Y. Since X\ 8 is forward invariant, 1+(N) n 8 = ¢, and the result
follows from the compactness.
Lemma 5
Given X o E: Wp ' there exists T such that lI'(xo,T) e 1+(N).
Proof
Put Pix 0> = Po' take n such that (1 +h)""p a.. > p, and choose T > nt. If
X o E: N the result follows, so suppose X o E: X\N and take any z E: lI'(x o,T); it
will be proved that z E: 1+(N).
With t ('), as in Lemma 2,
z E: lI'(x o,T) = lI'JlI'[x o,t(xO>], T - t(xO>I
Hence z E: 1I'[x 1 ,T - t(xo)] for some xl E: lI'[xo.t(xo)]. If xl E: N, again the
result follows. otherwi~e the argument is repeated to yield a sequence
x o'x l' ...• x j' If x j E:!! for some j < n, the proof is complete. If not, since
for each j, nt (x j ) ~ nt < T, then
x"" E: lI'[x o,t(xo) + ... + t(x""_l)]
z E: lI'[(x"",T - t (x 0> - '" - t (x"" -1)]
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and by Lemma 2,
P{xn ) ~ (1 + h)P{Xn _1) ~ ... ~ (1 + h)n P{xr) > p
V. Hutson Gnd J.S. Pr/fn
Therefore, x n EN and Z E '1+{N), which proves Lemma 3.
To prove the theorem, note that by Lemma 5, '1+ (N) is absorbing, and
d[S,'1+{N)] > 0 by Lemma 4.
4. Permanent Coexistence
It is now shown how Theorem 1 may be applied to the differential inclusions
(2) arising in a biological context. Take G1. (x) = x1.F1. (x) and assume that G is
USC with compact convex values. A solution is an absolutely continuous func-
tion that satisfies (2) and it is assumed that there is a nice compact neighbor-
hood of the origin in R~ which is absorbing.
Take the GSDS to be composed of solutions -% (t). Let "dot" denote dif-
ferentiation along a solution, and a1. partial differentiation. For P, a C1 func-
tion,
P(zt)/P(z) = .XP! IhzeSJl/p[zeSlJdS]
It l.=n ]= exp J L a1. log P[x (s)] :i:.,,{s) dso 1. =1




v{x) = L li1. a1. p {x)1 p{x):3 li1. E G1. (x)
1.=1
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(1) '1/1 is bounded below_._
(2) 'I/I(%} > 0 [% E: D(S}].
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Then condition (5) of the theorem holds and the system (2) is permanently
coexistent.
The important point here is that (2) of Lemma 3 need only hold on D(S}. This
is plausible and easy to prove, since for large enough teach semiorbit is near
D(S} where '1/1 > 0, so exp('I/I} > 1, yielding condition (5).
The following simple example is intended to illustrate, without involving
complicated algebra, how the result may be applied to a specific system. Con-
sider the following model of a predator-prey system, the It being perhaps
errors in the experimental observations or climatic variations.
%1 =%1[a -b%1 -C%2 +/ 1(%.t}]
%2 = % 2[ - c + dz 1 + 1 2(% ,t}]
where a ,b ... > O. Assume the following finite:
It = inf It(%,t}
% E R+,t2: 0
It = sup It (% ,t)
% E R+,t2: 0
and make the assumptions, natural for a predator-prey system, that
a + It > 0
-c +/2 <0
Theorem '7
The system is permanently coexistent if
(a + I 1)/b > (c - I 2)/ d.
Prool
aa a.With P(%} = %1 %2 '
+(%) = la1[a - b%1 - C%2 + 61] + a2[ - c + dz 1 + 6zJ:
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Then
1 1 S cS1 S J 1,12, S cS2, S J 2,1 '
O(S) c HO,O)! U H(a +/1)lb, (a +11)lb],OI
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It is a matter of simple algebra to show that under the assumed conditions
there exist Ot1, Ot2, > 0 such that '1/1 > 0 on O(S). Thus permanent coexistence
follows from Lemma 6.
The above result is not itself of great significance, but we remark that a
similar analysis should be possible for much less tractable systems involving a
larger number of species, e.g., two prey and a predator, although at the
expense of considerable extra algebraic computation. The discussion shows
that concrete results can be obtained for certain fundamental problems con-
cerning systems which are only specified quite loosely.
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Stability for a Linear Functional
Differential Equation with Infinite Delay
J. Milota
Charles University, Prague, 'tSSR
1. Introduction
The Volterra model of a "historical action" in population growth,
+'"'
u(t) = au(t)[l- bu(t) - c J k(s)u(t - s)ds]
o
(1)
yields a classical example of a functional differential equation with infinite
delay. Sometimes it is necessary to add the Laplacian t:.u to the right-hand
side of equation (1) to express the effects of diffusion. Equation (1) then
belongs to the class of semilinear parabolic equations,
u(t) +Au(t) =F[u(t),utl (2)
with infinite delay, Le., u t denotes the function on the interval (- "" ,0] given
by u t (s) = u (t +s). The operator A stands here for - t:.u and therefore we
suppose that A is a sectorial operator in some Banach space X (see, e.g.,
Friedman, 1969, or Henry, 1981). Then -A is the infinitesimal generator of an
analytic semigroup e-At and the spectrum of A is in a sector
~A E: C, I arg(A - a) I < "'-I. where "'- < rr/2. The vertex a will be specified
later on.
The right-hand side F in the Volterra model depends only on values of u
and does not depend on its spatial derivatives. But there are very important
examples of equation (2) in which F depends even on the highest spatial
derivatives of u, e.g., equations for heat conduction in materials with
memory. This dependence can be specified with the help of fractional powers
A a. We denote by X a the domain of A a endowed with the graph norm.
Further, ya denotes a space of functions defined on the interval (- "",0] with
values in X a. Function spaces ya will be equipped with norms of a fading
memory type (see, e.g., Coleman and Mizel, 1966). These norms have funda-
mental importance for the stability theory for equations with infinite delays,
as has been shown by Hale and Kato (1978), Schumacher (1978), and, more
recently, Kappel and Schappacher (1980).
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We suppose that the nonlinear term F in equation (2) maps some subset
of Xa x y~ into X. Roughly speaking, the cases 0 < DO < 1 or 0 < p < 1
correspond to a dependence of F on lower spatial derivatives of u. If F
depends on the highest spatial derivatives, then it is necessary to take a =1
or p = 1. These cases cause difficulties in proving the existence and continu-
ous dependence results for the Cauchy problem regarding lack of uniqueness
of a solution (see Milota and Petzeltova, 1985a, b, and the papers cited
there). Equation (2) generates a Co-semigroup only under special assumptions
on F even for a linear map F and a finite delay (see Kunish and Schappacher,
1983, and di Blasio et al.• 1984).
It is our purpose here to investigate properties of the solution operator
for equation (2) with linear F. Such properties yield information on solutions
of a nonlinear equation near to an equilibrium point (linearized stability etc.).
We therefore consider the Cauchy problem given by
u(t) + Au (t) =LUt
U o = rp
t > 0 (3)
Here A is a sectorial operator with a > O. This assumption means that, for
A =- 6.. generally only Dirichlet boundary conditions are allowed. Moreover,
L is supposed to be a linear continuous operator of ya into X. We should
remark that our method requires the restrictive assumption a < 1. As
regards the spaces ya, we take some 'Y > 0 and define ya to be the space of
all continuous maps rp of the interval (- DO.O] into Xa for which the norm
I rp 11"'": = sup le7S rp(s) IX'"
s~o
is finite. For further purposes we denote all these assumptions by (H1).
2. A Solution Semigroup
A continuous function U : (-DO.T) .... Xa is called a mild solution to equation (3)
if T > 0 and u satisfies:
t








U t E: ya
U o = rp.
u(t) =e-At
for each t
for each t E: (O,T).
(4)
Proposition 1
Let (H1) be satisfied. Then for any rp E: ya there exists a unique mild solution
of equation (3). This solution is defined on the interval (- DO , +DO ).
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The proof is rather standard. The contraction principle (a < l) yields a
local solution. The uniqueness and the global existence follow from an esti-
mate of the Gronwall type. See Milota (1986) for more details of this and
further proofs.
Corollary
Let (Hl) be satisfied, rp E: YO. and let u (.. rp) denote a mild solution of equation
(3) on the interval (-oa.+oa). If T(t}rp denotes Ut(rp}. then T(t} is a Co-
semigroup on the space Va.
We note that the solution semigroup T (t) is not generally an analytic
semigroup. To examine the asymptotic behavior of T(t} we introduce the pure
parabolic problem
v(t} + Av(t} = 0
V o = rp
t > 0
and denote by S(t} its solution semigroup in the space YO.
Proposition 2
Let (Hl) be satisfied together with the hypothesis (H2) that A has a compact
resolvent in the space X. Then the operator T(t} -S(t} is a compact map of
yo into yo for each t positive.
The proof is based on the Arz~la-Ascoli theorem. The assumption (H2)
implies that the embedding of XfJ into Xa is compact for {J > a. As the
integral operator in equation (4) maps bounded sets in yo into bounded sets
in Xa+~ (a < l). the pointwise compactness follows.
3. The Spectrum of T(t)
In order to estimate the norm of T (t) one commonly has to characterize the
infinitesimal generator B of T (t) and its spectrum. But the main difficulties
with infinite delays consist in the fact that this generator is not completely
described even for X = R"". In this case. Naito (1979) showed how to over-
come these obstacles. It is sufficient to estimate the radius of the essential
spectrum of T(t} and to calculate the point spectrum Pg(B} of the generator
B. The notion of the essential spectrum is used in the sense of Browder
(1OOl). Because of the following two lemmas we can use the same procedure
also for an infinitely dimensional space X.
Lemma 1
Under the hypotheses (Hl) and (H2), the estimate




holds for the radius of the essential spectrum of T(t).
The proof follows easily from the Nussbaum (1970) formula for the radius
r e and Proposition 2.
The second lemma is more technical.
Lemma 2
Let (H1) be satisfied. Then>.. E: Pa(B) if and only if Re >.. ~ -7 and the charac-
teristic equation
>..x +Ax - L(e>"sx) =0
has a nontrivial solution in D(A).
(5)
With respect to the estimate of the resolvent of a sectorial operator one
can deduce from Lemma 2 that the set Pa(B) n p(A) is bounded. This fact
together with Lemma 1 yields the following conclusion.
Lemma 3
Let the hypotheses (H1) and (H2) be satisfied. Then for any ~ > 0 the set
f>.. E: C, Re >.. > - min(a,7) + ~l contains a finite number of points of Pa(B)
only, and all these points are of finite multiplicity.
Proposition 3 (asymptotic stability)
Let the hypotheses (H1) and (H2) be satisfied and let Re >.. < 0 whenever the
characteristic equation (5) has a nontrivial solution. Then there is a 6 > 0
and a constant c such that
I T(t) I ~ ce-4t
for all t > O.
The proof is based on an estimate of the spectral radius of T (t) which
can be derived from Lemma 1 and the well-known relation between the point
spectra of a Co-semigroup and its generator.
It is possible to obtain a more precise result than Lemma 2, namely the
generalized eigenspaces of B can be characterized. This characterization
implies that there are projectors on the generalized eigenspaces which com-
mute with the solution semigroup T(t). This is the main step in proving the




Let the assumptions (H1) and (H2) be satisfied. Then there exists a decompo-
sition ya = Y1 EB Yz such that:
(1) Y1 has a finite dimension.
(2) Y1• Yzare T(t)-invariant.
(3) The zero solution is asymptotically stable for T (t ) / Y
e
'
(4) Y1 C D(B) and B /Y1 is a continuous linear operator that generates a
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The Ljapunov Vector Function Method
in the Analysis of Stability and other
Dynamic Properties of Nonlinear Systems
V.M. Matrosov
irkutsk Computer Center oj the Siberian Division oj the USSR
Academy oj Sciences
A method of analysis of some dynamic properties of nonlinear systems of vari-
ous types developed at the Irkutsk Computer Center is given. Applications of
this method showed that it has high efficiency, considerable advantages over
other known methods of stability analysis of nonlinear systems, and a need to
be expanded into a more general form. It has been possible to extend this
method to abstract concepts of dynamics and control theory. The problem of
deriving theorems from the vector of the Ljapunov function method for the
dynamic properties of various types is discussed. Methods and algorithms for
the construction and application of the Ljapunov vector function (LVF) are
described.
1. Abstract Concepts of Dynamics
Concepts that involve known dynamic models of different types (Matrosovand
Anapolski) are described. The main variables of abstract dynamics are intro-
duced: t E: T (current time), toE: To (initial time), x E: Xt (current state),
h t E: Ht (input), h = (t o.ht ) E: H (initial data), x : (T) .... U Xt (partial func-
o 0 0 tET
tion for processes), (t ,x) E: E (position). The sets are:
T - partially ordered set by :S , T 0 ~ T.
Xt - state space.
Hto - input space.
E ~ Ht .x) : t E: T ,x E: Xt I - positions state.
ell ~ Ix : x (t) E: Xt • dom x C T I - space of processes.
H ~ Hto,ht ) : to E: To. h to E: Htol - initial data space.
The relation r C ell x H is called the system of processes (SP) , if the following
initial data axiom hold:
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(Vh Edam r Vx E rh) toE dam x Alx (t 0> j - single.
x E h is called the process of SPr with initial data h,
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F(h,t) ~ Ix EX: (3x E rh)x = x (t)l, X = U X t
tE T
The concept of SP involves classical dynamic systems in metric or topological
space (Markov and Nemitskii), general dynamic systems (Barbashin), general
systems (nonautonomous) (Zubov), semidynamic systems, abstract processes
(Haek), abstract numerical processes (Babushka, Prager, and Vitacek),
polysystems (Bushan), sets of solutions of the differential, integral, integro-
differential, difference-differential, and difference equations, stochastic dif-
ferential equations, difference schemes, and so on.
SPr is called the abstract controlled system (ACS). if h t =(htO ,u ,p),o 0
where ht~ E nO (initial states), u E U (admissible controls), pEP (perturba-
tions); U , P are some functional spaces. The set of solutions of classical con-
trol systems, the abstract dynamic controlled system (Kalman), and so on, are
involved.
The behavior of the processes x E rh is stated with respect to the non-
main variables : P E R q C 2! , pO E Rg C 2H (current and initial estimation
sets) (q = 1, 2 ).
Our unified representation of the definitions B of dynamic properties is
basically the following: they are formed from the same for~.lUla Rq (q =1, 2)
using the connectives A, v and typed quantifiers WJJ.: WJJ. ~ (VzJJ. : ZJJ.),
VI' A
W =(:3zJJ. E ZPJ. For example, let
R~ ~ I l: E R L : l: > 0 j p : E .... R~ pO : H ....R~o




IS E R LO+
T =R;
PtOO(IS) ~ Ihto E Hto : pO(to,hto) < ISj
ATto=lt ET:to:..;tj
p t (ex,B,'Y,h) ~ Ix EXt: pet ,x):..; 'Y + Bpo(h) exp[-ex(t - to)Jl
The definition of the exponential invariance of r for fixed 'Y E R~ is the
following:
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Here T(x) ~ Tt (l dom x. If 'Y = 0 E: R L we have the exponential stability.o
Let 'Y be not fixed for ACSr. but there exist U E: U, 'Y E: R~ such that
for any p E: P the formulae are executed. Then we have an exponential
boundedness of ACSr (Matrosov et al., 1980).
2. Comparison Systems and Vector Functions
Let us introduce the following auxiliary sets and variables: hc E: Hc ' Xc E: X:'c
Xc E: (lc •... and the functions v q : (t ,x) ... vq(t ,x), :g ... Xo (q = 1,2), whereX: is partially ordered by~. The SP r c C rpc x Hc and function v are called
the comparison system (CS) and vector comparison (VCF) for SPr, respec-
tively, if the inequalities are satisfied.
W~AJVto E:To Vht Vht c E:Ht..r. E:Ht c :xOc =Vq [to,x(to)]Jo 0 u- 0
\I.e E:rh 3xc E:rchc VtE:T(x)nTc(xc)Vq[t.x(t)]~xc(t)
(q = 1, 2)
(the connection formulae).
In actual cases we can obtain the sufficient conditions for these using
theorems on differential, integral, finite-difference, and operator inequalities
(Matrosov, 1973).




in Banach space E with the unbounded discontinuous operator X : [} ... E.
[} = Tx Ho' T =[0, +(0), Ho r;: E. Let the function v : [} ... R k satisfy the dif-
ferential inequality for the solutions of equation (1)
D + v [t ,x (t)] ~ f Jt ,v[t ,x(t)]J
t E:: T(x)




JS (t 'Y1) '5. JS (t ,YZ)
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yf = y~
y{ '5. y; (v 'jI. s) (s,V =1.k) (A '5. Tx Ric)
of the boundedness and absolute upper semicontinuity of v ['.:z: (.)] on any com-
pact space. Then we can prove that the set of the upper solutions :z:c of the
equation
.!!1L = J (t ,y)
dt
Y ERic (3)
can understand the solutions of equation (3) in the sense of OIl-solutions,
which satisfy the differential inequalities (Matrosov, 1971)
lim J(t.y') '5. dYdt(t) '5. lim J(t,y')
1/' "1/(t) 1/'''1/(t)
t € T(y)
For every dynamic property B of SPr an auxiliary property Bc of CS is
introduced. For example, we can use the exponential upper semiinvariance of
CS (for fixed 'Yc E R~)
[Vt o ETo3cxc ER; 3Pc ER~ 3tSc ER~
Vht c EPt
O
c V:Z:c E Tchc Vt E Tc(:Z:c)]o 0
:Z:c(t) '5. 'Yc + Pc I/ht c /I exp[-cxc (t -to)]o
We assume here that Ht c =Ric. P tOc(tSc ) ~ !ht c ERic: h t c < tSc J. The sameo 0 0 0
holds true for ACS.
3. The Comparison Principle
Theorems on stability of various types (Matrasav, 1962), on boundedness, dis-
sipations. attraction, uniqueness of the processes, and many others, have
been proved using VCF and CS. It is possible to combine the results of these
theorems in the form of the principal idea of the comparison principle: if VCF
and CS exist and satisfy the suitable conditions, then the various dynamic
properties of nonlinear systems in question follow from the corresponding
properties of CS (Matrosov, 1971).
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As a result of an analysis of the formulations and proofs of hundreds of
theorems of the Ljapunov function method and the comparison method (in the
simplest case by Abets and Pfeiffer) connections between formulae of the
properties studied and the conditions on LVF in the comparison theorems
were revealed; a series of heuristics were denoted. of which the principal one
IAIJ.Vr.T zr ~ Wq W I W IJ. - WIJ.q - A q - qW:C V,,~ I WIJ. =V~W q "W (q = 0,1.2)
is the transformation of typed quantifiers W:: into the sUbformulae of
requirements on LVF. An algorithmic compadson principle with LVF was
proved for SP (Matrosov, 1973). Let us denote
A A'll Ii V P ()-1 0 _ ( )]
x Oq x Oqc = [ Xo E: toq n v to" Ptoqc Vxo - v to'xo
A Ii IiF.q = (Vt.q E: T.q n T.qc)Ft •q = (Vt E: Tt • q n Tt •qc ) (q =0.1,2)
FO r. TI: I to -< t. -< ~
I: 1i1A I: A I to -< ~ -< t.T t t = Fo T F.o •
TI: Fo F. I ~ -< to -< t.
Here and later Fo (F. or TI:, ... respectively) is replaced by the empty
formula A, if to !E: B ( t. or ~!E: B). Tt.~t is determined analogously.
The following formulae are introduced (q =1, 2):
IiA
T tq =Fo
IiBq =To Tq Rq
r




I Pt~q,Pt~qCa 0 0UPt oq UPt oqc
IT 2: I x =i]x:c I x: =~
t•. t.Q E: Bq
t. E: Bq
t. E: Bq .t.Q ft- Bq
t.Q E: Bq •t. ft- Bq
A A'll IXOqXOqc I rSqc vrSE: Bq
i Oq xgqC I rSq •rSE: Bq ,XoE: Bq
!
Tq(X) !:: Tc(x c ) I Fq:~1




' I eSq E:Bq ]
A I eSq ~Bq
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(
- t t(VXE: X Pq VXc E: Pqc)V(t ,X) :s Xc
T ~ Tr: Tr:,xq - tat _ t _q t A
(
I - ]T Fo I eS -< to




v [to.?; (eSq ,eS,t ,to)] t;;, P;c (eSqc ' eSc ,tc )
P;c(eSqC,eSc,t o) t;;, v [to.?;(eSq.eS,t o)]




A VCF that satisfies (with CS) the conditions Ttq • Tzzq • TXoq (q = 1, 2)
is called the LVF for equation (1) with respect to B.
3.1. Comparison principle
Let LVF v for SP with respect to Band CS r c exist. Then the existence of
dynamic property B in system (1) follows from the existence of the
corresponding property Bc in CS r C'
This explicit algorithmic form of the comparison principle in abstract
dynamics gives the explicit scheme of the comparison theorems:
(3 v ,f)Txq , T tq • Tzoq (q = 1, 2) f-+ Bc ~B
A complete basis exists for establishing the comparison principle in
abstract dynamics. abstract control theory, and mathematical control theory
in the general form. It determines an algorithm for derivation of comparison
theorems (Matrosov et al., 1980). Such a theorem was obtained earlier only
through a creative approach. The derivation of comparison theorems on the
basis of the comparison principle is realized algorithmically by computer
(Matrosov and Vassiliev, 1978).
Let, for example, Ht~c = Hco C Xc = X:c, Toc = TO C T = Tc ' and there
are fixed "I E: R +, "Ic E: R~.
3.2. Comparison theorem
Let there exist VCF v : ~ .... Xc and CS r c satisfying the conditions
[Vto E:T8 veSc E:R~ 3eS E:R~o Vhto E:Pt~(eS)]
I
[Ja.pun01J Vector Function Meth.od tn th.e Ana.LlIds o/Sta.MLUli
x v[tox(tO)] ~Pt~c(c5c)
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[the condition of upper semicontinuity of v (to") with respect to the families
of sets IPtO (c5)}. IPtOc(c5c )J ].o 0
Vto e:: TO
Vx e:: Th
Vh e:: U lP o (15) : 15 e:: R LO Ito to +
Vht c = v[to.x(to> VXc E: Tchc] T(x) ~Tc(xc)o
(the condition of continuability of Xc to the right).
[Vt o e::To Vac e::R~ 3a e::R~ Vflc e::Rt 3B e::B+
VhtO e:: U IPt~ (15) : 15 e:: R~o I Vt e:: TtO Vx e:: Xt pt (a.B ,I',h)1
v (t ,x)! ~ I'c + flc II V [to'x (to)] exp[-ac (t - to)]
(the main condition on function v of lower boundedness type). and CS T c is
exponentially upper semiinvariant, then SPr is exponentially invariant.
If I' = 0, I'c = 0 in the main condition and CS Tc is upper exponentially
semi-stable, then SPr is exponentially stable.
4. Derivation of the Theorems on Dynamic Properties (with LVF)
With the help of comparison theorems, dynamic properties analysis can be
reduced to the LVF. CS construction and to essentially a simpler analysis of
the corresponding properties of CS. The latter was realized for a suffi-
ciently general case by Kozlov and Martinyuk et al. separately. A more effec-
tive theorem on the dynamic property B of system (1) was obtained. Some
algorithms for a transition from comparison theorems to the theorem on
dynamic properties (with LVF) are given by Matrosov (1981). More effective
theorems can be obtained by adding some conditions F(Bc)' which are suffi-
cient for the existence of property Bc in CS, to the comparison theorem and
replacing W, D.... by simpler conditions W·, D·. F; (j = 1, m + 1, 15 = 1,17)
(W· is expressed by differential, integral, difference. or operator inequali-
ties).
4.2. The structure of the theorems on dynamic properties with LVF
Given LVF with respect to the dynamic property B for the SPr. then
F(Bc)'W· .D;•...• D,:+1.T;•...• T; =;> B
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The following theorem on exponential invariance (with given 7 E: R~) for
differential equation (1) with differential inequality (2) and CS (3) is proved.
Theorem
Let LVF v: Tx E .... R le exist such that
J.L' ma.!.... [pi (t ,x)]2 ~ malL. v S (t ,X)
i = l,t S = l,le
II v[to'x (to)] II ~ J.L·II pO(h) 11 2
v'(t,x) ~P[v(t,x) -7('] +l[t,v(t,x) -7c ] (t,x) E: 0
PSi~O (s~j)(-l)s'IPiilt>O (s=l,k)
l(t,xc-7c)/llxc-7cll:::0 if x c .... 7 c
. tET
f<W$' ""'sf (t,xc-7c)~f (t,xc -7c)
for
x'S = X S
c c
x'i < xic - c (j ~s) (s =l,k)
1 satisfies the Carateodory condition and is bounded in every cylinder
Tx 01'].
O<E<J,L, malL. 7; ~E[ mi!!....7i ]2
S = l,le i = l,t
Then system (1) is exponentially invariant. If, in addition, 7 =0, 7c =0,
then system (1) is exponentially stable.
A package of programs for the LVF theorem derivation method was elab-
orated on the basis of developed algorithms. More than 200 theorems on the
LVF method for various dynamic properties of sr, ACS. and differential sys-
tems were obtained by computer at different stages of the work. Theorems
obtained in such a way turned out to be either new theorems or modifications
and generalizations of known ones (if prototypes existed). The latter
corresponded fully to the theorems obtained manually. Good results were
also obtained in the investigation of comparison theorems. Vasiliev (1979)
developed an algorithm for the derivation of theorems on dynamic properties
with necessary and sufficient conditions for dynamic properties formulae
that include universal quantifiers on t -[Vt E: T(x)].
Research in a new field of science, Le., artificial intelligence, was ini-
tiated (Matl"Osov et al., 1981).
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5. The Construction of the Ljapunov Vector Function - Algorithms
and Applications
We now describe three groups of methods elaborated for CS and VLF con-
struction and some applications. We consider only problems of exponential
stability, invariance , and boundedness for finite-dimensional, difference, and
difference-differential equations (nonlinear).
In the first group of methods for CS and LVF v construction we use the
Ljapunov-Poincare lemma for autonomous systems
x =X(z) =Bz + X(z) z e:Rn (4)
with a holomorphic right-hand side in nonresonance cases
Re As (B) <0
n
As 'i1- L m1. At
1. :::1
n
m1. = 0,1,2•...• L m1. > 1
1. =1
(s = 1,n)
CS is described by the equation
vs (z) = "s V s (z) ("s = const , "s < 0 ,1 == 0)
The holomorphic LVF v(z) =[v 1(z)•...• vk(z)]. VS(z) =ZS(z)ZS(z) is
constructed so as to satisfy the precise exponential estimations
V S [z (t)] =V S (zo) exp ["s (t - to)]
and is based on a solution of the equations with partial derivatives
VZs(z)'X(x) = AsZS(x)
The existence of holomorphic solutions is given by the
Ljapunov-Poincare lemma.
Such an LVF determines the isochrones of the system that give a precise
description of the evolution of some neighborhood. An algorithm of quadratic
LVF construction for the first approximation of differential equation (4) was
implemented.
Methods of LVF construction to satisfy nonlinear differential equations
of comparison are based on results by Persidski, Waleev, and Finin. The prin-
cipal feature of this group of methods is the high precision of estimations
obtained by LVF, but difficulties did exist in their applications due to the
complexity of the algorithm's realization by computer. More recently. Kozlov
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et a.l. have developed a more efficient algorithm for the construction of CS
and LVF with components of a linear form module v s = IVS .%I for nonlinear
systems and estimations
v (x) ~ ITlv'lxl 1x I ~ Is IA. V (x)
An advantage of this method is the possibility of CS construction in an
explicit form
~c -
= P '%c + k'max~M%c - u.1 c l'max(C%c - u)l + R
even for discontinuous nonlinearlties. --Right-hand sides are usually piecewise
linear or polynomial [for polynomial or holomorphic X(%)J.
For linear systems precise exponential estimations for this method
exist. Algorithms were developed for the analysis of stability of intercon-
nected control systems under perturbations. These algorithms were applied
to electroenergetic systems (EES) and studies on gyroscopic stabilizers and
orbital radiotelescopes, taking into account the nonrigidity of the structure
and nonlinearity of the classes.
Algorithms were developed for nonautonomous systems.
The second group of methods deals with decomposition and aggregation
relating to the ideas of Bellman and Bailey. For interconnected (large-scale)
systems
% = (%1' ... '%m) ERn %1. E R n ([f n1. =n)
1.=1
dx1. n
-- =Xf(t,%1.} + L X1.j(t,X}X j (i=1.m)dt j= 1
j"'1.
Bailey's method of LVF construction is based on:
(1) The decomposition of interconnected system (5) into subsystems
(5)
dx1. = Xf(t ,x1.}
dt xf(t ,O} =0 X1. ER
n ( (6)
(2) The construction of Ljapunov-Krasovski functions for subsystems (on
the assumption of their exponential stability, ~ = 2)
C1.1 1 IX1.1 If' ~ v1.(t,X1.} ~c1.211%1.IIf'
v(6)(t,X1.} ~c1.311%1.IIf'(c1.j>0} (7)
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(3) The formation of LVF, V = (vi, ... ,vm) from them
(4) The consideration of the derivative v(t ,x) using the complete system (5)
and taking the interconnections Xii (t ,x)xi into account.
(5) A comparison of the construction of the linear system Xc =PXc '
estimating the interconnection between subsystems (aggregation).
This method was applied to multiconnected EES and to nonlinear control
systems (NCS). An advantage of this method is its extreme simplicity. A
disadvantage lies in "too sufficient" conditions of stability. This concerns a
possible roughness of the choice of the P-matrix. the Ljapunov function for
subsystems and estimations (7). and a possible failure of system decomposi-
tion.
This method was modified by Pioncovski. Zemlyakov, and Furassov et al.
for a part of the P-matrix choice and t =1.
For the elimination of the possible roughness of the P-matrix choice an
optimization of the P-matrix choice was used for linear CS, originating from
the criteria Xmax(P) --. min or Idet PI --. max under the conditions
p p
Pii ~ 0 (j iI- i), Pv - v(5) ~ O. The algorithm for solving nonlinear program-
ming problems in the linear case was carried out using a computer. Having
found P by approximation, we chose 1(v) in a quadratic form. CS represents
the Riccatty vector equation
x =Px + col x TQs xc c c
For interconnected systems with linear and polynomial right-hand sides.
Abdullin developed a method of LVF and CS construction in which the optimi-
zation of Pi -strings of the P-matrix was achieved by a minimization of the
differences 1i (v) - V1. (x) or of the convex functionals of them.
A decomposition-aggregation method was elaborated and described in
many papers by Siljak, and Grujic et al. It was applied to EES. the large
space telescope. and other ecological and economic systems. This method was
strongly developed by Michel et al., Bitsoris. and Furassov et al. A method of
LVF construction with components as moduli of linear forms was implemented
for the parametric control synthesis of interconnected systems by the mini-
mization of the 7c estimation in the problem of exponential boundedness.
For the multiconnected NCS, Malikov obtained algorithms for the LVF
construction with components of Lur'e type, moduli of linear for'ms, estima-
tions of regions of attraction, and indices of functioning precision.
The algorithms for construction of the region of attraction boundary are
based on a combination of the LVF metp.od and an integration of the initial
methods. These algorithms were used for an analysis of the absolute stability
of multiconnected NCS and for estimations of regions of attraction in EES.
Algorithms were developed for the construction of the LVF with com-
ponents of quadratic form or as moduli of linear forms, and a comparison of
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linear and Rikkatty systems for nonlinear interconnected systems with lag
was made:
Xi. (t) =Fi. [t '%i. {t )'%i. (t - T)] + Gi. [t ,x{t ),x(t - T)] (T > 0)
They were implemented in polynomial right-hand sides and especially in bi-
linear difference-differential systems. These algorithms were applied in the
analysis of exponential stability and regions of attraction of stationary solu-
tions in Marchuk's mathematical models for immunology.
The special iterative process for the decomposition-aggregation method
was developed at our institute.
As a first approximation for the LVF and the subsystems we chose the
linearized subsystems, the LVF described above, and the linear CS with posi-
tive P-matrix, obtained from optimization or by constructing the CS of Rik-
katty type. The finite iterative processes for the LVF and CS construction
are very effective in applications.
The finite iterative processes for improving the decomposition and con-
struction of LVF and CS were implemented in the study of the stability and
dynamics of the first Soviet stratospheric astronomic observatories as well as
for other stratospheric and orbital astronomy observatories, Le., the orbital
observatory begun on the space station Sa.lut-6. The principal difficulties
concerned the high precision of stabilization in space of the observatories on
vibrating bases. The results of these investigations were used successfully in
practical design (Matrosov st a.l., 1984).
On the basis of the algorithms that were worked out, a program package
for the numerical analysis of exponential stability and other dynamic proper-
ties and for the parametric control synthesis of NCS
% =A% +By{~) +F{t,%) (J =e%
J% (t +1) =A% (t) +Ft [% {t)]J
% E: R'I'I.
was produced at the Irkutsk Computer Center of the Siberian division of the
USSR Academy of Sciences. The programs of this package were tested with
success and included in the state fund of algorithms and programs.
This program package was realized in both ALGOL-GDR and FORTRAN-IV
as an interactive system, and the man-machine dialogue can be carried out in
standard terms of stability, dynamic systems and control theory, and dif-
ferential and difference equations.
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J. Hofbauer1 and K. SigmundZ
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Austria
1. Introduction
Many dynamical systems display strange attractors and hence orbits that are
so sensitive to initial conditions as to make any long-term prediction (except
on a statistical basis) a hopeless task. Such a lack of Ljapunov stability is
not always crucial, however: Lagrange stability may be more relevant. Thus,
for some models the precise asymptotic behavior - whether it settles down to
an equilibrium or keeps oscillating in a regular or irregular fashion - is less
important than the fact that all orbits wind up in some preassigned bounded
set. The former problem can be impossibly hard to solve and the latter one
easy to handle.
Permanence is a stability notion of Lagrangian type which (like the
related ones of strong or weak persistence) applies especially well to popula-
tion dynamical systems, where questions of survival and extinction occur.
The dynamics will be of the form
Xi = Xi! i (x)
on R:. or
Xi = Xi [f i (x) -!]
on the simplex
Sn =J x E: R: : L xi =11
where




guarantees that the vector field is tangent to Sn' The variables xi are
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densities or relative frequencies of replicating populations. Such equations
describe the effect of selection in a wide variety of fields in theoretical biol-
ogy. e.g.• ecology. genetics. evolutionary game theory, or chemical kinetics
(for a survey see Sigmund, 1985).
The boundary of the state space (where some %1. vanish) is invariant. So
is the interior. where all types are present. If an orbit in the interior con-
verges to the boundary, this spells extinction for one or several types. The
system is called permanent if there exists a compact set K in the interior
such that all orbits in the interior end up in K. This means that the bound-
ary is a repellor (for R:. we consider the points at infinity as part of the
boundary). Equivalently. permanence means that there exists a k > 0 such
that
k < lim inf %1. (t)
t-++...
(4)
for all i. whenever %1. (0) > 0 for all i [and for equation (i), in addition, that




Condition (5) means that orbits are uniformly bounded for t .... +ca. a
minimal concession to reality. Condition (4) means that if all types are ini-
tially present. selection will not lead to extinction. Even a series of small
(but infrequent) perturbations will not be able to wipe out any type. Con-
versely. if some originally missing component is introduced through mutation,
it will spread. The "threshold" k is a uniform one, independent of the initial
condition. Thus, permanence is a more stringent property than strong per-
sistence [which requires condition (4) with k = 0] and persistence [which
requires
lim sup %1. (t) > 0
for all orbits in the interior of the state space]. Permanence was introduced
in Schuster et al. (1979). For related stability concepts. we refer to Svirezev
and Logofet (1983) and Butler et al. (1985).
There are basically only one necessary and one sufficient condition for
permanence known so far: we describe them in Section 2. But for most exam-
ples, the terms 11. in equations (1) and (2) are linear (see Schuster and Sig-
mund, 1983, and Hofbauer and Sigmund, 1984). This yields
resp.
%1. = %1.[r1. - (Ax).,,] (6)
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with
Xi = Xi [(A x)i - x·A xl
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(7)
(A x)i =2: aijxj and x·A x =E xi (A x)i .
Equation (6) is the general Lotka-Volterra equation and (7) is the game
dynamical equation of Taylor and Jonker (1978) (they are equivalent, as shown
in Hofbauer. 1981a). A lot is known on permanence for equations (6) and (7).
In Section 3, we present two sufficient conditions, one based on linear in-
equalities, the other on a geometric feature. Section 4 deals with necessary
conditions, all involving the (unique) interior equilibrium. The remainder of
this paper discusses two classes of examples: "catalytic networks" in Sec-
tion 5 and "essentially hypercyclic systems" in Section 6.
It is a pleasure to thank V. Hutson, W. Jansen, E. Amann, and G. Kirlinger
for unpublished material and helpful discussions.
2. Fixed Points and Average Ljapunov Functions
Theorem 1 (Hofbauer, 1981b)
Equation (2) is permanent if there exists a function P : S" .... R with P(x) > 0
for x E: int S", P(x) =0 for x E: bd S" and a continuous function -fI : S" .... R
such that the following two conditions hold:
(1) For x E: int S" '
.fJtl = -fI(x)
P(x)
(2) For x E: bd S".
T
1. J -fI[x(t )]dt > 0
T 0
for some T >0
(8)
(9)
The value P(x) measures the distance from x to the ~oundary. If one
had -fI > 0 on bd S" - a condition implying (9) - then P(x) > 0 for any
x E: int S" near the boundary. and so P would increase. Le., the orbit would
be repelled from bd S". In such a case, P would act like a Ljapunov function.
Quite often, however. one cannot find a function P of this type. The weaker
version defined above is called an average Ljapunov function: it acts in the
time average like a Ljapunov function. In the vicinity of the boundary. an
orbit need not always move away from the boundary, but it does so in the
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mean. For the proof, we refer to Hofbauer (19B1b). As an example, it is
shown there that
P(x} = %1 %2 ... %n
is an average Ljapunov function for
X1. = %1.[%1.-19i(x} -!]
(10)
(ll)
if 91. (x) > 0 for all i and all x E: Sn (this is the so-called generalized hypercy-
cle, see Hofbauer et al., 19B1) and that
P(x} = n %1.(lC(-I)
is an average Ljapunov function for
%1. =%1.(b1. +ki %i-1-!}
for b1. ,k1. > 0 provided equation (13) admits a rest point in int Sn'
(12)
(13)
Theorem 1 holds also for equation (1) if its orbits are uniformly bounded.
In Hutson and Moran (19B2) and Hutson (19B4) this theorem is extended
to more general continuous and discrete dynamical systems. It is also shown
that it suffices that condition (9) holds for all c.>-limit points x E: bd Sn' In
Hutson (19B6) it is shown that, conversely, every permanent system admits an
average Ljapunov function.
Theorem 2 (Hofbauer, 19B6)
If equation (1) is permanent then the degree of the vector field with respect
to any bounded open set U with fj I: int R~ containing all interior c.>-limits is
(-1)n. In particular, there exists a rest point in int R~.
Proo!
Let K I: int R~ be a compact set containing all c.>-limits in its interior. Let
"T(x} be the time of first entrance into int K;
"T(x} =inf!t ~ 0: x(t} E: int Kl
It is easy to see that "T is finite on int R~, upper semicontinuolls, and there-
fore locally bounded. Let
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be the maximum time for orbits leaving K to return to K. The set
K+ = fI(t) : I E: K • 0 ~ t ~ T I
is compact and forward invariant.
Now let B ~ int R: be homeomorphic to a ball and contain K+. The
entrance time r(I) will again attain an upper bound T1 on B.
Let h (I) denote the right-hand side of equation (1) and consider the fol-
lowing homotopy:
h (x,t) = h (I) for
= I(t) - I(O}
t
t =0
for t > 0
(14)
Clearly. h (I. t) ~ 0 for all I E: bd B. t E: R+ since there are no fixed
or periodic points on bd B. Thus. the degree of the vector field I'" h (I , t)
with respect to B is defined for all t E: R and independent of t. For t ~ T1.
the vector field h (I , t) points inward along the boundary of B. and so its
degree is (-1)11.. Thus, the degree of h(I) with respect to B (or a.ny other
open bounded set containing K) is (-1)11..
The same result holds obviously for equation (2). The existence of an
interior fixed point for permanent dynamical systems was first proved by
Hutson and Vickers (1983) and Sieveking (1983).
3. Properties of the Internal Equilibrium
Theorem 3
If equation (6) is permanent. there exists a unique rest point i in int R:. For
each I E: int S1l.' the time averages
T
z(T) :b .1. J I(t) dt
T 0
converge to i for T ... + 00.
(15)
Proof
By Theorem 2 there exists at least one rest point in int R:. Such rest points
are the solutions (in int R:) of the linear equation r 1. =(A I)1.' i =1, ...• n.
If there were two of them. the line I joining them would consist of rest points.
Since I intersects bd R:. it follows that there are rest points arbitrarily
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close to the boundary, a contradiction to permanence. Since in int Rf
(log x",)· = r", - (Ax)",
one obtains by integrating from 0 to T and dividing by T





The left-hand side converges to 0 by conditions (4) and (5). Hence each accu-
mulation point of the r·ight-hand side is a rest point in int Rf.
The corresponding result holds for equation (7).
Theorem 4




(-l)n det D > 0
trD <0




Since i is the unique solution of r", = (A x)",. the matrix A is nonsingular. But
d"'1 = -:i'" aiJ (21)
and so D is also nonsingular. Theorem 2 shows that the index i (i) is (-1)n.
But i (i) is just the sign of det D. This and equation (21) imply (18) and (20).
In order to prove (19), we multiply the right-hand side of equation (6) with
the positive function
B (x) = n x Si - 1
'"
The resulting equation x", = h", (x), with
h",(x) ± x",[r", -L a"'1 x1 ]B(X)
(22)
(23)
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differs from equation (6) just by a change in velocity and is therefore also
permanent. Since
8hi
-- =B(xH si[ri - (Ax)i] -xiaU I8xi
we obtain
div h(x) = B(X){~ Si [r i - (A x)i] - ~ xi au }
which at the rest point i reduces to
div h(i) =-B(i) ~ :ii au =B(i) tr D
Hence
div h(x) = B(x) { ~ Si [1 aij (:ij - Xj )] + ~ au (:ii - Xi) + tr D)
= B(x) [1(~ -Xj) [~ si aij + an1+ tr D]
Since A is nonsingular, we may choose si such that
~ si aij + aU = 0
i
Then






Since there exists a ball in int R:- which, in time T, shrinks (see the proof of
Theorem 2), Liouville's theorem and equation (28) imply (20).
Similarly, if equation (7) is permanent and D denotes the Jacobian at the
unique interior rest point i then
(_1)l'l.-1 det D > 0
trD < 0
and if au = 0 for all i
(29)
(30)
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(-1)""-1 det A > 0
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(31)
[We note that equation (7) is unchanged in S"" if one adds constants to each
column of A: hence it can always be realized by matrices A with zero diago-
nal.] Indeed, conditions (29) and (30) follow from (18) and (19) through the
equivalence of equations (6) and (7). In particular, Hofbauer's proof (1981a)
shows that equation (7) can be transformed by a smooth change in coordi-
nates, followed by a change in velocity, into the equation
Xi = Xi [r i - (A 'x)d
in n -1 variables, with aij = a""j - a ij . Now a simple computation yields
tr D =L au Xi - i· Ai
i
Thus, by condition (30)
i'Ai>o
Furthermore, since
(A i)i =iA i
for all i. Cramer's rule implies
X"" det A = (i . A i) det A""
with










det A"" == I-a"
.
= (-1)"" -1 det A'
· .. -a~ -1,"" -1 0"" -1,1
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with A' as in equation (32). Since this is permanent. det A' > 0, which
together with condition (34) implies (31).
Before proceeding further, it will be useful to define a rest point P of
equation (6) Crespo (7)] as saturated if r i ~ (A P}i Crespo (A P]i ~ p'A p]
whenever Pi = 0 (note that the equality sign must hold whenever Pi > O).
Every rest point in the interior of the state space is trivially saturated. For
a rest point on the boundary, the condition means that selection does not
"call for" the missing species.
Theorem 5 (Hofbauer, 1986}
Equation (7) has at least one saturated rest point. If all the saturated rest
points have nonsingular Jacobian. the sum of their indices is (-l}n -1 (and
hence their number is odd).
Proo!
Let us suppose first that all saturated rest points P have nonsingular Jaco-
bian. Then (A P}i < p. A P whenever Pi =0, since the (A P}i - p. A pare
eigenvalues of p. Let us consider
Xi = Xi [(A x}i - x· A x - n t:] + t: (35)
as a perturbation of equation (7). (The small t: > 0 represents biologically an
immigration.) Clearly, equation (35) maintains ~ xi =0 on Sn' On bd Sn' the
flow now points into int Sn' The sum of the indices of the rest points of equa-
tion (35) in int Sn is therefore (_l}n -1. They correspond to the saturated
rest points of equation (7). Indeed the rest points p = p(t:) of equation (35)
satisfy
t:
Pi(t:} = nt: + p. Ap - (Ap}i
If P(O) is saturated, then (A P}i < p' A P and hence Pi (t:) > O. If P(O) is not
saturated, (A P}i > p. A P for some i and so Pi (t:) < O. Now small perturba-
tions leave the Jacobian nonsingular and do not change the index (which is +1
or - 1). This proves the second part.
Now let us drop the regularity assumption. Since equation (35) has
index sum (- l}n -1, it admits at least one rest point p(t:) in int Sn' Let p be
an accumulation point of p(t:}. for t: -+ 0+. The previous equation implies
n t: + p(t:} . A p(t:} - [A P(t:)]i > 0
for all i, and thus p. A P ~ (A P}i by continuity. Thus p is a saturated rest
point in Sn'
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A similar result holds for equation (6) under the assumption of uniform
boundedness of all orbits.
The saturated rest points p of equation (7) are the Nash equilibria for
the symmetric game with payoff matrix A:
x'Ap~p'Ap (36)
for all x E Sn (the strategy p is a best reply to itself). Thus one obtains, as
immediate corollaries of Theorem 5, the existence of a Nash equilibrium and
the odd number theorem for regular Nash equilibria, both classical results in
game theory (we have considered only symmetric games, but the same dynami-
cal proof works for bimatrix games too).
We shall call equation (7) robustly persistent if it remains persistent
under small perturbations of the a1.j'
Theorem 6
If equation (7) is robustly persistent, then it has a unique interior rest point
iand its index is (_1)n-1.
Proo!
In a robustly persistent system there are no saturated rest points on the
boundary. Indeed, if i: were such a rest point with (A X)1. ~ i: . A i: for all i
with x1. = 0, then a suitable perturbation would turn i: into a hyperbolic fixed
point with all external eigenvalues negative. But then the stable manifold of
i: meets int Sn' Thus, there are interior orbits converging to i, contradict-
ing persistence.
Since there exists at least one saturated fixed point, equation (7) has an
interior equilibrium and its index is (-1)n - 1.
4. Sumcient Conditions for Permanence
Theorem? (Jansen, 1986)
Equation (7) is permanent if there exists apE int Sn such that
p·Ax>x·Ax
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(38)
is an average Ljapunov function. Clearly P(x) = 0 for x E: bd Sn and
P(x) > 0 for x E: int Sn' The function
-It(x) = p . A x - x . A x (39)
satisfies P = P-lt in int Sn' It remains to show that for every y E: bd Sn'
there is aT> 0 such that
TJ -It[y(t)] dt > 0 (40)
o
The proof proceeds by induction on the number T of positive components of
y. For T =1 . Y is a corner of Sn and hence a rest point. so that condition
(40) is an obvious consequence of condition (37). Assume now that (40) is valid
for T ~ m - 1 and that
I = !i : 1 ~ i ~ n . Y1. > 0 J
has cardinality m. We have to distinguish two cases.
Case I. y(t) converges to the boundary of the simplex
S(l) = !x E: Sn : xi = 0 for all i t. lJ
Since bd S(l) consists of faces of dimension ~ m -1. our assumption implies
that for every y E: bd S(l). there exists a T(y> ~ 1 and an a(y) > 0 such that
T(j)




J -It[x(t)] dt > a(y>
o
for all x in some neighborhood U(y>. Since bd S(l) is compact. we may cover
it by finitely many U (Yk): their union U contains y(t) for all t larger than
some To. Now yeT0) E: U implies
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[-Ir[y(t)] dt > a
o
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for some T1 > To [where a is the minimum of the a(YA:)]. Similarly yeT1) E: U
implies
Te




J -Ir[y(t}] dt >J -Ir[y(t)] dt + as
o 0
and this number is positive if s is large enough.
Case II. yet) does not converge to bd SCI).
In this case there exists an e > 0 and a sequence TA: .... +00 such that
this Y1. (TA:) > e for all i E: I and k =1.2.....
Let us write
T




a (T) :b 1.. J y(t) . A y(t) dt
T 0
Since the sequences %1. (TA:) and a (TA:) are bounded. we may obtain a subse-
quence - which we again denote by TA: - such that %1. (TA:) and a (TA:) converge
for all i: the limits will be denoted by %1. and ii. For i E: I. we have Y1. (t) > 0
and hence
(log Y1.)" = (A y)1. - Y . A Y
Integrating this from 0 to TA: and dividing by TA:' we obtain
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1T [log Y1. (Tie) -log Y1. (0)] =[A x(TIe )]1. - a (Tie)
Ie
Since log Y1. (Tie) is bounded, the left-hand side converges to O. Hence
(A X)1. =a for i E: I
Furthermore ~ xi =1, xi ~ 0, and xi =0 for i ~ I. Therefore %is an equi-
librium in S(l) and a = %. A i. Now
T. T.
1 n 1T f \fr[y(t)] dt = L Pi T f [(Ay)1. - y. Ay] dt
Ie 0 1. =1 Ie 0
converges to
n
~ Pi [(A %)1. - %. A x] =p. A x - x . A X
1.=1
which is strictly positive by equation (37).
Thus. in order to prove permanence, one has to find out whether there
exists a positive solution p for the linear inequalities
~ Pi [(A x)1. - x· A x] > 0
1.:2:(= 0
(41)
(where x runs through the boundary rest points). The coefficients
(A x)1. - x . A x are the eigenvalues of x whose eigenvectors are transversal to
the boundary face of x. The number of inequalities may be quite large: but it
is easy to check that if continua of rest points occur, the inequalities (41)
have to be tested for extreme points only, so that the problem is finite.
It is remarkable that only the rest points are involved: the r.>-limit sets
on the boundary may be considerably more complicated.
Similarly, an equation of type (6) with uniformly bounded orbits is per-
manent if there exists a positive solution p for
~ Pi [r 1. - (A x)d > 0
1.:2:(= 0
(where x runs through the boundary rest points).
Theorem B (Hofbauer, 1986)
Consider equation (6) with uniformly bounded orbits. If the set
(42)
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(where no species increases) is disjoint from the convex hull C of all bound-
ary fixed points, then equation (6) is permanent.
Proof
A rest point z of equation (6) lies in D if and only if it is saturated. The
assumption enD = r/J implies that there are no saturated rest points on the
boundary. Theorem 5 shows then the existence of an interior rest point i;
this point is unique, since otherwise we would have a line of fixed points
intersecting bd R~, Le., a nonempty intersection of C and D. It follows that
A is nonsingular.
The convex set C can be separated from the convex set
fj = Ix E: Rn : r S A xl by a hyperplane. Since A is nonsingular we can write
the separating functional in the form p A, with P E: R7't. Then
p·Az<p·Ax (44)
for all x E: fj and all fixed points z E: bd R~. Since the interior fixed point i
lies in fj we obtain in particular
p'Az<p'Ai=p'r (45)
Thus P is a solution of equation (42). We are left to show that p is positive.
Let v be any vector in Rn with A v > O. Then i + c v belongs to fj for
every c > 0 since
A (i + c v) =r + c A v > r
Thus
p'A z<p'Ai+c p'Av (46)
This can hold for arbitrarily large c only if p' A v ~ 0 for all such v. There-
fore p ~ O. Since the set of solutions p of (42) is open and z varies in a com-
pact set, we can find a solution p > O.
5. Catalytic Networks
To equation (7) with a.i ; ~ 0 for all i and j, we associate an oriented graph:
an arrow from j to i denotes that a.ij > 0, Le., that j enhances the replica-
tion of i.
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A directed graph is called irreducible if for any two species i and j
there exists an oriented path leading from i to j.
Theorem 9
If equation (J) with aij ~ 0 is permanent, then its graph is irreducible.
We refer to Schuster and Sigmund (1984) for a proof.
By a catalytic network, we understand an equation of type (J) with
aij ~ 0 and au = 0 for all i.
Theorem W (Amann. 1986)
For n ~ 5, the graph of a permanent catalytic network is Hamiltonian, Le.,
contains a closed path visiting each vertex exactly once.
Proo!
We know from condition (31) that the sign of det A is (- l)n -1. Now
det A = I: sgn u a 1a(1)a Za(Z) ... an a(n)
a
where the summation extends over all permutations u of fl,··· ,n J. Since
au = 0 we need only consider permutations without fixed elements. Every
permutation u can be split into some k elementary cycles, and
sgn u = (-l)n - k. If n ~ 5, k can be 1 or 2. Any permutation that is the
product of two smaller cycles has sign (-l)n - z. In order that
sgn det A =(-1)n -1, there must be at least one permutation u consisting of
a single cycle such that
a 1a(1)a Za(Z) ... ana(n) > 0 (47)
This corresponds to a closed feedback loop visiting every vertex precisely
once.
Amann (1986) shows that for n ~ 6 a catalytic network may be per-

























Indeed, condition (37) is satisfied with p = 19 (9,1,2,13,23,1). The inequalities
corresponding to boundary fixed points x with x· A x =0 are trivially
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satisfied since A is irreducible. The only remaining fixed points are
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[ ; , ; ,0.0,0,0]
141(9,6.0,5.18,3)
[,D. ; , ; ,0,0] [0.0,0,0, ~ , ~ ]
1
:28Ic,s,O,9,2,9,3)
It is not difficult to show that for n =3 a catalytic network is per-
manent if and only if it admits a unique rest point in int S3. Up one dimen-
sion, one has Theorem 11.
Theorem 11 (Amann. 1986)
For a catalytic network with n = 4, a necessary and sufficient condition for
permanence is that there exists an interior fixed point and det A < O.
Proof
Necessity follows from Theorem 2 and condition (31). In order to prove suffi-
ciency. we use Jansen's method and look for a positive solution pof (41). As a
first step we show that only those boundary equilibria x have to be taken into
account that lie on an edge and are isolated within that edge:
(1) For the corners of Sn' condition (41) is satisfied for every choice p > 0,
since they must have some positive eigenvalue: each column of A con-
tains a positive element.
(2) Next we show that condition (41) is satisfied for every choice p> 0 if x
is a rest point in the interior of the 3-face xk =O. We need only to con-
sider the case where x is isolated [indeed. condition (41) need only to be
checked at the extreme points of continua of boundary equilibria]. Then
A (k). the 3x 3-minor of A obtained by deleting its kth row and column, is
nonsingular. A straightforward computation shows that the external
eigenvalue of X. Le .. (A x)k - x· A x. has the same sign as
-(x· A x) det A
(x . A x) det A (k)
Since the restriction of the catalytic network to the face xk = 0 is per-
manent, we have det A (k) > O. Hence (A x)k > x· A x and condition (41)
is trivially satisfied.
(3) Thus, we have only to check condition (41) for the rest points on edges.
Let F1.j denote such a point on the edge from e1. to ej • and let rtf be its
eigenvalue in the direction ek . Then
rtf = ak1. a1.j + akj aj1. - a1.j aj1.
a1.j + a j 1.
(49)
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We note first that Ftl cannot be saturated. Indeed, suppose that
rlJ ~ 0 and ril sO for the two indices k ,l different from i and j. Both
the conditions on the interior rest point i and the sign of det A are
open. Thus we may. without affecting them. slightly perturb the coeffi-
cients such that every fixed point is regular and r1.~' rtl < o. But the
index of every saturated regular rest point on an edge is -1. Since
det A < 0 implies that the index of i is also -1, this yields a contradic-
tion to Theorem 4.
From condition (41) we are left with (up to 6) inequalities of the form
Now
Pie rlJ + Pl rtl > 0
rlJ < 0 ::::;. rtle > 0 and rjle > 0
(50)
(51)
Indeed. rlJ < 0 implies alet < a lt and aiel < a tl , and hence rile> 0 and
rjle > O. Similarly
rltle < 0 • rft < 0 ::::;. ril > 0 (52)
Indeed, rl~ < 0 implies au < aiel and rft < 0 implies aiel < all' so that
ril > o.
By condition (51) at least two of the inequalities (50) are trivially satis-
fied. We write l .... k if rtl < 0 and rlJ > O. If this relation has no cycles,
then inequality (50) is easy to solve: whenever l .... k, one simply chooses a
very large Pie. By (52), there can be no cycles of length 3. So we are left
with the case of a cycle of length 4. After suitably rearranging the indices,
this means
ri3 . r~4 ' rl1 ,rt2 < 0 (53)
while all other IS are positive by (51). Then the system (50) admits a solution
p > 0 if and only if
rb r~4 rl1 rtz < rj4 ri1 rr2 r:3
It remains to show that (54) holds. Now
(54)
o < _ r1 a23 + a3223
a32 - a 12 (a 32 > a 12 since ri3 < 0)
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< a 23 < a 43 (because rj4 < 0)
a 13 a32
< a 43 + a 14 - a 34
a34 + a43
=r14 a - a
3414
Multiplying
(a 14 > a 34 since rl1 < 0)
1 a 23 + a 32 1 a 34 + a 43o < - r23 < r34 ----=::...:..----==-
a 32 - a 12 a 14 - a 34
with its circular permutations yields (54) and concludes the proof.
6. Essentially Hypercyclic Systems
(55)
An n x n-matrix A is called essentially hypercyclic if a1.1 > 0 for i =j + 1
(mod n), a1.1. = 0 and a"'j ~ 0 for all other i ,j. This corresponds to a closed
feedback loop of positive interactions, together (possibly) with some negative
in teractions.
Permanence of such networks can be characterized in terms of M-
matrices. An n x n-matrix C with nonpositive diagonal terms c"'j ~ 0 (i "t j)
is called an M-matrix if one of the following equivalent conditions is satisfied:
(1) 3 p > 0 such that Cp > o.
(2) All principal minors of C are positive.
(3) All real eigenvalues of C are positive.
(4) For all x > 0 there is an i such that (Cx)." > O.
Theorem 12
For equation \I) with an essentially hypercyclic matrix A, the following condi-
tions are equivalent:
(1) The system is permanent.
(2) There is an interior equilibrium i where the Jacobian D has negative
trace.
(3) There is an interior equilibrium i with i . Ai> o.
(4) The matrix C obtained by moving the top row of A to the bottom is an
M-matrix.
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(5) There is a p > 0 such that p A > O.
Proof
(1) -t (2) has been shown in Theorem 2, and condition (30).
(2) -t (3) is just equation (33).
(3) -t (4) since (A x) 1. = x· A x> 0, thus A x> 0, and hence ex >O.
(4) -t (5) because for some vector p > 0, one has (Pz• ... •Pn,Pl) e > o.
(5) -t (1) follows from the fact that equation (38) is an average Ljapunov func-
tion. We only have to note that \ft(x) =p. A x -x· A x satisfies condition (9) in
Theorem 1. We proceed indirectly. Assume there exists an x E: bd 87'1. such
that for all T > 0
T




1.- J x(t) dt ~ 1
T
J p. A x(t) dt > E (56)
Too
for some suitable E > 0, since p A > o. This implies x1. (t) -t 0 for all i.
Indeed, x1. (t) -t 0 is satisfied for at least one i (since x E: bd 87'1.). Now if
x1. + 1 > 0, then
x1. + 1
--- = at + 1,1. x1. + L at + 1,1 x1 - x· A x
x1. + 1 1,t 1. ,1. + 1
Integrating from 0 to T and using the fact that the sum on the right-hand side
is nonpositive. one obtains
T
1 1 JT [log x1. +1(T) -log x1. + l(O)J ~ at + 1,1. T x1. (t) dt
o
T
_1.- J x(t)· Ax(t) dt
T 0
The first integral on the right-hand side converges to 0 while the second one
is larger than E by condition (56). Hence x1. + 1 (T) ~ exp (-E T) and so
x1.+1(T) -t 0 for T -t +00. All components of x(t) converge to 0, a contradic-
tion to x(t) E: 87'1. .
Each of the conditions (2), (3). (4), and (5) of Theorem 12 is easily
checked for the hypercycle
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Xi =Xi (k1. Xi -1 -!)
with k1. > O. This theorem also yields permanence criteria for
Xi =Xi (a1. -1 Xi - 1 + b1. + 1 Xi + 1 -!)
and
-
xi =x1.(a1. Xi +bi - 1 X1.-1-!)






Interesting permanence criteria have been found for low dimensional ecologi-
cal models. Thus, Hutson and Vickers (1983) have completely characterized
two prey-one predator systems described by
Xl =X 1(T 1 -al1xl-a12x2 +b 1 y)
X 2 =X 2(T 2 - a 21 X 2 - a 22 Xl + b 2 y)
iJ =y(-T3 + {:ll x l + (:l2 x 2 --yy)
Such systems are permanent if and only if:
(1) There exists an interior rest point.
(2) det A > O.
(3) The (x 1 - X z>-subsystem is not bistable [which means that there exists
an unstable equilibrium in the interior of the positive (x 1 - X z>-
orthant].
In particular, a system of two competing species can be "stabilized"
(Le., can become a permanent 3-system) by the introduction of a suitable
predator. if and only if it is not bistable.
Recently, Kirlinger (1986) has characterized permanence for two
predator-two prey systems of the form
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Xl =x 1{r 1 - aU Xl - a 1Z X z - b 1 Yl)
X z = X Z{r Z - a Zl Xl - a zz X Z - b z Y z>
Yl = Yl{-r3 + Pl Xl)
yz = yz{-r 4 + Pz X z)
J. Hqf6auer GM K. Sigmund
and shown that bistable (x 1 - X z>-systems can be "stabilized" by the intro-
duction of two predators - Kirlinger has also treated two predator-two prey
systems with interspecific competition between the predators and three
predator-three prey systems. Such couplings of predator-prey systems
were first considered by Svirezev and Logofet (1983).
Kirlinger (1986) has also shown that one prey-two predator systems are
permanent if and only if there exists an interior rest point and det A > O.
Persistence of three competing species was characterized by Hallam et
al. (1979). Permanence and persistence of general three species
Lotka-Volterra systems were finally characterized by Butler and Waltman
(1984) and Hofbauer (1986).
For permanence results on ecological systems with nonlinear interaction
terms, we refer to Hutson (1984), Hutson and Law (1985), and Freedman and
Waltman (1985). We also mention Hofbauer (1984), and Hutson and Moran
(1982) for the case of difference equatiops.
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State Estimation for Dynamical
Systems by Means of Ellipsoids
F. L. Chernousko
lnstitute Jor Problems in Mechanics, USSR Academy oj .sciences,
Moscow, USSR
1. Introduction
This paper is devoted to guaranteed estimation of attainability and uncer-
tainty sets for controlled dynamical systems. It contains a survey of results
obtained recently by the author and his colleagues at the Institute for Prob-
lems in Mechanics, USSR Academy of Sciences. These results have been
partly published in papers: Chernousko (1980a, 1980b, 1981, 1982, 1983),
Chernousko et al. (1983), Ovseevich (1983), and Ovseevich and Chernousko
(1982).
The method developed in these papers may be called the method of ellip-
soids because it approximates the attainable sets by means of ellipsoids.
Two-sided ellipsoidal estimates which are optimal with respect to volume are
obtained. These estimates are connected with two specific nonlinear systems
of ordinary differential equations which describe the evolution of ellipsoids
that approximate attainable sets.
First (Section 2) we discuss the role of attainable sets in control theory
and state the problem of approximation of these sets by means of ellipsoids.
Then (Section 3) we describe algebraic operations with ellipsoids that are
essential for the method developed below. In Section 4 we give the basic
result of the method of ellipsoids, namely, the differential equations that
describe the evolution of the approximating ellipsoids. Later (Section 5) we
present some properties of these nonlinear systems of differential equations
including the canonical forms of equations, their asymptotic behavior, etc.
Section 6 is devoted to some generalizations of the method, especially for
nonlinear systems. In Section 7 we discuss some applications of the method
of ellipsoids to different control problems including optimal control and dif-
ferential games. The last section (Section 8) is devoted to the application of
the method to problems of guaranteed filtering in the presence of observa-
tions subject to noises.
2. Attainable Sets
We consider a controlled dynamical system described by the following dif-
ferential equation, constraint, and initial condition:
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x = J(X, U, t)
x(s)E:M, t ~ s
U (t) E: U[t , x (t)]
F. L. Cherno'IJ.sko
(1)
Here t is time, x (t) E: R n is a state vector, U (t) E: R m is a vector of
control or disturbance subject to a constraint, U(t, x) is a closed set in R m
which can depend on t and x, s is the initial time moment, and M is a closed
initial set in R n . If we denote by X(x, t) a set of all admissible values of J in
equation (i), Le.,
X(x, t) =J[x, U(t, x), t]
then the system (1) can be replaced by the following differential inclusion:
(2)
X E: X(x, t) x (s) E: M (3)
The attainable set D (t , s, M) for a system (1) or (2)-(3) for t ~ S is a set
of all vectors x (t) which are values of all functions x (7") that satisfy condi-
tions (1) or (3) for 7" E: [s, t]. The attainable sets have the following impor-
tant evolutional or semigroup property:
D (t , s, M) = D [t, 7", D (7" , S , M)] (4)
for all 7" E:: [s, t].
Attainable sets play an important role in control theory. Solutions of
many problems can be expressed in terms of these sets. Attainable sets can
be used to evaluate controllability properties [if u in system (1) is a control],
for estimation of perturbations and practical stability analysis [if u in sys-
tem (1) is an unknown but bounded disturbance], for solution of optimal con-
trol problems and differential games, and for guaranteed filtering in dynami-
cal systems in the presence of bounded disturbances and observation noises.
The properties of attainable sets were studied by Krasovsky (1968), Lee
and Markus (1967), and other authors. Krasovsky (1968, 1970) widely applied
attainable sets in optimal control theory, differential games, and guaranteed
observation. Kurzhanski (1977) developed some methods of guaranteed filter-
ing based on operations with attainable and informational sets. Formalsky
(1974) studied attainable sets in the presence of integral constraints. Papers
by Schweppe (1968, 1972), Schlaepfer and Schweppe (1972), and Bertsekas
and Rhodes (1971) were dedicated to specific ellipsoidal approximations of
sets in the state space. Some properties of attainable sets were studied by
Dontchev and Veliov (1983) and Veliov (1984). The number of papers devoted
to this subject is very large: here we have mentioned only some of them.
There are several possible approaches to obtaining attainable sets. One
of them consists in polyhedral approximations of attainable sets and is
closely connected to the description of these sets by means of support
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functions. This approach can in principle produce accurate approximations
but it requires a lot of computation, especially when the dimension n of the
state space is large.
The other approach consists in approximating attainable sets by means
of some canonical shapes described by a limited number of parameters. Here
the approximation error is finite and cannot be made very small; however,
this approach makes it possible to deal with sets of a fixed class, which is
convenient for applications.
Such classes of sets as parallelepipeds and simplexes in R n are
described by n + n Z parameters: the classes of ellipsoids and rectangular
parallelepipeds need fewer [only n + n (n + 1) / 2] parameters. However,
rectangular parallelepipeds are not invariant with respect to linear transfor-
mations. The class of ellipsoids has some other useful properties: it is closely
connected with quadratic forms and Gaussian probability distributions. The
possibilities of approximation of convex sets by means of ellipsoids are illus-
trated by the following well-known geometrical results due to Leichtweiss and
F. John. For any convex set K in R n there exists an ellipsoid E such that
EcKcnE.
If K has a center of symmetry, then E eKe vn E. Here kE is an ellip-
soid homothetic to E with axes k times longer than those of E.
We shall deal below with ellipsoidal approximations of attainable sets.
Consider a linear controlled system
x = C(t)x + u
and its finite-difference approximation
x(t + h) ::::: [I + hC(t)] x(t) + hu(t)
(5)
(6)
In equations (5) and (6), C(t) is a given matrix, h is a small positive number, I
denotes everywhere a unity matrix. If x (t) and u (t) in equation (6) belong to
some ellipsoids, then it can be seen from equation (6) that, in order to obtain
an ellipsoid for x (t + h), the following operations with ellipsoids are essen-
tial: linear transformation of an ellipsoid and summing of two ellipsoids. The
third operation, namely the intersection of two ellipsoids, arises in
guaranteed filtering.
3. Basic Algebraic Operations
3.1. Notation
We denote by E (a, Q) an ellipsoid in Rn defined by the inequality
E(a, Q) = Ix: (x - a)T Q-1 (x - a) s 11 (7)
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Here a is an n-vector of the center of an ellipsoid. Q is a symmetrical
positive-definite n x n-matrix. If Q tends to zero (Q .... 0), then E(a. Q)
degenerates into a point % = a.
3.2. Linear transtol"lllation
If % E: E(a. Q). then
A% + b E: E (Aa + b. A QAT)
Here A is a nondegenerate n x n-matrix. and b is an n-vector.
3.3. Sum of ellipsoids
The sum S of two ellipsoids is a set defined by
%=%l+%ZE:S
%1 E: E(a 1 • Ql)
%z E: E(a z ' Qz)
(8)
(9)
The convex set S from equation (9) is not an ellipsoid in the general
case. We shall approximate S by means of external and internal ellipsoids
optimal with respect to their volume. These ellipsoids satisfy the following
inclusions and optimality conditions:
E(a-. Q-) cS CE(a+, Q+)
det Q- .... max det Q+ .... min
(10)
The solutions of optimization problems (10) were obtained in the explicit
form:
a + =a - =a 1 + a z
Q+ =(p -1 + 1) Q1 + (p + 1) Qz
Q- =A-1 D(A-1l, D =(Df'5 +D~·5)Z
Here p > 0 is a unique positive root of the algebraic equation
(11)
n 1
2: Aj + Pj =1
_ n
P (p + 1) (12)
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where Xi > 0, j = 1. .... n, are eigenvalues that satisfy the equation
det (Q1 -XQz) =0
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(13)
The nondegenerate n x n -matrix A in equation (11) is defined by the
condition that it transforms both positive-definite matrices Q1 ' Qz to diago-
nal matrices D 1 ' D z:
Di =A Qi AT, i = 1,2 (14)
Formulas (11)-(14) describe both internal and external optimal ellip-
soidal approximations for the sum of two ellipsoids.
3.4. Intersection of ellipsoids
We are interested in the optimal external ellipsoidal approximation E (a, Q)
for the intersection of two ellipsoids
P =E(a 1 • Ql) n E(a z ' Qz) C E(a. Q)
det Q .... min
(15)
The problem (15), however, cannot be solved in the explicit form for the
general case. Only solutions for some particular cases are known when one of
the ellipsoids degenerates into a half-space or into a layer (see Shor and
Gershovich, 1979). We developed some suboptimal operations of intersection
which are optimal in particular cases and give a satisfactory approximation in
the general case. Three ve['sions of this operation are of practical use.
4. Equations of Ellipsoids
We consider now the linear system with ellipsoidal constraints
% =C (t)% + J (t) + u




Here C(t). G(t). and Qo are n x n-matrices, J(t) and a o are n-
vectors, and matrices G (t) and Qo are symmetrical and positive-definite. We
wish to obtain two-sided ellipsoidal estimates of the attainable sets D (t , 5, M)
for the system (16):
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E[a - (t). Q- (t) ]C D(t. s. M) C E[a + (t) • Q+ (t)]
F. L. Cher"ousko
(17)
for t ~ s. We impose the following evolutional properties on the ellipsoids in
the inclusion (17) [compare with equation (4)]:
E[a -(t). Q-(t)] cD tt . -r, E[a -(-r) • Q-(-r)]J
E[a+(t). Q+(t)] JDtt • -r,E[a+(-r). Q+(-r)]J
(18)
for all t ~ -r ~ s. Besides that, we require that the rate of volumes v - . v + of
the ellipsoids in the inclusion (17) be optimal, Le.,
dv-/dt .... max dv+/dt .... min (19)
It was shown that ellipsoids that satisfy the conditions (18) and (19)
exist and are unique, and that their parameters satisfy the following dif-
ferential equations and initial conditions:
a + =a - =aCt)
ci =C(t)a + f (t) • a(s) =ao
ir = CQ- + Q- CT + 2CO.5(C-o·5Q-C-O.5)0.5 CO.5
Q+ =CQ+ + Q+CT + hQ+ + h -1C
h = tn -1Tr [(Q+)-1 C]J°·5
Q-(s) = Q+(s) = Qo
(20)
Note that the equation for the common center a (t) of both ellipsoids is
linear while the matrices Q-, Q+ satisfy nonlinear equations. Integrating
equations (20) we can obtain the desired two-sided estimates for any time
moment.
5. PTope~esofEllipsoids
Here we describe briefly some properties of ellipsoids obtained from the
analysis of equations (20). By means of a transformation
Q± = V z± VT (21)
where Vet) is a nondegenerate matrix and Z± are new variables, equations
(20) can be simplified.
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If we choose V(t) to be a fundamental matrix of the original system (16),
v = C(t)V. V(s) =/ (22)
then the equations for Z ± take the same form (20) where C is replaced by
zero.
On the other hand, if we take V =GO.5 in equation (21) then equations
(20) for Z± contain a unity matrix instead of G. Therefore we can always put
either C =0 or G =/ in equations (20) for Q- , Q+ without loss of generality.
When the internal and external ellipsoids coincide for all t ~ s, is the
attainable set then an ellipsoid? The answer is: a - =a + and Q- =Q+ for all
t ~ s if and only if the following equalities hold:
CG + GCT - G =lJ.(t)G. t ~s
(23)
Qo = .>.oG(s) .>.0>0
Here lJ.(t) is an arbitrary scalar function. and Ao> 0 is a positive number.
The important particular case arises if the initial ellipsoid degenerates
into a point: Qo =O. Equations (20) have singularities for Q = 0; hence it is
necessary to analyze the asymptotic behavior of ellipsoids for Qo =O.
Without loss of generality we assume G = /. Let C have an expansion near
the initial point
C =A o +A 1" + O("z) ,,=t -s~O (24)
Then the solutions Q- , Q+ have expansions
Q- (t) = "Z/ + ,,3 Do + ,,4 D - +
Q+(t) ="Z/ +,,3 Do +,,4 D+ +
The coefficients in equation (25) are given by
(25)
Do =(A°+ AJ)/2 D1 =(A 1 + A I )/2
D - = (7/ 12)D5 + (2/3)D 1 (26)
D + = (2/3)(D5 + D1 ) + (1/ 12)n-z(Tr Do)z/ - (1/ 6)n-1 (Tr Do)Do
The asymptotic expansions (25) and (26) are useful for starting numeri-
cal integration of equations (20) with zero initial conditions. The more compli-
cated case when the matrix Qo of the initial ellipsoid is degenerate but
nonzero was also studied.
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Asymptotic behavior of ellipsoids when t .... "" was investigated in a partic-
ular case of a constant diagonal matrix C and diagonal solutions Q-(t) , Q+(t).
The results obtained were compared with the asymptotic behavior of attain-
able sets for t .... "".
Some a priori estimates for the volumes v -, v + of ellipsoids (17) were
obtained. We present here only one such estimate, namely
~~ [.3C.C.U]"'ft.
Vo Vo
t ~ s (27)
Here we assume C =0 and denote V o =v-(s) =v+(s). The inequality
(27) together with the evident one v - ~ v + makes it possible to obtain two-
sided estimates for the volume of one of the ellipsoids (internal or external)
through the volume of the other one.
6. Nonlinear Systems
The results presented above can be generalized in different directions. We
consider again a general nonlinear system (1) or (3) and assume that the fol-
lowing inclusions are true:
E[C-(t)% +J-(t). G-(t)] cX(%, t) CE[C+(t)% +J+(t), G+(t)]
(28)
E(ao ' Qo)C M C E(a o+ • Q6")
The inclusions (28) mean that there exist two linear systems of the type
(16) that bound the nonlinear system (1) or (3). If conditions (28) are satis-
fied. then the two-sided estimates (17) are true for attainable sets of the
nonlinear system. Vectors a - • a + and matrices Q - , Q + in the inclusions
(17) satisfy equations (20) in which C. J, G, a o, and Qo must be replaced by
C - • J - , G - , a o .and Qo- for a - • Q - and by C + • J + • G + , a o+ , and Qo+
fora+.Q+.
Most of the results described above can be applied also to systems with
discrete time (to multistage processes). In this case differential equations
are replaced by finite-difference ones.
More complicated approximations of sets by means of ellipsoids can be
used. For instance. we can approximate the initial set M by means of the
intersection of two (or more) ellipsoids
M C [E(aJ ' QJ) n E(a~ , Q~») (29)
Then we integrate equations (20) for two initial sets that correspond to
the ellipsoids (29). At each time moment the attainable set belongs to the
intersection of two ellipsoids obtained by this integration. This approach
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requires more computation but can give better accuracy of approximation,
especially for nonsmooth initial sets, such as a rectangle.
7. Applications
The method of ellipsoids described above has different applications to con-
trol problems.
If u (t) in system (1) is some unknown disturbance bound by the set U,
then the external ellipsoid (17) gives the guaranteed outer bound for all pos-
sible motions for aU t ~ s.
On the other hand, if u (t) in system (1) is a control, then the internal
ellipsoid indicates the inner bound for the attainable set. This ellipsoid can
be used for constructing control u(t) that leads to any given point belonging
to this internal ellipsoid at a given time moment.
Ellipsoidal approximations can be used for obtaining two-sided estimates
of a functional in optimal control. Consider the problem of minimizing the
functional
J = F[z (T)] .... min T > s (30)
for the system (1); here T is a fixed terminal time and F(z) is a given scalar
function. The minimal value of the functional (30) is
J* = minz ED(T, s,MI'(Z)
The following estimates are obvious:
minz E E..F'(z) ~ J* ~ minz E E.Ji'(z)
E± = E[a ±(T) , Q±(T)]
(31)
(32)
Hence, obtaining ellipsoids E± and solving the nonlinear programming
problems (32), we obtain two-sided estimates for J* in equation (31). If the
function F(z) in (30) changes, then we have to solve only new nonlinear pro-
gramming problems: the ellipsoids do not change in this case. Similar esti-
mates can be obtained also for time-optimal, multicriterial, and other kinds of
optimization problems.
Estimates in differential games can be obtained by means of Krasovsky's
extremal rule. This rule says that in the so-called regular case the time t * of
pursuit is determined as a first time moment when the attainable set of a pur-
suer contains the attainable set of an evader, Le.,
Dp(t*) -:>De(t*) (33)
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Two-sided estimates for t· are given by t 1 ~ t· ~ t Z where t 1 • t Z are
defined by inclusions similar to the inclusion (33) but written for the
appropriate external and internal ellipsoids for the pursuer and the evader:
t 1 : E p+ (t 1) 'J E e- (t 1)
t z :Ep-(tz) 'JEe+(t Z)
8. Guaranteed Filtering
We consider the system (1) or (3) and the equation of observation




Here H is a given r X n-matrix, y(t) is an r-vector of observation results,
v (t) is a vector of observation errors bound by an ellipsoidal constraint, and
B(t) is a symmetrical positive-definite r x r -matrix. Having obtained the
observation results y (r) for r E [s, t] we can estimate the set P(t) to which
the state vector z (t) belongs: again. ellipsoidal estimates are considered:
z (t) E P(t) C E[a(t), Q(t)J (36)
The problem of guaranteed ellipsoidal filtering consists in obtaining
parameters a(t), Q(t) of an ellipsoid (36). This problem was considered
both for discrete observations when y (t) in equation (35) is available at
t =t o,t1 ' ... and for continuous observations when equation (35) holds for all
t ~ s.
In the first case the parameters a, Q in the inclusion (36) satisfy dif-
ferential equations (20) for a + , Q + between observation times. At observa-
tion times, a(t) and Q(t) are discontinuous; they have jumps corresponding to
the immediate change of ellipsoids due to observations. Different formulas
for intersection of ellipsoids can be used here for calculating these jumps.
The continuous filtering is governed by a specific system of differential
equations which takes into account the dynamics of the system and results of
observations.
The algorithms of state estimation based on the method of ellipsoids
described above were realized in a package of FORTRAN programs. These
programs integrate the equations of internal and external ellipsoids and simu-
late both discrete and continuous guaranteed filtering for systems with
n ~10.
As a result of computer simulation a number of numerical data are
obtained, including approximation of attainable sets of different stable and
unstable systems. estimates in optimal control and differential games, use of
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intersection of ellipsoids for nonsmooth initial sets, simulation of discrete-
time and continuous-time filtering, etc. Part of these numerical results as
well as proofs of the theorems and additional details are presented in the
papers mentioned in the Introduction.
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Singularity Theory for Nonlinear Optimiza-
tion Problems
J. CasU
lnternational institute Jor Applied Systems Analysis, A-2361 Lax-
enburg, Austria.
1. Background
Consider a smooth (Cj function J: Rf'I, .... Rm and assume that J has a critical
point at the origin, Le., dJ (0) = O. The theory of singularities as developed
by Thom, Mather, Arnol'd. and others (Lu. 1976; Gibson, 1979; Arnol'd, 1981)
addresses the following basic questions:
(1) What is the local character of J in a neighborhood of the critical point?
Basically, this question amounts to asking "at what point is it safe to
truncate the Taylor series for J?" This is the determinacy problem.
(2) What are the "essential" perturbations of J? That is, what perturba-
tions of J can occur that change the qualitative nature of J and that
cannot be transformed away by a change of coordinates? This is the
unJolding problem.
(3) Can we classify the types of singularities that J can have up to dif-
feomorphism? This is the classification problem.
Elementary catastrophe theory largely solves these three problems
(when m = 1); its generalization to singularity theory solves the first two, and
gives relatively complete information on the third for m, n small. Here we
outline a program for the utilization of these results in an applied setting to
deal with certain types of nonlinear optimization problems. In the following
section we give a brief summary of the main results of singularity theory for
problems (1)-(3) for junctions (m = 1) and then proceed to a discussion of
how these results may be employed for nonlinear optimization.
2. Determinacy, Unfoldings. and Classifications
2.1. Equivalence of genDs
In its local version. elementary catastrophe theory deals with functions
J: U .... R where U is a neighborhood of 0 in Rf'I,. The cleanest way to handle
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such functions is to pass to germs, a germ being a class of functions that
agrees on suitable neighborhoods of O. All operations on germs are defined
by performing similar operations on representatives of their classes. In the
sequel, we usually make no distinction between a germ and a representative
function.
We let En be the set of all smooth germs R n -+ R. and let Enm be the set
of all smooth germs R n -+ R m . Of course E n •1 = En' These sets are vector
spaces over R, of infinite dimension. We abbreviate (Xl"" .xn ) E: R n to x.
If I E: Enm then
I (x) = [f 1(x), ... ,Im (x )]
and the 11. are the components of J.
A dijJeomorphism germ rp: R n -+ R n satisfies rp(O) =0, and has an
inverse rp' such that rp[rp'(x)] = x = rpTrp(x)] for x near O. It represents a
smooth, invertible local coordinate change. By the Inverse Function Theorem,
rp is a diffeomorphism germ if and only if it has a nonzero Jacobian. that is,
det[8rp1. / 8x1 (0)] ~ 0
Two germs I ,g: R n -+ R are right equivalent if there is a diffeomor-
phism germ rp and a constant 7 E: R such that
g (x) =I rp(x) + 7
This is the natural equivalence for studying topological properties of the
gradient VI (Poston and Stewart. 1978). If I, rather than VI, is important,
the term 7 is omitted.
A type of germ is a right equivalence class and the classification of
germs up to right equivalence amounts to a classification of types. Each type
forms a subset of En. and the central object of study is the way these types
fit together.
A precise description is complicated by the fact that most types have
infinite dimension; but there is a measure of the complexity of a type, the
codimension. which is generally finite. Heuristically, it is the difference
between the dimension of the type and that of En (even though both are
infinite). A precise definition is given below.
The largest types have codimension 0 and form open sets in En' Their
boundaries contain types of codimension 1; the boundaries of these in turn
contain types of codimension 2. and so on, with higher codimensions revealing
progressively more complex types. Types of infinite codimension exist. but
form a very small set in a reasonable sense.
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2.2. Codimension and the Jacobian ideal
J. Casfi
Let En be the set of germs R n ... R, and let F be the set of formal power
series in xl' ...• x n . There is a map j: E ... F defined by
j/ = / (0) + L ....21..-.(O)X1. + 0.5 L a ~ (O)xi xJ + ...oXi xi X J
where the right-hand side is the Taylor series, or jet, of f. Note that it
exists as a formal power series for ali smooth /: convergence is not required
in what follows. The map j is onto, linear over R, and preserves products
[Le., j(f.g) = j(fg) = (j/-jg)].
Let mn be the set of / E: En such that / (0) =O. This is an id.eal of En
(meaning that if / E: mn and g E: En then /g E: mn , which we write briefly as
mn En C mn ). Its k th power m: consists of all / E: En such that
o =/(0) = d/(O) =d1./(0) = ... =d k - 1/(0)
In particular, / is a singularity if and only if / E: mn . The ideals m: form
a decreasing sequence.
E 2 3n :2 mn :2 mn :2 mn :2
There is a similar chain in Fn' Let Mn = j (mn ): this is the set of formal
power series with zero constant term. Then M~ = j (m:) is the set of formal
power series without terms of degree ~k -1 . The intersection of all M: is 0;
the intersection of all m: is the set m; of flat germs, having zero Taylor
series.
The Jacobian ideal of a singularity / is the set of all germs expressible
in the form
g ....21..-. + . .. + g ...2.Llax n ax1 n
for arbitrary germs g1. . We denote it by Ii(f) , or merely Ii when f is under-
stood. Its image j Ii(f) C Fn has an analogous definition, where the partial
derivatives are defined formally. Since / is a singularity, Ii(f) C mn . The
codimension of / is defined to be
cod(f) = dimRmn/ Ii(f)
Similarly, at the formal power series level, we define
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cod(jJ) =dimRMnl j l:1(J)
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The codimension of an orbit is the same as that of its tangent space T. This is
the same as the dimension of the quotient vector space E 1 T. In En' the ana-
log of this tangent space is the Jacobian ideal. so the codimension should be
dim En 1 l:1(J). This measures the number of independent directions in En
"missing" from l:1(J) , or equivalently missing from the orbit of J.
The computation of cod(J) is effected by means of the following result:
if either cod(J) or cod(jJ) is finite then so is the other, and they are equal.
Thus, the computation may be carried out on the formal power series level
where it is a combinatorial calculation. For examples in classical notation,
see Poston and Stewart (1978).
2.3. Determinacy
Let J e: En. and define the k -jet j k (J) to be the Taylor series of J up to and
including terms of order k. For example,
j6[sin(x)] = x -x 3/3! + x 5/5!
We say that J is k-determinate (or k -determined) if for any g e: En such that
jk g = jkJ, it follows that g is right equivalent to J.
A germ is 1-determined if its linear part is nonzero, that is, its deriva-
tive does not vanish. So the non-1-determined germs are the singularities. If
J is a singularity and J (0) = 0 (as we can assume) then the second derivative
gives the 2-jet of J in the form
.ZJ( - ~ H 1. 1J x 1_··· .xn ) - £.1..1 1.1 x x
where the Hessian matrix
H = (H1.1 )(0)
is symmetric. It can be shown that J is 2-determined if and only if det(H) "t 0
; in this case J is right equivalent to
±XZ±"'±XZ1 '11. (1)
This is a reformulation in determinacy terms of the Morse Lemma (Milnor,
1973). A germ equivalent to expression (1) is said to be Morse. Morse germs
are precisely those of codimension O. The number l of negative signs in
expression (1) is the index of J, and J is an l-saddle. Morse theory (Milnor,
1973) describes the global properties of a function J: X ... R where X is a
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smooth manifold and f has only Morse singularities (see Casti, 1984).
There exist rules for computing the determinacy of a given germ: an
easy necessary condition, an easy (different) sufficient condition, and a
harder necessary-and-sufficient condition.
Let A be the Jacobian ideal of f. Then:
(1) If m: !:: m,Ji then f is k -determined.
(2) If f is k -determined then m: + 1 !:: m~f'
(3) f is k -determined if and only if m: + !:: mn Mf +g) for all g E: m: + 1 .
There is a slightly stronger form of (1), namely:
(1') If m: + 1 !:: m; A then f is k -determined.
Numerous examples in Poston and Stewart (1978) and Gibson (1979) show
how to compute the determinacy of a given f. For example, suppose f is in
Morse form, as expression (1). Then A = <+2x l' ... , + 2xn > = mn and
m; =mn A. By (1), f is 2-determined as asserted above.
A germ is finitely determined if it is k -determined for some finite k.
The following are equivalent:
(4) f has finite codimension.
(5) f is finitely determined.
(6) m~!:: A for some t.
The solution to the Determinacy Problem is thus that it is safe (up to
right equivalence) to truncate a k-determined germ at degree k of its Taylor
series. For a germ such as xZy E: E z, which is not finitely determined, it is
not safe to truncate higher order perturbing terms (and, indeed. xZy +yt
has a type that depends on t). Germs that are not finitely determined either
arise in a context where some symmetry is acting (and should be analyzed by
methods similar to those above, but which take symmetry into account -
which can be done) or must be viewed with suspicion. By (4), we may summa-
rize: "nice" germs have finite codimension.
Suppose that f is not 2-determinate, so that det(H) = O. Let the rank of
the matrix H be r and call n - r its corank. A useful result, called the Split-
ting Lemma, says that f is right equivalent to a germ of the form
g (x 1- ... , x n - r) ± x; - r + 1 ± ... ± x;
For many purposes, the quadratic terms may be ignored. So the Splitting
Lemma reduces the effective number of variables to n - r. A simple proof
for finite dimensions is in Poston and Stewart (1978).
The determinacy calculations, and the application of the Splitting
Lemma, may be carried out equally well on jk f in Fn . provided the codimen-
sion of f is finite. The formal power series setting is better for computa-
tions.
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An unfolding of a singularity is a "parametrized family of perturbations". The
notion is useful mainly because. for finite codimension singularities. there
exists a "universal unfolding". which in a sense captures all possible unfold-
ings.
More rigorously. let 1 €. En' Then an l-parameter unfolding of 1 is a
germ F €. Fn + t. that is. a real-valued germ of a function
F(x 1,··· ,xn • ~1"'" Et} =F(X,E}, such that F(x,D} =1(x}.
An unfolding F is induced from F if
F(x ,<5} = F[P,,(x}."(<5}] + ')'(<5}
where
<5 = (<51, , <5m ) €. Rm
P,,: R n R n
,,: Rm R t
')' : R t R
Two unfoldings are equivalent if each can be induced from the other. An l-
parameter unfolding is versal if all other unfoldings can be induced from it;
universal if. in addition. l is as small as possible.
Suppose that 1 has finite codimension c. Let u 1' ...• U c be a basis for
mn / t.(f}. Then it is a theorem that a universal unfolding is given by the
germ
F(X.E} =1(x} + ~1u1(x} + ... + EcUc(X} ~1. €. R
While different choices of the u1. can be made. a universal unfolding is unique
up to equivalence. The existence of universal unfoldings in finite codimen-
sion, and the method for computing them. is probably the most significant and
useful result in elementary catastrophe theory. [Note that equation (2) is
linear in the unfolding variables E. This is a theorem and is not built into the
definition of an unfolding.]
For example. if 1 (x ,y) = x 3 + y4, then a basis for mz/ t.(f} is
Jx.y ,xy .yZ,xyZJ. So a universal unfolding is given by
F } 3 4 Z Z(X,y,E + X + Y + ~1X + Ezy + ~3XY + ~4Y + ~5XY
The codimension of a germ 1 has several interpretations:
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(1) The codimension of the Jacobian ideal in mn .
(2) The number of independent directions "missing" from the orbit of !.
(3) The number of parameters in any universal unfolding of f.
In addition, if the codimension of ! is c, it can be shown that any small
perturbation of ! has at most c + 1 critical points.
2.5. Classification
We sketch how these ideas may be used to classify germs of codimension at
most 4.
Let! E: En' If! is not a singularity then! (x) is right equivalent to x l'
If ! is a singularity and its Hessian has nonzero determinant, then! is right
equivalent to ± x f ± ... ± x,;. Otherwise, det(H) =0. Let k = n - T be the
corank of H and split! as
!(x) =9(X 1, ... ,xk ) ±xi+1 ±: ... + x';
It can be proved that the classification of possibilities for! depends only on
the similar classification for g.
The Taylor series of g begins with cubic or higher terms. First, suppose
that k = 1, and let the first nonzero jet of 9 be at x t . This is t -determined,
and scales to ± x t (t even), x t (t odd). The codimension is t -2, so t =3, 4,
5, or 6.
Next, let k = 2 and let
j3g (x ,y) = ax 3 + bx 2y + cxy2 + dy 3
By a linear change of variable, this cubic may be brought to the form
x 3 + xy2 (one real root), x 3 - xy2 (three distinct real roots), x 2y (three
real roots, one repeated), x 3 (three real roots, all repeated), or O.
The forms x 3 ± xy2 are 3-determined, and of codimension 3.
The form x 2y is not 3-determined, so we consider higher terms. A
series of changes of variable bring any higher order expansion to the form
x 2 y + yt, which is t-determined and of codimension t. Only t = 4 is relevant
to our problem here.
No higher term added to x 3 produces a codimension 4 result; and no
higher term added to 0 does.
Finally, let k~ 3. Then the codimension can be proved to be at least 7,
so this case does not arise.
Thus, we have classified the germs of codimension ~ 4 into the canonical
forms








3 Z%1 - %1%Z + (N)
%r + %1%: + (N)
%r + %: + (N)
where
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(M) = ± %: ± ... ± %; (N) = ± %: ± ... ± %;
The celebrated elementary catastrophes of Thorn are the universal
unfoldings of the singularities on this list, or its extension to higher codimen-
sions. The universal unfolding arises when we try to classify not germs, but
l-parameter families of germs. For l S 4, "almost all" such are given by
universal unfoldings of germs of codimension S 4.
Table 1 summarizes the list of germs and their unfoldings up to codimen-
sion 5, together with their customary name and symbol in the systematic
notation of Arnol'd (1981). The terms (M) and (N) are omitted for clarity, %
and y replace % 1 and % z, and unfolding parameters are listed as (a ,b ,C ,d ,e)
rather than (£1, £Z, £3, £4, £s>.
3. Singularity Theory and Nonlinear Programming
We consider the problem
max J(%)




where J, gEm"". There are at least three different. aspects of this stan-
dard nonlinear optimization problem which singularity theory can shed some
light upon:
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Table 1. The elementary catastrophes of codimension S 5. When the ± sign occurs,
germs wit.h sign (+) are called standard, (-) are called dual.a
Symbol Name Germ Universal Co- Codi-
unfolding rank mension
A2 Fold
x 3 - x 3+az 1 1
±A3 Cusp ±X4 ±X 4+az2+bx 1 2
A4 Swallowtail x
5 x 5+az3+bx2+cx 1 3
±A5 But.t.erfly ±x6 ±x6+az4+bx3+cx 2+dx 1 4
A6 Wigwam x
7 x7+az5+bx4+cx3+dx2+ex 1 5
D- Elliptic x 3 - xy2 x 3 - xy2+az2+bx +cy 2 34
umbilic
D+ Hyperbolic x 3+xy2 x 3+xy2+az2+bx +cy 2 34
umbilic
±D5 Parabolic ±(x2y +y4) ±(x2y +y4)+az 2+by 2+cx +dy 2 4
umbilic
D- Second x 5 - xy2 x5-xy2+ay3+bx2+cy2+dx +ey 2 56
elliptic
umbilic
D+ Second x 5+xy2 x5+xy2+ay3+bx2+cy2+dx +ey 2 56
hyperbolic
umbilic
±E6 Symbolic ±(x3+y4) ±(x3+y4) +azy2+by 2+cxy
umbilic +dx +ey 2 5
~he above sket.ch shows how t.he classlrlcaUon problem reduces t.o t.he det.ermlnacy and
unfolding problems (and Is relaUvely easy once t.hese are solved). In appUcaUons, t.he
main Influenoe of t.he classlficaUon Is an organizing one: t.he det.ermlnacy and unfolding
t.heorems playa more dlreot. role.
(1) Reduction of dimensionality in the decision space for dual, penalty, and
barrier type algorithms (Bazaraa and Shetty, 1979).
(2) Transformation of the constraint space into simpler form for primal type
algorithms (Bazaraa and Shetty. 1979).
(3) Sensitivity analysis.
Let us examine each of these areas in turn.
3.1. Dimensionality reduction and the splitting lemma
If the optimization problem (3)-(4) is to be approached using one of the dual
penalty or barrier algorithms of Bazaraa and Shetty (1979), the Splitting
Lemma can be used to reduce the dimension of the decision vector in the sur-
rogate objective function. For example, consider the augmented Lagrangian
method, for which the surrogate objective function is
G (x, ex) =a'g + f + p/21 Ig I 12
where ex is a vector of multipliers and p is some positive constant. The
parameters a are updated according to, say, the augmented Lagrangian
scheme of Hestenes.
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Assume that the critical point of G is located at x =x·'a =a·, and
that the corank of G(x, a) =r. Then the Splitting Lemma insures that there
exist coordinate transformations x ... :i, a ... a such that G ... G, where
..... ..... ..... ..... ........ ..... M{ )G{x ,a) = G1{x1' ...• x r ,a1' ...• a e ) + xr + 1- ... _x n
where c = codim G while G10 is a function 0 ( I x 13), which is linear in
a1• ...• ae . The function M{·) is a pure quadratic. The important point here
is that usually r <<n, which implies that most of the computational work is
involved in minimizing the quadratic M, which can be done very efficiently by
any of a number of quasi-Newton schemes. The essentially nonlinear part of
the problem involves the minimization of G, which, however, involves only r
variables. Often r = 1 or 2, even if n is very large, say, hundreds, so the
computational savings can be significant.
The potential drawback to the above scheme is that in order to compute
r, the corank of G, we need to know the Hessian
H= [8'-G]
8xz
at the critical point (x·, a·). Since it is precisely x· which we seek, it
appears at first glance that the situation is not too promising. However. this
problem can be circumvented in at least two different ways:
(1) Often it can be seen that the Hessian will be of constant rank in some
neighborhood D of x· , even if we do not know x· exactly. This situation
comes about since we usually have at least some idea of the region D
containing x·. Thus, if we have an estimate of D and know that rank
H{x ,a) =constant for all x E: D, then we can use this information in a
successive approximation scheme generating a sequence xn ... x·· The
idea is to apply the Splitting Lemma to each approximate problem at the
point xn .
(2) If there is no information about the rank H, then we can appeal to the
inequality
r {r +1)/2 :!O: codim G
which always holds. We can take a pessimistic estimate of r which, at
worst, means only that we include a few more variables in our nonlinear
optimization of G10 than might have been needed. If codim G s 2 , then
we can see from the inequality that r = 1 and there is only a single
essential, nonlinear variable, regardless of where x· is located. Other-
wise there may be several nonlinear variables. but the number will still
be severely limited by the above inequality.
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An essential ingredient in making the above scheme work in practice is
the ease of determining the coordinate transformations % -+ Z, CX -+ ii. As
noted in Section 2, the theory guarantees that such transformations exist
and. moreover. that they are themselves diffeomorphisms. Thus, the coordi-
nate changes
%1. =%1. {%1,%Z' ... '%n)
ii =iiJ {cx1 .cxZ'·.· ,cxm)
have convergent power series expansions. Consequently, since we know the
original form of G and its normal form G, in principle we can substitute the
above expansions and match coefficients in order to determine the explicit
form of the transformations. The operational implementation of this idea,
however. may require a substantial amount of algebra, depending upon the
exact nature of G.
3.2. Simplifying the constraint space
For nonlinear constrained optimization problems having nonlinear constraint
sets, the coordinate changes discussed above can be employed to
"straighten-out" the binding constraints in a neighborhood of regular points,
so that primal methods for solving constrained optimization problems can be
used. dealing only with linear side constraints. The essence of the primal
methods is to start with a feasible direction along which the objective func-
tion is improving. A one-dimensionalline search (interval bisection, Newton's
method, etc.) is then used to solve the one-dimensional optimization problem
along the improving feasible direction. constrained so that the resulting solu-
tion remains feasible (Bazaraa and Shetty, 1979).
A specific example of such a primal method is the gradient projection
technique due to Rosen. This method generates an improving feasible direc-
tion by projecting the negative of the gradient vector of f onto the affine
subspace determined by the intersection of the binding constraints, assuming
the constraints are linear. A projection matrix P is formed from a suitable
linear combination of the normal vectors of the constraint subspaces (Le.•
the gradients of the binding constraints). The resulting one-dimensional
optimization is then guaranteed to remain feasible as long as a suitable upper
bound is observed on the line search (Bazarraa and Shetty, 1979).
In the event the constraints are nonlinear. the gradient of f is pro-
jected onto the intersection of the tangent spaces to the binding constraints,
so that movement along the improving feasible direction will, in general. take
the solution outside the feasible region (see Figure 1). This necessitates a
correction move to bring the solutions back into the feasible regions after
the one-dimensional search has been completed. Singularity theory appears
to offer the possibility of materially improving the above procedure, as we
now indicate.
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Xk+1
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Figure 1. Projecled gradienl melhod of Rosen for nonlinear conslraints (from Fig-
ure 10.5. Bazaraa and Shelly. 1979).




Y'l (x) ~ 0 i = 1,2, ... , m
x ~O
For any x such that x ~ 0, if I = Ii: Y'l (x) = 01. then
x =Ix: Y'l(x) =01 = n [Y'l(x) n R n - 1 hyperplane]
'lET
will be the intersection of a finite number of manifolds in R n and thus. with
the possible exclusion of a set of points of codimension n (corners). will
inherit the manifold structure locally. Locally, then. a coordinate change
could be effected in X which will cause X to take the form
X ~ y = IY: 0 = a'y + c, a,c constant vectors I
as long as the gradients of the binding constraints do not vanish. A transver-
sality argument can be used to rule out the latter possibility.
Assuming that only the constraint Y(x) = 0 is binding, let
S'l = T:z: Y ( (x) n Rn -1 hyperplane
where
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7':1) g." (x) =tangent space to g." at X
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Since codim 7':I)g.,,(x) =1 and codimfR n - 1 hyperplanel =1, if the intersec-
tion is transverse
codim 7':1) g." (x) + codim fR n -1 hyperplane l =codim S." =2
Results from differential topology assert that the set of critical points R." for
g." will be isolated; thus the dim R." =0 and codim R." =n. Therefore.
codim R." + codim S." = n + 2 > n
So. for Vg." (x) to be zero at exactly the same points where g." (x) = 0 consti-
tutes a nontransverse intersection and is therefore nongeneric. If any such
points should occur. they will be isolated and thus not form a constraint
boundary.
In practice, finding X and the coordinate transformation necessary to
make it look like Y usually requires some effort. However, if projection onto
only one bindIng constraint is necessary. the calculation becomes simpler. as
the following example shows:
min J (x." ,x2) = 0.5 x f + 0.5 xi - Xl - x 2
(the geometry in x space is shown in Figure 2) subject to
2 2Xl +x2 -1 ~ 0
-xl ~ 0
- x2 ~ 0
VJ (x) = (x 1 -1, x 2-1) at (1,0):
Vg 1 (x) = (2xl.2xz>
Vg 2(x) = (-1,0)
Vg 3(x) = (0, -1)
VJ (1,0) = (0, -1)
Vg 1(1,0) = (2.0) binding
Vg 2(1,0) = (-1,0)
Vg 3(1,0) = (0,-1) binding
As can be seen, we want to project onto gl(x). To straighten out gl' let
Y 1 =xf ' y 2 =xi· In the new coordinates, VJ new will be
VJnew(Y) = (yt5 - 1, y~.5 -1). VJnew(1.0) = (0, -1)
(Note: This is not the gradient of the transformed objective function but
rather the transformed gradient of the old objective function.)
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Figure Z ConfiguraUon in % space.
The new problem is
min J (Yl. Y Z) = O.5Yl + O.5yz - yf"5 - y~.5





Now the constraint is linear and we project 'If new onto g 1 by forming the
projection matrix:
P =1 -M t (MM t )-lM = [6~) - ~)(1/2)(11) =








d = -P'lfnew = -I 1 1 1
2" "2 "2
The objective function is optimized along the constraint by letting
[1) [- 0.5 h)Y = 0 + 0.5 h
f (h) = 0.5(1- 0.5h) + 0.25h - (1 - 0.5h)o.5 - (0.5h)o.5
:i = 0.25(1- 0.5h)-1.5 - 0.25(0.5h)-1.5 = 0 :::::::> h = 1









That this is the optimum can be seen by trying to form an improving feasible
direction in x space. The result will be the zero vector. indicating that the
optimum has been reached.
'lgl(X) = [~~) MM t = (""'2 ""'2)[""'2] - 4
""'2 ' ""'2 ""'2 -
'If(x) = (""'2-1, V2-1) ~
P = 1 -M t (MM t )-lM = ~ g) - [~] ~ (""'2 ""'2) =















[ ""'2-1) = 0
""'2-1
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Figure 3 Configuration In y space.
as claimed. A summary of the algorithm is given next.
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Initialization step: Choose a feasible point Xu and find 11. = fi: g 1 (x) =0 J.
Let u = 1 and go to Step 1.
Step 1: If 11. =0, let P =I, form d u = PV/ (xu) and go to Step 3. otherwise,
form the projection matrix in x-space as follows. Let M = Dg{xU ) be the
matrix of gradients of the binding constraints at xu' If
P =1- M t {MM t )-1M =0, let W = _{MM t )-1MV/ (xu), If W ~ 0, Xu will be a
Kuhn-Tucker point, otherwise delete a row corresponding to Wi ~ 0 and
repeat Step 1. This has the effect of eliminating binding constraints from
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consideration which would not generate an improving feasible direction. Let
I =fi: Ut (x) =0 I after a nonzero P has been found.
step 2: If X = n [Ut(x)n fR"'-1 hyperplanel] is already linear, use the
_ tEl
matrix P in the following calculations. Otherwise, find a coordinate change
such that X becomes
Y=fy:aty+c=OI
Find VI newry (x)] I y (x,J and convert the problem into y coordinates. Form
the projection matrix P = I - at (aa t )-1a and go to Step 3 after forming
d u = PVI newry (x)] I y (xu),
step 3: Let h u be a solution to
min I (zu + hdu ) where Zu =.:z:u
Zu = Yu
o~ h~ h max
if in x coordinates and
if in y coordinates
where h max is determined so that the problem remains feasible. Let
Zu +1 = Zu + hdu ' convert into x coordinates, if necessary, and return to
step t.
For more complex problems involving more than one binding constraint,
the coordinate changes must be automated and checks made on the neighbor-
hood of validity of the transformations. Application to other primal methods
can also be made using the same types of arguments.
3.3. Sensitivity analJ1lIs and unfoldings
In Section 2, we noted that a universal unfolding of a smooth function I (x)
represents the most general type of smooth perturbation to which I can be
subjected and that the number of terms needed to characterize all such per-
turbations equals codim I. Furthermore, if U 1(x)• ...• U c (x) represent a
basis for the Jacobian ideal m", I V(f). then the fUt I also represent a basis
for the space of all such perturbations. Since perturbations in the objective
function and/or constraints lie at the heart of sensitivity analysis for non-
linear optimization, it seems reasonable to conjecture that the concepts of
unfolding and transversality should be of use in characterizing various issues
arising in the sensitivity analysis of nonlinear programs. Here we shall indi-
cate two different directions to be pursued:
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(1) Constraint qualification conditions.
(2) Objective function stabilization and examination of the stability of the
dual algorithms discussed above.
3.4. Transversality and the Kuhn-Tucker conditions
As an indication of how singularity theory arguments can be employed to
study constraint perturbations, let us examine the classical Kuhn-Tucker
conditions using transversality arguments.
The Kuhn-Tucker necessary conditions play an important role in the
theoretical development of mathematical programming. These conditions were
derived from a more general set of conditions, called the Fritz John condi-
tions, by assuming that a constraint qualification is in effect. Both the Fritz
John and Kuhn-Tucker conditions are necessary for %. to be an optimal solu-
tion of the constrained optimization problem. One of the most widely used
constraint qualifications is that the gradients of the binding constraints at
the point %. be linearly independent.
In singularity theory, the concept of a transverse intersection between
two manifolds is a cornerstone for structural stability arguments. One defini-
tion of a transverse intersection at a point is that no vector is perpendicular
to the tangent spaces of both manifolds simultaneously (poston and stewart,
1978). Since the gradient vector of a manifold at a point will also be the nor-
mal vector to the tangent hyperplane at that point, it follows that the gra-
dient vectors of two intersecting manifolds will both be collinear if and only if
the intersection is transverse. Furthermore. and more importantly, the Thorn
Isotropy Theorem (Poston and Stewart, 1978) states that transverse crossings
are structurally stable. This means that small perturbations of the con-
straints around a Kuhn-Tucker point would not change the geometry of the
intersection much. In fact, the original constraint configuration can be
recovered by a smooth coordinate change around the point of interest.
Let us consider an example demonstrating the structural instability of a
nontransverse crossing. In the example, the following definition of a
transverse crossing is used.
Definition 1.
Two manifolds, Rand S, embedded in R"" intersect transversally if
(1) R n S = ¢
or
(2) codim(TzR) + codim(TzS) <nand codim(TzR) + codim(TzS) =
codim(TzR nTz S )









Figu.re 4 Example of a nonlransverse conslralnl crossing (from Figure 4.5, Ba-
zaraa and Shelly. 1979).
E%ample (from Bazaraa and Shetty. 1979; see Figure 4 for geometry)
min I (%1'%Z) = - %1
subject to
% Z - (1- % 1)3 ~ 0
-Zz ~O
VI = (-1.0)
Vg 1 =[-3(1- % f).l]
Vg z = (0.-1)
at (1,0): VI (1,0) = (-1,0)
Vg 1 (1,0) =(0.1)
Vg z (1,0) = (0,-1)
binding
binding
The gradients of the binding constraints are not linearly independent.
Checking the Kuhn-Tucker conditions:
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VJ + U 1 Vg 1 + U z Vgz = 0[-~J + Ul[ ~] + uz[ -~J =0
[0] [OJ [1] --.. 0=1. . tu 1 1 + U z -1 = 0 ---.-- u 1 = u z' mconslS ency,
showing that the Kuhn-Tucker conditions do not hold.
3.5. Transversality
Both gl and gz will be embedded in Rg so
T:e gl(x) = Hx1,xz,Xg): Xz - 3(1- X1)ZX l = Xz - 3(1- Xl)Z xli
T:e gz(X) =Hx1 .xZ'Xg): Xz =xzI
At (1,0):
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T:e gl(X) =fx 1,x Z'X g): X z =01, thus T:e gl(x) n T:egz(x) =T:r: gl(x)
T:e gz(x) = Hx 1,x Z'x g): Xz = 01
codim T:e gl(x) = 1
codim T:e gz(x) = 1
codim [T:e gl(x) n T:e gz(x)] =1.
Thus,
codim T:e gl(x) + codim T:r: gz(x) ~ codim [T:e gl(x) n T:e gz(x)]
so the intersection is nontransverse.
If the cubic constraint is perturbed slightly,
g1 (Yl'YZ) = Yz - (1- Yl)g + ~
then T:e g 1(x) n T:egz(x) at (1,0) will be the empty set, so the intersection is,
by definition, transverse. At their point of intersection, x =(1 +~,O), so
T:r: gl(x) =Hx 1.xZ'x 3): Xz + 3~z xl = 3f:zl
T:e gz(x) =Hx 1,xZ'x 3 ): Xz =01
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and Tz 01(x) n Tz 02(x) = Hx 1.x2,x3): x1 =1j will be a line in R3.
Thus,
codim[Tz 0 (x)J = 1
codim[Tz O(x)J =1
codim[Tz 01(x) n Tz 02(x)J = 2
J. Cast'L
so codim[Tz U1(x)J + codim[Tz 02(x)J = codim[Tz 01(x) n Tz 01(x)J and the
intersection is transverse.
The unfolding concept can also be of use in sensitivity analyses in the
following manner. As an unparametrized function, the objective function f (x)
may be unstable with regard to small perturbations (Le., the qualitative char-
acter of the critical points of f may change as a result of small changes in f).
This is clearly a bad situation as far as the credibility of the results obtained
from such an optimization is concerned. However. if codim f =c, an unfold-
ing of f involving at least c parameters will be stable relative to all struc-
tural perturbations in the sense that if f (x) + p (x) is a perturbation of f,
then the behavior of f (x) + p (x) near its critical points can be captured by
varying the parameters in a universal unfolding of f. As already noted, the
elements u 1(x)• ...• u c (x), forming a basis for mn / V(f), constitute a basis
for exactly the type of perturbations we need to stabilize f.
Unfolding can also be of use for studying the stabililty of the dual opti-
mization algorithms, which require the formation of a surrogate objective
function using a computational parameter. For example, the augmented
Lagrangian method mentioned above requires the use of a parameter p. These
parameterized functions can be studied to learn what types of objective func-
tions and constraints may lead to surrogate objective functions that are
structurally unstable, and which may behave badly as the computational
parameter is varied.
These ideas can be illustrated by considering the standard linear pro-
gramming problem. In a sense, a linear objective function is the linearization
of a general nonlinear f (x). since no real-world process even generates a
completely linear potential.
Definition 2
f is structurally stable if, for sufficiently small smooth perturbation func-
tions p, the critical points of f and f + P remain within the same neighbor-
hood and have the same type (max, min, saddle. etc.).
Consider the linear program:
max f (x) = C t X
subject to




Note that the Hessian matrix of f will be identically zero for all %, so that a
linear program has a maximum only by virtue of the constraints.
If a small linear perturbation is added to the objective function:




&1. «1 i =1,2, ... ,n
the isoclines of the objective function on the % hyperplane might shift so
that the set of isoclines leaves the feasible region at a completely different
extreme point of the convex hull of constraints. Thus, the linear program-
ming problem is not even stable with respect to linear perturbations.
In contrast, it is known that Morse (Le., quadratic) extrema are the only
structurally stable types for nonparameterized functions, although for
parameterized functions the situation is different. Similarly, since adding a
small perturbation to a Morse function does not drastically change the loca-
tion of the unconstrained extremum, the location of the constrained
extremum also should not change too much, since the constrained extremum
usually occurs where the constraints are tangent to the isoclines of f (%).
As a final note, the computational implications of the above discussion
are not by any means as dire as might seem. While the general nonlinear pro-
gramming problem is computationally difficult, numerical methods for quad-
ratic programs, both constrained and unconstrained, are well developed. In
fact, since Morse functions are the only structurally stable types of smooth
unparametrized functions, a case could be made for transforming even non-
quadratic nonlinear programs into quadratic form using the diffeomorphic
coordinate changes guaranteed by singularity theory. Thus, a quadratic pro-
gram represents, in a certain sense, the canonical problem for mathematical
programming.
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1. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to give an extended summary of the material
developed by Willems (forthcoming, a,b,c). In this sequence of papers we have
outlined a theory that studies, in a broad context, the connection between
various representations of dynamical systems and procedures for obtaining
mathematical models on the basis of observed data.
2. Mathematical Models
In studying a phenomenon in the language of mathematics we first need to
identify its features - its attributes - as elements of a set S. A mathemati-
cal model is a law that excludes the occurrence of certain attributes. Hence,
a mathematical model is a subset M of S. Most phenomena will be described
by attributes that consist of a product set
S = II Sa
aEA
Interesting laws express the fact that variables are related in some way (as
force/position, price/demand, electric/magnetic fields, etc.).
3. Dynamical Systems
When studying dynamical systems we have attributes that change as a func-
tion of time. This yields the following formal definition. A dynamical system
E is defined by a triple E =IT ,W,B J with T c R the time azis, W the signal
alphabet, and B C WT the behavior. Thus, a dynamical system consists of a
family B of maps w(.): T -. W. If w e: B, we think of w as being consistent
with the laws governing the system. In this paper we only consider dynamical
systems with T =Z.








if W is a vector space and B is a linear subspace of WT
if uB = B (u denotes the left shift).
if ~w E: B I ¢:::;>~wl [t o,t i ] E: B I[to,f l ] for all t O,t i E: TI.
if B is closed under concatenation.
if for all t there exists a partial map:
J t: W(--,O -+ W[t ,-)
such that
~w E: B I ¢:::;> ~w I [f ,_) = J (w) I(_ -,0 I
In the sequel we restrict attention to time-invariant systems, using the fol-
lowing notation:
B-: = ~w-: (-00,0) ... Rq I 3 w+
B+: = ~w+: [0,00) -+ Rq I 3 w-
w-· w+ E: B I
w-· w+ E: B I
Here' denotes concatenation. In terms of this notation E is memoryless if
and only if B = B- ·B + and E is autonomous if and only if B is the graph of
map J: B- -+ B+.
4. AR Systems
The following class of systems play an important role in system theory. Let
R E: Rg )( q [s][ : = the (g x q) real matrix polynomials] and consider
E(R): =~Z, Rq, B(R)I with B(R): =~w: Z -+ Rq IR(u)w =01. We will call such
systems AR systems. Obviously u(R) is linear, time-invariant, and complete.
Proposition 1
The following are equivalent:
(1) E = ~Z, Rq, B I is linear, time-invariant, and complete.
(2) B is a linear, shift invariant, and closed subspace of (Rq)Z (equipped
with the topology of pointwise convergence).
(3) There exists a polynomial matrix R such that E = E(R), I.e., E is an AR
system.
An important special class of AR systems are the reachable systems
defined by the property B+(R) = B/(R): = ~w+ E: B+ I 3 w- E: B- such that
w- . w+ E: B (R) and w-(t) = 0 for t sufficiently small I. It can be shown that
~B(R) is reachable I ¢:::;> ~dim ker R(s) = constant for s E: q; HB(R) = (B n
compact)closure I. Here compact denotes the maps w: Z -+ Rq with compact
support, and the closure is to be understood in the topology of pointwise
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convergence.
The other extreme are the autonomous systems. Thus IS(R) is auton-
omousl ~ IBc+(R) =01 I dim ker R(s) =101 for almost all s E: en
A number of further special structures of AR systems are described
next.
4.1. Input/output (I/O) .}'IIte..
These are specified by two polynomial matrices P, Q with det P ~ °and P-1Q
a proper rational function which specifies B by means of the equations
P(u)y =Q(u)u, w =col(u,y)
We denote these systems as E(P;Q).
4.2. state space sysl.ea.
A state space system in this category is specified by four matrices
(A E: R"" )( "", B E: R"" )( m, C E: RP)( "", D E: RP)( m) and defines the behavior by
means of the equations:
u][ = A][ + Bu w = C][ +Du
Its external behavior is B(A,B,C,D) = Iwl3 ][,U such that u][ =A][ +Bu,
w = C][ + Dul. If the driving input is part of w:
u][ = A][ + B u y=C][+Du w =col(u,y)
then we denote this system as BUs/o(A,B.C,D).
Proposition 2
It is possible to prove that the following are equivalent:
(1) B = B(R) for some polynomial matrix R.
(2) 3 P.Q with P-1Q proper and a permutation matrix 11' such that
B = 1I'B(P;Q).
(3) 3 matrices A ,B ,C,D such that B = B (A ,B ,C ,D).
(4) 3 matrices A ,B ,C ,D and a permutation matrix 11' such that
B = 1I'BUs/ o(A ,B ,C,D).
A state space system (A.B ,C,D) will be said to be minimal if among all
such systems with a given external behavior, nand m are minimal (minimality
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of nand m are compatible}. It can be shown that (A ,B,e,D) Is minimal if and
only if
(1) ker D = I 0'.
(2) AR" + im B = R" .
(3) [A -BD· e,e (mod im D)] is observable.
Here D· denotes the left inverse of D.
We can associate reachability and autonomy to its state space version.
Indeed, IB(R} Is reachable' <==:;> lit allows a state space representation with
(A,B) reachable' <==:;> lall its minimal representations have reachable (A,B}s'.
IB(R) Is autonomous, <==:;> lit allows a state space representation with
m = 0' '¢::::> lall its minimal representations have m = 0'.
5. Recapitulation
As we have seen there are three basic "numerical" descriptions of the
behavior of linear time-invariant complete systems:
(1) AR models: R(a}w = 0 .
(2) I/O models: P(a}y = Q(a}u
(3) state models: a" =A" + Bu
w = (0,,,.
w = e" +Du.
There Is also the combination of the latter two:
(4) 1/s/o models: a" = A" + Bu y =e" +Du w =col(o.".
This richness of meaningful versions of the same object yields immediately a
number of questions:
(1) Questions of representation.
(2) Questions of equivalence.
(3) Questions of canonicalJorms.
Some of these problems are classical system theoretic questions, some of
them appear here in a somewhat new light. They are discussed in some detail
in the references.
8. lIost Powerfulliodels
Let, in the language of Section 1, S be the set of possible attributes of a
phenomenon. A model is a subset M of S. A model set M is a subset M of ~.
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the set of all sUbsets of S. We will call a model M1 more powerful than M2 if
M1 c M2 ; the more a model forbids, the better it is. Assume now that we have
made a number of measurements of the phenomenon. This yields a set of
attributes which, evidently, are possible. Hence a measurement is a subset
Z of M. We will call a model M unj'alsijied by the measurement Z if Z eM.
Let the model set M and the measurement Z be given. We will call M· the
most powerful unj'alsijied model if Z eM· E: M and if
'Z eM E: MJ~ ,M· eM J. Of course, M· need not exist. It will if S E: M
and if M has what we call the intersection property, meaning that an arbi-
trary intersection of subsets of M is again in M.
In modeling q-dimensional time series we have S = (Rq}Z. Hence, a
model is a behavior B C (Rq}Z, a dynamical system 'Z, Rq , B J. Now if the
model set M consists of all linear time-invariant complete systems, then M will
obviously have the intersection property. Indeed, following Proposition 1, M
then consists of all linear, shift invariant, closed subspaces of (Rq}Z, which
clearly yields the intersection property. From there it follows that if any
family of time series is given, there will exist a most powerful unfalsified
linear time-invariant finite dimensional system explaining Z.
Consider now the following concrete problem:
Find, for an observed time series w: Z -- Rq t.he most powerful linear
time-invariant complete dynamical system unfalsified by w.
Denote this behavior by B* (w). Now, we may want to obtain B· (w) either in
AR. in liD, or in state-space form. In Willems (forthcoming b) several algo-
rithms have been outlined to compute:
R:
w
w -- B· (w) [A * (w),B* (w),C* (w),D· (w)]
Of course, if we consider real data wobtained with uncertainty as
round-off error, etc., then we will almost surely obtain the trivial model
B* (li) =(Rq).. Hence, in trying to avoid falsification we will end up with a
model that explains everything and hence teaches us nothing about the
underlying phenomenon. Consequently, we are forced either to accept falsi-
fied models or to change the model set so that it can cope with uncertainty.
This latter solution is what is advocated by statistics: in assuming that the
mechanism which produces the data is driven in part by a stochastic process,
we end up with a situation where. in principle, every data set is possible and
where falsification becomes a moot point. Certainly, there are many
instances where this is an eminently reasonable approach. However. it seems
to us that in such areas as (adaptive) control. econometrics, signal process-
ing. etc.• the philosophy of statistics is much overused since it serves basi-
cally as a panacea for treating uncertainty without questioning whether or
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not the basic premises underlying statistics (random sampling) are satisfied
or not. The crucial problem in modeling on the basis of raw data is most often
not the fact that the data is noisy, but that the modeler has consciously
decided to explain the data by means of a model in a model set that is incapa-
ble of capturing the complexity of the underlying (nonlinear. time-varying.
high dimensional, etc.) reality.
7. Complexity and Misfit
Instead of using most powerful in a set-theoretic sense, introduce complexity
as a quantitative feature of the power of a model. Thus, the comple%ity will
be a mapping from the model set into a partially ordered space, the complex-
ity space c: M --. C. Instead of using falsification as an absolute notion,
introduce misfit as a degree of falsification. Thus, the misfit will be a map-
ping from the model set and the measurement into a partially ordered space,
the error level space:
l:: Z x M --. E
Here Z C ~ is a set of possible measurements. It is logical to assume that
Jl:(Z,M) =01 ¢::::;:> JZ CMJ.
Thus, if Z E: Z is observed and M E: M is postulated as a model for
explaining Z. the modeler will have to weigh c (M) against l:(Z ,M), since keep-
ing both small is a conflicting objective.
8. The Complexity for Linear Systems
For the linear time-invariant complete systems discussed in Sections 4 and 5
the following complexity function is proposed. Let L: = Jail linear, shift-
invariant, closed subspaces of (Rq)Z I. For B E: L define B t : =B I [o,t]. Let
C = [o,1{~ equipped with the partial ordering of pointwise domination.
Define the complexity
dimBt
c: L --. [o.1{+ by ct(B) := q(t + 1)
This complexity measure can be nicely expressed in terms of AR, liD, or i/s/o
specifications of B. We concentrate on the latter. It can be shown that
there is a one-to-one relation between c(B) and (m, v1 ' vz. .... vq ). with mq
the number of inputs and v1 ~ Vz ~ ... ~ vq' 2: vt = n, the observability
t =1
indices of any minimal i/s/o representation of B.
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9. The Misfit for Linear Systems
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For the linear time-invariant complete systems discussed in Sections 4 and 5
the following misfit function is proposed. Let K c (Rq). be an inner product
space and let Z =ti: Z -. Rq I each component i1. E Xl. Take E =(R+>Z+
and define the misfit E: Z xL -. (R+)Z+ by
Et (i,B) = max
lJ EN',
Ia(o)il K
I a I ..,.
where Nt C Lt: = ta cR1 x q [s] I 8(a) s t I (8:= degree) is defined as fol-
lows:
No =Bo N't = Bt n (Bt-1 + u· Bt_1).J.
Here u· denotes the right shift while Bt: = ta E Lr· I a· (u)B = 0 I. Thus. Et
is a measure for in how far the measured time series i fails to corroborate
the t th order lag AR relations postulated by accepting the model B.
10. Optimal ApproIimale Modeling
We pursue two methodologies for approximate modeling. Assume that
S,M,Z, c: M -. C, and E: Z x M -. E are given.
(1) Fix c adm E C. the maximal admissible complexity. Now compute the
optimal approximate model M· E M such that it satisfies
(a) c(M·)Sc adm.
(b) tM EM,c(M)Scadml ~tE(Z,M·)SE(Z,M)l.
(c) tM EM, c(M) scadm • E(Z,M) = E(Z,M·)l ~ tc(M·) ~c(M)l.
(2) Fix Etcl E E , the maximal tolerated misfit. Now compute the optimal
approximate model M· E M such that it satisfies
(i) E(Z,M·) ~ Etcl.
(ii) tM EM, E(Z.M) s Etcl } ~ tc(M·) s c(M)l.
(iii) tM EM, E(Z ,M) ~ Etol ,c (M*) = c (M)} ~ t E(Z ,M*) s E(Z ,M) I .
Using slight variations of the complexity measure discussed in Section 8 and
the misfit discussed in Section 9 we have developed in Willems (forthcoming c)
algorithms and examples which give M· following the above methodologies.
In the philosophy of these two methodologies it is quite acceptable to
produce models that are falsified by the data provided, so long as the com-
plexity and/or misfit are not excessively high. Of course, this philosophy
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may be useful in a stochastic context as well: coding information with a lim-
ited distortion rate is a reasonable basis for stochastic modeling. More yet,
complexity considerations could in some cases serve as a conceptual Justifica-
tion of stochastics in the sense that in circumstances where stochastic
inputs and/or sampling are hard to Justify from the experimental set-up. sto-
chastic models may be the least complex ones that corroborate the data
within a given misfit level. Think, for example. about the rolling of an honest
dice. A deterministic model, which beats the misfit of the simple equal distri-
bution model postulated on the basis of the principle of insufficient reason.
will undoubtedly have to be extremely complex.
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1. Introduction
Sewall Wright's adaptive landscape is the picture we all use to visualize the
dynamics of evolution, at least at the microlevel. Imagine a flat plane each
point of which represents a genetic state of the gene pool of a population.
Upon this plane is erected a continuous topography whose height above a
point describes the degree of adaptedness, or fitness, associated with the
corresponding genetic state. The dynamic assumption is that natural selec-
tion moves the population upward. in the direction of increasing fitness, with
equilibria at local maxima or more general critical points of the fitness func-
tion.
This picture is wonderfully versatile in allowing us to imagine the
interaction between selection and other evolutionary effects. We model slow
environmental effects by geological changes of the topography. We can thus
contrast the slow tracking by a population of the gradual movement of a peak
with the relatively rapid reorganization subsequent to the erosion of a peak
of intermediate height into the slope of a still higher peak. Mathematical
analysis of the corresponding gradient bifurcation merely formalizes this pic-
ture. We model genetic drift. the sampling effect due to finite population
size. by superimposing a Brownian motion. We thus see both the cost of drift
as the local optimum equilibrium point of pure selection is expanded to a dis-
tributed blot of nearby points and also the benefit in freeing a population
from the suboptimal destiny of a local maximum of intermediate height. The
great value to biology of the analytical elaboration of this model by Kimura
and his associates comes not from enhanced imaginative understanding but
instead from his subtle deployment of rate estimates in the neutral gene con-
troversy.
The mathematical inspiration for the adaptive landscape is R.A. Fisher's
Fundamental Theorem 01 Natural Selection. Consider a large Mendelian
population with a finite list / of gametic genotypes. The state of the popula-
tion is the distribution vector p of gametic genotypes. So the state space is
the unit simplex t. consisting of nonnegative vectors whose components sum
to one. Selection is modeled by the system of differential equations:
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dPt
""""dt =Pt (mt - iii) (i E: I)
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(1)
Here mt =E j Pjmtj and iii =Et Ptmt =Et,j ptPjmtj with mtj the fitness
(assumed constant) of the zygotic genotype ij. Because the zygote pair ij is
unordered the fitness matrix is symmetric.
The function iii of P is the mean fitness of the population and Fisher's
Theorem says that iii tends to increase. To see this check that:
1 diii
"2 dt =Et Pt (mt - iii)2
The right side, the so-called additive variance. is nonnegative, vanishing only
at equilibrium.
Extending Fisher's Theorem, Kimura's Maximum Principle says that the
direction of the vector field of equation (1) is that of greatest increase of iii.
Shahshahani (1979) has shown that the vector field is precisely the gradient
of (0.5) iii with respect to an appropriate Riemannian metric devised by Con-
ley and himself. The metric is related to a measure of information due to R.A.
Fisher and had earlier been introduced into biology in a somewhat different
form by Antonelli and Strobeck (1977). An exposition of the geometry of this
Shahshahani metric is given in Akin (1979).
There is a difference equation analogue of (1), which has also been
widely studied. With one exception, which we note below, the results of the
two kinds of models are completely parallel. However, the continuous time,
vector-field version (1) is easier to analyze than the discrete time, mapping
analogue.
The derivation of equation (1) assumes that an ij zygote produces upon
maturity gametes of type i and j. In addition to neglecting mutation this
means we consider I to be a set of alternative alleles at a single autosomal
(Le., not sex-linked) locus, or a system that behaves as such, e.g., alternate
inversion types of a single autosomal chromosome. However, when several
incompletely linked loci are admitted the equations must be corrected to
allow for the possibility of recombination between paired chromosomes.
We are concerned here with the simplest case where recombination
occurs: the two-Iocus-two-allele (TLTA) model. Following custom we label the
two alleles of the first locus A and a, those of the second locus Band b, and
number the four gamete types 1 =AB. 2 =Ab, 3 =aB, 4 =ab. When recom-
bination is incorporated, equation (1) becomes:
dPt _
""""dt =Pt (mt - m) -Rd&t (i =1, ... ,4) (2)
with &1 =&4 =+1 and &2 =&3 =-1. Here R is the (constant) recombination
rate per unit time (Le .. crossovers per birth times the birth rate for double
heterozygotes) and d is the difference measure of linkage defined by:
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d = P1P4 - PzP3
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(3)
From the probability distribution P we compute the marginal distribu-




PtJ =1-PB =Pz +P4
That d measures linkage. Le., dependence between loci. follows from the
easily checked formulae:
P1 = PAPB + d
Pz = PAPtJ - d
P3 =Pa-d
P 4 = P a + d
The unit-sum constraint on the simplex l1 implies that the system is
three dimensional. It is most natural to use one variable to describe the link-
age, e.g., d. Notice that the additional recombination term in equation (2)
vanishes precisely at the linkage equilibrium when d = O.
Recombination generates new gametes only in the double heterozygote
cases ij = 14 or 23. where all four alleles occur. For biological reasons it is
usually assumed that these double heterozygotes have the same fitness (no




BB m 33 m 13 mu
Bb m 34 m 14 = m 23 m 12
bb m 44 m Z4 m22
Notice that adding a common constant to the entries of the fitness matrix has
no effect on the equations. In the competition between gamete types it is a
relative advantage that is important. So we can normalize the fitnesses by
assuming that the central entry in Ta.ble 1 is zero.
While equation (2) and its discrete time analogue have been widely
applied to biological problems, the pure analysis of these systems has con-
sisted of a series of shocks administered to the biological intuition nurtured
upon the adaptive topography picture.
First. Moran (1964) showed that mean fitness need not always increase
along solution paths of equation (2). To see this, begin with a selection matrix
such that mean fitness has an isolated maximum at p •• an interior distribu-
tion (Le., P; > 0 for i =1, ... ,4) not in linkage equilibrium (Le. d l' 0 at
P .). Then p. is a stable equilibrium for selection alone [equation (2) with
R = 0], but is not an equilibrium when R is positive. Thus. for small positive
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values of R, equation (2) will have a locally stable equilibrium displaced from
t:he peak of iii at p... Some approaches to this equilibrium will have to
proceed downhill. Ewens (1969) showed that this kind of example requires
epistasis defined as nonadditivity of fitness between locL
Moran's result leaves open the possibility that equation (2) maximizes
some "fitness function" other than iii. While selection alone maximizes mean
fitness. recombination alone maximizes a function related to entropy (Akin.
1979. p 138; see also Kun and Lyubich. 1979). Perhaps some mixture of mean
fitness and entropy will serve as a Ljapunov function or, following Ewens,
perhaps some adjustment of iii to account for epistasis will do. This hope was
nourished by the belief that every solution path of equation (2) converges to
equilibrium. Such convergent systems usually admit many Ljapunov functions.
but which one is biologically meaningful?
Selection alone (R = 0) is the gradient of 0.5iii with equilibria at the
critical points of the restriction of iii to each open face of 6; convergence is
true in that case. Obvious when the critical points are isolated, the general
- not obvious - result was proved by Lyubich et al. (1980) (see also Losert
and Akin, 1983).
Once R > 0 even the pattern of equilibria becomes difficult to analyze.
Attention focused upon the special cases of equation (2) invariant under the
involution 1TOCP l'P z.p 3'P ~ = CP 4'P 3'P z.P 1)' This occurs when the selection
matrix is origin symmetric when presented as in Table 1. Le.,
m 33 = m zz ' m13 = mZ4 ,etc. The fixed point set of 1TO is the segment
Fix(1TO)=~P E6:PA =Pa =PB =PtJ =0.51
For these symmetric cases Fix(1To) is an invariant manifold and the restricted
system is one dimensional and easy to analyze. Finally, Karlin and Feldman
(1970) dqescribed all the equilibria. including the asymmetric ones away from
the fixed point set. They used the discrete time analogue of equation (2) but
the results are the same for (2) itself.
As far as I am aware the first observation that convergence to equi-
librium is not inevitable occurs in Kun and Lyubich (1979). The authors'
example is 1TO symmetric in discrete time and the barycenter
p" = (0.25)(1, 1, 1, 1) [Le., p" E Fix(1To) and d = 0 at p"] is an equilibrium
for all values of R. It is locally stable for small R > O. Restricting to the
invariant segment one can compute that at about R = 0.5 the map becomes
orientation reversing near p" (the eigenvalue at the fixed point becomes
negative). Stability is retained but the approach to equilibrium is oscillatory.
Then. near R = 0.75 a period doubling bifurcation occurs (the eigenvalue
moves below - 1), p" loses stability and is now flanked by a pair of points
forming a stable orbit of period 2. For this periodic pair and its domain of
attraction convergence to equilibrium does not occur. This "overshooting"
behavior does not carryover from the difference equation model to (2) itself.
However. nonconvergence can occur in the differential equations model as
well.
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Akin (1979) showed that Hopf bifurcation can occur in the family of
selection-plus-recombination models. Thus, nontrivial periodic solutions are
possible for equation (2). A Hopf bifurcation at an equilibrium happens when
a parameter change causes a complex conjugate pair of eigenvalues to cross
the imaginary axis. Because the selection vector field is a gradient its linear-
ization is everywhere symmetric (with respect to the Shahshahani metric)
and so has only real eigenvalues. Despite the entropy-like Ljapunov function
the recombination field is not a gradient. The linearization is not symmetric
except at linkage equilibrium and at points of Fix (7TO)' Fix p. at any other
interior point. At p. the linearization of the recombination field has a
nonzero antisymmetric part. If position effects are allowed the family of
selection matrices is rich enough to fix p. as an equilibrium and to give any
arbitrarily chosen symmetric part for the linearization of the combined field.
It is then elementary to construct a one-parameter family of selection
matrices so adapted to the antisymmetric map that the desired eigenvalue
crossing occurs at p •. In a more detailed study of the TLTA case (Akin, 1983,
summarized in Akin, 1982), it was shown that position effects could be
excluded and that limit cycles, locally stable periodic solutions, could appear.
At about the same time Hastings (1981) showed that analogous Hopf bifurca-
tions occur for the discrete time version of equation (2).
In order to digest this startling behavior the biologist requires a good
stock of examples to chew upon. The proofs alone provide little nourishment
for the imagination. In the next section I describe such a stock of examples.
In using them one fixes the selection matrix and uses the recombination rate
R as a parameter. Their symmetry allows us to restrict the three-dimensional
system to a two-dimensional invariant plane where the orbit structure is easy
to visualize. The key is to abandon 7TO in favor of a different involution.
As described in Akin (1983. p 42) the natural symmetry group for the
class of TLTA models is isomorphic to the symmetry group of the square. In
addition to the origin involution corresponding to 7TO there are two other con-
jugate pairs of involutions corresponding to the axis and diagonal symmetries.
The involution corresponding to the x = y diagonal is given by
7T+(Pl.P;Z.P3.P4) =(Pl.P3,P;Z.P4) with the two-dimensional fixed point set
Fix(7T+> = tp E: li: P;z = P 31. We know in advance from results in Akin (1983)
that 7T + invariant Hopf bifurcations occur and that the resulting cycles lie in
Fix(7T +>.
I must leave the elaboration of these examples for later publication or to
the impatient reader who wishes to anticipate my rather ponderous engage-
ment with computer graphics. Preliminary results suggest that the cycles
occur for only a thin range of parameter values. After they appear they do
not grow very large but are instead rather quickly eliminated by a saddle-
crossing bifurcation.
2. 7T + Invariant TLTA Systems
Since we are to study systems on the unit simplex li in R4 invariant under
7T+ (P l'P ;z,P 3'P ~ = (P l'P 3'P l'P~, we begin by choosing coordinates related
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to 7T+. For convenience, we denote by p + the geometric mean of Pz and P3:
P+ =: (p zP 3)°·5
So P+ > 0 when p z and p 3 are positive. This condition defines an open subset
of A. containing the interior distributions. When p + > 0 we define:
W =In(Pz/p~0.5 =0.5 In(p z/p~ = 0.5(ln Pz - In p~
U = P1/P+ v = P4/P+
(4)
Thus, U and v are nonnegative while W can have any real value. To invert we
note that:
U + eW + e-w + v = l/p+
eW =pz/p+ e-W = P3/P+
(5)
So the distribution vector pis (u ,ew ,e-w,v) divided by the sum of the com-
ponents.
In terms of these coordinates our involutions become
7TO(W,U,v) = (-w,v.u) and 7T+(w,u,v) = (-w,u,v). Hence:
Fix(7TO) =Jp: U =v and W =0 J
(6)
Fix(7T+) = Jp: W = OJ.
The linkage disequilibrium variable is:
d = P1P4 - P?J13 = (uv _l)p+z (7)
So Jd = OJ corresponds to the hyperbolic cylinder defined by uv = 1.
P1 and P4 are the natural two coordinates on Fix(7T+) and U and v are
versions of these two. The third coordinate should measure deviation from
the fixed point set, e.g., either P z - P 3 or In P Z - In P 3' and W is a version of
the latter.
By a 7T + invariant selection matrix we mean one whose Ta.ble 1 represen-
tation is normalized by a central zero and is invariant under the x =y diago-
nal symmetry. Such a matrix is a real 4 x 4 symmetric matrix satisfying equa-
tion (8).




m14 = m23 = 0
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(8)
So we are left with five independent parameters: m a , mZ2, m 44, m 1Z' mZ4' In
the corresponding selection-recombination equations (2) the recombination
rate R is the sixth parameter.
In rewriting equation (2) in our new coordinates we use the hyperbolic
cosine function cosh w =0.5 (eW +e~ and the logarithmic average:
Q(a,b) is _ a - b (a,b > 0) (9)
Q is a smooth positive function that satisfies Q(a ,b) = Q(b ,a) and
Q(a,a) = a (see, e.g., Akin, 1979, p 136).
On the open set !P+ > 01, equation (2) becomes
....!...- dw =wQ(eW,e-~ [mZ2 + R(l - uv)]
P+ dt
1 du
- - = u[(m11 - mwu + (2m1Z - mzz}cosh w + (-mz~v]
P+ dt
+ R(l - uv)(l + u cosh w) (10)
1 dv_
- - - v[(-mwu + (2m Z4 - mzz}coshw + (m 44 - mz~v]P+ dt
+ R (1 - u v) (1 + v cosh w)
Compute as follows:
dw [dln p z dln p 3 ]_ [ '.3[~-~ll
- = 0.5 - - 0.5 mz - m 3 - Ru.
dt dt dt Pz Ps
From equation (8):
mZ - m3 =m Z2 (p Z - P a> (m Z1P 1 =m31P l' etc.)
Also &z = &3 = -1 and dlPzP3 = dlp~ = uv -1. Hence:
dw _dt - 0.5(Pz - pal [mzz + R(1 - uv)]
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Then we rewrite Pz - P3 as:
I
pzl J4. - P31 J4. 1
2 p+[0.5(ln(p zl P+> - In(p 31 P+>}] In(p zl P +> - In(p 31 P+>
The first bracketed factor is wand the second is Q(eW ,e-~.
For du I dt (the argument for dv I dt is similar), notice:
du _ [dlnp1 dlnpz dlnp3]d"t - U dt - 0.5 dt - 0.5 dt
P1 [ t1 tz t 3 ]=u(m 1 - 0.5m z - 0.5mg} -Rd - - - -- ---P+ P1 2pz 2P3
From equation (B) again we compute that:
E. Al:tn
Pz + P3
m1 - 0.5mz - 0.5m 3 =(m 1C m 1Z}P1 + (2m 12 - mzz) 2 + (-17Iz4}P4
Multiply and divide by P+ to obtain the coefficient of u.
Finally, the recombination terms equal:
P+R[-~] [1 + P1 0.5 [11+- + 11+-]1 =p+R(l- uv}(l + u cosh w) QED
J4. P+ Pz P3
For convenience we rearrange the selection parameters, defining:
t =2m1Z + 2mZ4 - mzz
a = ml1 - m12
IS = m44 - mZ4
fJ = -17Iz4 7 =-m12
(ll)
which can be inverted via:
mzz =- t - 2fJ - 27
m 12 =-7
m« =IS - fJ
Proposition 1
mZ4 =-fJ m l1 =a-7
(12)
For a TT + invariant selection matrix, the system (2) is invariant under TT +" In
particular, Fix(TT +> =Jp: P z =P 31 is a two-dimensional invariant manifold. On
the open subset of this two-cell where P Z =P 3 > 0 we define
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U :: p 1/P 2 :: p 1/P a and v:: P 4/ P 2 :: P 4/ P a so that 1/P z =
1/P a :: U + 2 + v. By introducing the time change:
dr
dt :: pz :: Pa (13)
Using the renaming equation (11) the restriction of the system to Fix (rr+)
becomes:
du :: (E + 2fJ + au + fJv)u +R(l- uv) (1 + u)
dr
:: [R + (E + 2fJ + R)u + au Z] + [u(fJ - R - Ru)]v ;: F(u,v) (14)
dv
-:: (E + 2")' + ")'u + t5v)v +R(l- uv){l + v)dr
:: [R + (E + 2")' + R)v + t5v z] + [v(")' - R - Rv)]u == G(u,v)
In particular, (u·,v·) is an equilibrium for equation (14) if and only if the
corresponding point p. is an equilibrium for equation (2). Two of the eigen-
values for p. are those of (u· ,v·) in equation (14) divided by the positive
number u· + 2 + v·. The third eigenvalue is f.J./ (u· + 2 + v·) where
Proof
f.J. ;: R(l - u • v·) - e - 2fJ - 2")' (15)
Clearly, equation (10) is invariant under w .... -wand w :: 0 is an invariant
manifold. When w = 0, cosh w :: Q(ew,e-W) :: 1. So equation (14) follows
from (10) and the definitions (11) and (12). The eigenvalues before and after
the time change are related by the constant P+ = 1/ (u· + 2 + v·). By
invariance, the third eigenvalue is just the coefficient of w in dw / dt, Le.,
R (1 - u· v·) + m22' QED
Notice that F is linear in v and G is linear in u. Thus, the locus of
F :: 0 is the graph of the implicitly defined function of u whose display is an
easy exercise in curve sketching; similarly, for G :: o. The equilibria are the
intersection points of the two graphs.
To generate examples we adapt the parameterization methods of Akin
(1983). We work backward beginning with a point (u • •v·) and then specify
values of the parameters a. fJ. . . .• etc., so that (u·,v·) is a Hopf equi-
librium, Le., the eigenvalues are pure imaginaries. We have enough parame-
ters that we can demand a specially nice form for the linearization. Notice
that multiplying all of the parameters (including R) by a common positive con-
stant changes the speed but not the solution paths. Thus, we obtain the




Fix U·.v· > O. With F and G defined by equation (14) there is a choice of
values for a, fJ, '"I, 0, t, and R unique up to a positive multiple, so that









The ratios aiR, fJl R , '"II R , 01 R, tlR, "I R, and jJ.1 R are rational func-
tions of u • and v·. Furthermore, " =0 if and only if u· =v· or u • v· =1,
while jJ. has the same sign as 1 - u • v·.
Proof
For the computation we normalize by setting R = 1 and for the duration of
the proof we omit the asterisks on u • and v· , so:
F = [1 + (t +2fJ +1)u + 'lu l ] + [u(fJ-1- u)]v
8F = [(t +2fJ +1) +2'lu] + (fJ- 1- 2u)v
8u
G = [1 + (t+ 2'"1 +1)v + ovl ] + [v ('"I - 1 - v)]u
8G =[(t + 2'"1 + 1) + 20v] + ('"I -1 - 2v)u
8v
The six equations we will use to determine the six parameters (including the
new one, ") are:
8F ="8v
8G = _ "
8u




8F _ 8G = 0
8u 8v
8F + 8G = 0
8u 8v
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fl - 1 =u + >.u-1 7 - 1 = V - >.v-1 (23)
Equation (19) says 1 - au2 + u 2 v = 0 and so we determine a from it and




2(fl-7) + 2(au - tSv) + (fl- l)v - (7 - l)u = 0
and can be rewritten using equations (23) and (24):
2(u - v + >.U -1 + >.v-1) + 2(u -1 - v-1) + >.U -1 v + >.v-1 u = 0
Multiply by uv and solve for >.:
>. = 2(u - v)(l - uv)
2u + 2v + U 2 + v 2
Equation (22) gives:
(25)
2t: + 2(fl + 7) + 2 + 2(au + tSv) + (fl- 1 - 2u)v + (7 - 1 - 2v)u = 0
and can be rewritten using equations (23) and (24) as:
2t + 2[u + v + 2 + >.(u-1 - v-1 )] + 2 + 2(u-1 + v-1 + 2uv)
+ (>.u -1 - u)v + ( _>.v-1 - v)u = 0
or
t =0.5>.u-1v-1(u - v)(2 + u + v) - (3 + u + v + u-1 + v-1 + uv)
Finally, we compute J.L defined by equation (15), with R = 1:
J.L = 1 - uv - t: - 2fl-27
= 1 - uv - 0.5>.u-1 v-1 (u - v)(u + v + 2) + 3 + u + v
+ u-1 + v-1 + UV + 2>.u-1v-1(u - v) - 4 - 2u - 2v
=-0.5>.u-1v-1(u - v)(u + v - 2) + u-1 + v-1 - U - v
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Now apply equation (25) and the identities:
u-1 + V-1 - u - v = U-1V-1(1 - UV)(U + v)
2u + 2v + U 2 + V 2 =(U - vl + 2u + 2v + 2uv
so that J.L becomes:
E.Akin
1- uv
uv(2u + 2v + u2 + v2) !-(u - v)2(u + V - 2) + (u + v)[(u - v)2
+ 2u + 2v + 2uvJl
The expression in the braces is:
2(u - v)2 + 2(u + v)2 + 2uv(u + v) =2[2u2 + 2v2 + uv(u + v))
Thus, all of the factors in J.L are positive except for (1 - uv).
We summarize the results of our computations in Table 2.
Ta.ble 2
QED
AIR = 2(.u* -v*)g-u*v*)/[2u* +2v* + (u*)2 + (v *)2]
aiR = v + <.u*)-
PI R = 1 + u + (AI R)(u *)-1
"fIR = 1 + v* - (AIR)(v*)-1
&1 R = u * + (v *)-2
l:IR = O.5(AIR)~u*)-1(v*)-1 (u* - v*){2 + (u* + v*)
- [3 + u + v* + (u*)-1 + (v*)-1 + u*v*]
•• • z • ••• • •• • •J.LI R = 2(1 - u v )[2(u ) + 2(v )2 + u V (u + v )]1 u v [2u + 2v
+ (u *)2 + (v * )2]
Notice that the equilibrium (u * .v *) is degenerate (A = 0) precisely at
the points where we akeady know tht only real eigenvalues can occur, namely
where d =0 (u * v * =1) and on Fix(1To) (u * =v *).
It remains to examine the higher order coefficient, which determines
whether the Hopf equilibrium is a vague attractor or repellor. Marsden and
McCracken (1976. p 126) have reduced this normal form computation to a for-
mula that can be here applied with the uv coordinate system because of
equation (16). Following Akin (1983) we denote by MARMC the number whose
sign we wish to determine.
Proposition 3
When u * v * ~ 1 and u * ~ v * and the parameter choices are given by Table 2
then:
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f.'i31T X * •MARMC = 41 XI R I (u ·)3{v *)3{u V -1)
f.'i = 2{1- u·v·)[{u·)3 + {v·)3] + {u*)2{v·)2[{u·)2
+ (v *)2 + 2u· + 2v·)]
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(26)
Furthermore, f.'i > 0 if u· v· ~ 1 or if u· and v· ~ 2. For any u· < 2,
M(u • ,v .) = 0 has a unique positive root in v· and Mis negative when v· is
l"tJ •• "'..larger than this root. As M(u ,v ) = M(v ,u ) the symmetric statement
holds for any v· <2.
Proof
MARMC is independent of the choice of positive multiplicative constant and so
we again normalize by fixing R == 1 (and again drop the asterisks). Because
rfFI8v2, ~F18u3, rfCI8u2, ~C18v3 are identically zero, eight of the
ten terms of the formula vanish and we are left with:
..1.l.&MARMC = .1.[_ aZF aZF + aZc ~]
31T X 8u2 8u 8v 8v2 8u 8v
= .1.[-2{cx - v){(J - 1- 2u) + 2{o - u)('')' - 1 - 2v)]
X
Applying the Table 2 equations gives:
~ MARMC =~[v-2{-Xv-1- v) - u-2{Xu-1 - u)]
31T X
_ _ 2 [X{u3 + v 3) + u 2v 2{u - v)]
u 3v 3 X
_ _ 1 [2{1 _ uv){u3 + v 3)
u 3v 3{1 - uv)
+ u 2v 2{u 2 + v 2 + 2u + 2v)]
as in equation (26).
If uv ~ 1, then f.'i is clearly positive. If u,v ~ 2, then:
2uv{u 3 + v 3) ~ uv{u 3v + uv 3) = u 2v 2{u 2 + v 2)
and so the two negative terms in the expansion of f.'i are dominated by the
next two terms.
Collecting terms according to powers of v:
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M= u(u - 2)v4 + 2(1 + U 2)V3 + U 3(U + 2)v2 - 2u 4v + 2u3
=V 3[U(U - 2)v + 2(1 + U 2)] + [U 3(U + 2)v2 - 2u 4 v + 2u3]
E.Aktn
When 0 < u < 2 the coefficient of v 4 is negative and so M< 0 for v large. To
prove that M= 0 has a unique positive root notice first that the latter quad-
ratic portion is always positive because the discriminant:
(_2U4 )2 _ 4(2u3)u3(u + 2) = 4u8 - 8u 7 -16u 6
< 8u 7 - 8u 7 - 16u6 < 0
Also, the two higher order terms are positive for 0 < v <
.;; == 2(1 + u 2)/ u (2 - u). The proof is completed by showing that for v > .;;,
8M / 8v < O. Because the bracketed coefficient of v 3 is negative in this
range:
8M~ v3[u (u _ 2)] + [2u 3(u + 2)v - 2u 4]
8v
< u (u - 2).;;2v + 2u 3(u + 2)v
and it suffices to show that 2u 3(u + 2) ~ u (2 - u ).;;2. Substituting the defi-
nition of .;;, a bit of manipulation reduces this to:
2u 4 ~ u 6 + 4u 2 + 2
Now, if u ~ 1, then 2u 4 < 4u 2, while if 1 ~ u < 2:
2u 4 ~ u 4 + 22u 2 ~ u 6 + 4u 2 QED
The cycles resulting from Hopf bifurcation (in the 7T'+ symmetric family)
are locally stable in the uv plane when MARMC is negative, Le., when either
M· v· < 1 or M(u • ,v .) < O. Stability in the original three-dimensional sys-
tem requires that the third eigenvalue be negative as well, and so u· v· > 1.
Thus, limit cycles occur precisely from points (u·, v·) with M(u • ,v·) < O.
For example. (u· ,v·) = (1,5).
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Traveling Fronts in Paraoolic and Hyperbolic
Equations
K. P. Hadeler
Lehrstuhl fUr Biomathematik, Vniversitiit fubingen, Auf der Mor-
genstelle 10, 7400 fubingen, Federal Republic of Germany
1. Introduction
Consider a reaction-diffusion equation
Ut = u zz +J(u) (1)
on the real Line. For definiteness assume J E: C1 (R), IJ(u)1 .... co for
Iu I .... co, and that J has only finitely many zeros at u 1 > U z > ' .. > u""
whereby J '(u,,) l' 0 for i =1•... , n, A traveling front is a solution of equa-
tion (1) of the form
u(t •.x) = 9'(.x -ct) (2)
which has Limits at .x =± co, The function 9' of one variable describes the
shape of the front, and c is the speed of propagation. For such solution the
function 9' satisfies an ordinary differential equation
9''' + c9" +J(9') =0
and side conditions
(3)
9'(- co) = u_ 9'(+co) = u + (4)
where u _. u + are zeros of J .
Again, write 9' = u and 9" = v. Then equation (3) assumes the form
u =v v = -cv - J(u) (5)
and the traveling front corresponds to a heterocLinic orbit of the system (5)
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connecting two stationary points.
In most cases the traveling fronts are subject to further conditions of a
more quantitative character. The typical requirements are:
(1) The heteroclinic orbit connects a saddle point to another saddle point.
(2) The heteroclinic orbit connects a saddle point at (ut ,D) to a node at
(uj,D) such that U (t) stays between u t and u j for all t E: R.
A mechanical interpretation is helpful. For c = 0 system (5) is a Hamil-
tonian system with the Hamiltonian function
H(u .v) = D.5v z + F(u)
where
u




describing a mass point running on a surface (curve) of potential energy
defined by the function F. A zero u t with !'(ut ) <0 corresponds to a saddle
point. a zero u t with!' (ut ) >0 is a center.
For c ~ 0 the motion of the mass point is subject to friction. Positive
values of c correspond to positive (physical) friction. negative values of c
must be interpreted as negative friction. which is physically somewhat
unrealistic. but useful. Of course, this physical interpretation is a reformula-
tion of the ideas of Conley (1978; see also Smaller, 1982).
The mechanical interpretation leads rather quickly to a complete pic-
ture of all traveling fronts.
To have a concrete situation at hand. assume F(u) .... _00 for U .... +00,
Then u1 is a maximum of potential energy and (u 1 ,D) is a saddle point of sys-
tem (5). By assumption, uS.u5 ,u7' ... correspond to saddle points. and
u Z.u4.u6 • ... correspond to centers of the Hamiltonian system with c = D.
To simplify notation we write Ut instead of (Ut.D). For any ut,i odd. we
consider only that part of the unstable manifold that extends to smaller
values of u. Consider especially u1 and the asymptotic behavior of its
unstable manifold. For large c - strong friction - the motion of the mass
point starting at U 1 is overdamped, the trajectory converges to U z without
ever leaving the strip U z < U < U l' If c is decreased then one finds a
minimal c 12 for which the trajectory still connects to U z and does not leave
U Z < U < U l' For c < c 12 the trajectory enters the strip U < U z. There is
a value c~ ~ c 12• c~ > 0 such that the motion near U z becomes oscillatory.
Finally, there is a unique number c 13 such that the unstable manifold of U 1
connects to Us' Of course. the following two statements hold:
C 13 ~ c 12 (8)
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CiS ~O if and only if F(uS) s F(u1)
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(9)
Similarly, for the unstable manifold extending from Us toward u 4 one
finds numbers cM ' cS5 with
C35 S cS4
c35 ~ 0 if and only if F(u& s F(us>
(10)
(11)
Next we address the problem when the unstable manifold of u 1 enters
the point u5 for some c. If ciS> c35 then the friction ciS is sufficient to
connect u 1 to Us and also to keep the mass point starting from Us from run-
ning to u5 (rather it ends up in u4)' Hence. some friction C = c15 with
c35 < c15 < ciS will be sufficient to let the mass point run from u1 to u5' If.
on the other hand, ciS S c35 then for any C < ciS the mass point starting at
u 1 will pass u 5 because the friction is too low. In terms of phase portraits:
the unstable manifold of u1 cannot arrive at u 5 because the unstable mani-
fold of Us separates it from u 5' Hence we find
C15 exists if and only if ciS> C35 (12)
These arguments can be extended to an arbitrary number of saddle
points. Note that each saddle point is connected to its immediate successor,
but not necessarily to other saddle points, Le., Cis exists but C15 may not
exist. Aiso, the existence of c17 does not imply the existence of c15. A
recursive characterization can be formulated as follows (all subscripts are
odd).
Assume cit exists for some i > 1. i odd. Then
C1,i+zexists if and only if ci ,i+2 < cit (13)
Assume Cit exists for some i > 1, i odd, and C1,i +2' ... , C1,J do not
exist for some j > i +1. Then
C1,J +2 exists if and only if Ci.J +2 exists and ci ,J +2 < Cit (14)
First we prove condition (13). Assume ci ,i +2 < Cit. For C = Cit the
unstable manifold of u1 connects to ui and the unstable manifold of ui con-
nects to ui+1' For C slightly less than cit the unstable manifold of u 1 inter-
sects the axis v = 0 between u i +2 and u i +1' If C is further decreased. then
at some C = C1,i +2 this unstable manifold connects to ui + 2' If, on the other
hand, c1,i+2 exists then a trajectory connects u 1 and ui+2 and conse-
quently Ci,i +2 is less than Cit·
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The proof of condition (14) is essentially the same. Assume Ct.t +2 < Cit.
For C =cit the unstable manifold of u 1 connects to u t and the unstable
manifold of Ut connects to Uj +1' For C slightly less than cit the unstable
manifold of Ut intersects the axis v =0 between Uj +2 and Uj +1' If C is
further decreased, then at some C = C1,j +2 this unstable manifold connects
to U j +2 before any other saddle point, in particular U t ' can be connected to
Uj+2' If, on the other hand, c1,J+2 exists then a trajectory connects u1 and
u j +2 and, consequently, Ct,J +2 < Cit·
Consider the special case where
1 (0) =1 (1) =0 I(u) >OforO <U <1 1'(0) 1'(1) <0
and restrict to solutions confined to 0 ::s; U ::s; 1.
A typical equation is
Ut =0.5u=: + u(1 - u) (15)
This equation has two quite different interpretations. Fisher (1937) and
Kolmogorov et al. (1937) consider a population that is locally governed by a
Verhulst equation u =0.5u (1 - u) and that also diffuses. Thus, U (t ,z) is
the local population density at the space point z at time t. The advance of
the traveling front results from joint effects of the nonlinear iteration 1 and
diffusion. If one considers the initial datum
U(O.z) ={~ z <0z ~O (16)
and looks at diffusion and interaction as alternating processes, then evolu-
tion into a traveling front is intuitively clear:
u
The traveling front describes the progress of the bulk of the popula-
tion.
McKean (1975) has defined a branching process with Brownian motion.
At a given time there are n particles iocated at positions z1(t)•... ,zft.(t).
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Each particle performs Brownian motion. Independently, the particles
undergo a branching process. At a given time t let u(t ,x) be the probability
that not all particles are located to the left of x. Thus, if there is originally
a single particle at x =0, then u (O,x) is given by condition (16). For t > 0
the profile of u should move to the right. McKean showed that, for the case
where each particle has exactly two daughters, the function u satisfies equa-
tion (15). Thus, in McKean's interpretation the equation describes a proba-
bility for the position of the most advanced particle.
For more general branching processes McKean derives equations of the
form (1) with a general nonlinearity f.
Mostly, the following two problems have been investigated.
(1) Type I, positive f
f (0) =f (1) =0
f (u) > 0 for 0 < u < 1
I' (0)1' (1) < 0
(2) Type II, threshold f
f (0) =f (1) =0 f (ex) =0 for some ex E: (0,1)
f (u) > 0 for 0 < u < ex f (u) > 0 for ex < u < 1
I'(O)I'(ex)l'(l) < 0
If we restrict attention to fronts with
o ~ rp(x) ~ 1





then the following is true.
In Type I there is a number co> 0 such that for each c E: [co,oo) there is
a traveling front with speed c. This traveling front is unique up to transla-
tion.
In terms of the phase portrait of system (5), the traveling front
corresponds to a heteroclinic orbit connecting the saddle point (1,0) to the
node (0,0). For values c E: (O,cO> the unstable manifold of (1,0) is still con-
nected to (0,0), but the trajectory does not stay in 0 ~ u ~ 1. In physical
terms: for each friction c E: [co,oo) there is a motion of the mass point start-
ing at the saddle point (1,0) and ending in (0,0) such that the mass point stays
in [0,1]. For c E: (O,co) the friction is not strong enough to keep the mass
point from overshooting.
In Type II there is a single number Co such that there is a traveling
front with speed co' This traveling front is unique up to translation.
In terms of the phase portrait of system (5), the traveling front is a
heteroclinic orbit connecting the two saddle points (1,0) and (0,0). In physi-
cal terms: there is only one value of the friction parameter c that allows a
motion starting at the saddle point (1,0) and ending at (0,0). The number Co is
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In Hadeler (1981) the minimal (Type I) resp. unique (Type II) speed Co has
been characterized by minimax and maximin principles over appropriate sets
of functions (see also Hadeler and Rothe, 1975).
2. Diffusion Rate Depending on the Unknown Function
I have generalized (Hadeler, 1981, 1983) equation (1) to
m(u)ut = [k(u)uz]z + J(u) (22)
Here J is a production term as before, k can be interpreted as a
density-dependent diffusion rate, and m as a density-dependent capacity. Of
course, the parameter function m does not make much sense from the
viewpoindpf physics or ecology, but it is very helpful in the following hyper-
bolic problem.
I assume that m ,k,J are continuously differentiable functions and that
m ,k are strictly positive in [0,1] and J is of Type I or II above.
The a':lsatz for a traveling front u (t ,x) = ep(x - et) leads to
[k(ep)ep']' + em (ep)ep' + J(ep) = 0 (23)
Although the partial differential equation (22) cannot be reduced to a
problem of type (1), such a reduction is possible for equation (23) (see


















Jt m[u(s)] dsr = k[u(s)]o
Then the functions u (r), v (r) satisfy
du =vdr




Hence the functions U, v satisfy equations of the form (5). Here j is of
Type I (or II, respectively) if and only if 1 is of Type I (or II, respectively).
Notice that the parameter c is the same in equations (23) and (29). Hence,
there is a complete description of the traveling fronts for equation (22).
If in equation (22) the function 1 is of Type I, then there is a number Co
depending on m, k, 1 such that equation (22) has a traveling front solution,
unique up to translation, for every C ~ co'
If in equation (22) the function 1 is of Type II, then there is one and
only one number Co depending on m, k, 1 such that equation (22) has a trav-
eling front solution, which is unique up to translation. From equations (21)
and (23) it follows immediately that Co is positive if and only if
fa11 (U)k(U)m(U)dU >0
3. Hyperbolic Traveling Fronts
(30)
Dunbar and Othmer (1986) have introduced a branching process with Poisson
mIgration. Again, at time t the population consists of finitely many particles
located at x 1(t), ... ,xn(t). The particles move according to the following
laws. The particles move with speed +v 0 or -vo' They switch between these
states with exponential holding time. Also, independently of the motion, the
particles are subject to a branching process where each particle splits into
two daughters. It is assumed that the speed of a daughter is independent of
the speed of the mother (±vo each with probability 0.5).
Again, let u (t ,x) be the probability that at time t not all particles are
to the left of x. Dunbar and Othmer (1986) show that u satisfies a hyper-
bolic equation of the form
e2utt + g (u )Ut = [k (u)uz]z + 1 (u) (31)
In the actual application k is a constant and g ,1 are polynomials in u.
I assume that 1 is of Type I defined in conditions (17) and that g ,k are
continuously differentiable and positive.
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The ansatz u (t .%) =,(% - ct), and then , =u. " =v leads to
u = v
,;2C2V + cg(u)v =[k(u)v] + feu)
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(32)





















Iv ,.." tv N 22"",.."
V = -cv - [k(u) - ,; c If(u)
(35)
(36)
This system has the same properties as system (5), provided the factor
feu) - rc2 is positive.
One can show the following (Hadeler, 1985a):
(1) If k == 1, then for problem (31) there is a bounded interval [co. 1/ ,;) of
speeds. The minimal speed is gIven by
CF
Co = (1 + rc}>O.5 (37)
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(2) Let Ie be a strictly increasing function. Then there is a number e· > 0
such that for each e E: (O,e·) there is a continuum of speeds of traveling
fronts [ch, (e). a 11 e), where a 1 =[Ie (0)]°·5. For e > e" there are no
proper traveling fronts.
(3) Let Ie be a strictly decreasing function. Then there is a number e" > 0
such that for each number e E: (O,e") there is a continuum of speeds of
traveling fronts [ch, (e), a11 e) where a 1 = [Ie (l)f·5. For e > e" the front
splits into two layers traveling at differing speeds.
4. Traveling Fronts and the Hypercycle
Recently a relation between the hypercycle equations of Eigen and Schuster
and traveling fronts was found (Hadeler. 1986). The hypercycle is a system of
ordinary differential equations
7l.
u i =u i u i _1 - ~ U j U j _ 1 X u i
j=1
(38)
where the variables are taken in cyclic order. A continuous analogon is the
equation
1
Ut(t,%) = u(t.%)u(t.% - r) - f u(t.y)u(t,y - r)dy x u(t,%) (39)
°
where % E R mod l is a variable on a circle of circumference l. and 0 < r < l.
Hence u(t ,% +l) = u(t ,x).
The ansatz for a traveling wave u (t ,%) =9'<t), t =% - ct,
9'<t) = 9'<t + l), leads to the equation




H = f 9'(y)9'(y - r)dy
°
Then the transformation
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v'(t) =_H [1 + v(mv(t - r)
c
Finally, putting t =rt ,v (t) =u (t) gives
t.i. (t) = -a[l + u (t)]u (t -1)
where
a =H ric







Equation (43) is Wright's equation. From known results on this equation
one can derive the following existence result. Choose L > 0, then for any
delay r = LIp < LI 4, the continuous hypercycle (39) has a traveling wave
solution with speed c = 11 (ap), where a is the parameter in (43) for which a
periodic solution of period p E: (4,"") occurs.
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A model that describes the competition of two predator species for a single
regenerating prey species was introduced by Hsu et al. (1978 a,b; see also
Koch, 1974 a,b) and has been studied since then by several workers, e.g.,
Butler (1983), Keener (1983), Smith (1982), and Wilken (1982). In this model of
a three-dimensional system of ordinary differential equations the prey popu-
lation is assumed to have a logistic growth rate in the absence of predators,
and the predator populations are assumed to obey a Holling-type functional
response (Michaelis-Menten kinetics). Butler (1983) has shown that most of
the results concerning the model of Hsu et al. can be achieved for a whole
class of two-predator-one-prey models whose common feature is that the
prey's growth rate and the predators' functional response are arbitrary
functions satisfying certain natural conditions.
We have studied the model of Hsu et al. under the special assumption
that the values of a certain threshold parameter of the predator species are
equal at the two predators. This assumption made possible the identification
of one of the predators of equal thresholds as an "r-strategist" and the other
as a "K-strategist". Here "r-strategist" means a predator whose ratio of maxi-
mal birth rate to death rate is high but which needs a large amount of food to
increase birth rate, while a "K-strategist" means a predator with a relatively
low ratio of maximal birth rate to death rate but with the ability of keeping
the birth rate relatively high even if only small amounts of food are available.
Farkas (1984, 1985) has introduced the concept of zip bifurcation to denote
the following phenomenon. At low values of the carrying capacity K of the
ecosystem with respect to the prey a line of equilibria, which is an attractor
of the system, represents stable coexistence of the three species. If K is
increased then the equilibria are continuously destabilized, starting with
those which represent the dominance of the K-strategist over the r-
strategist. Above a certain value of K the system has no more stable equi-
libria representing coexistence; however, a stable limit cycle representing
the oscillating coexistence of the r-strategist and the prey remains.
In this paper we shall show that the phenomenon of zip bifurcation is
general, I.e., it is present in all the systems satisfying Butler's conditions. A
new characteristic of the relative fitness of the two predator populations will
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also be introduced which has the important role of determining the "direction
of the zip". Le., the outcome of the competition between an r-strategist and
a K-strategist when K is increased.
As a consequence of our assumption all the models considered become
structurally unstable. Now. according to May (1981) "structurally unstable
models have no place in biology". Accepting this maxim, we do not recommend
these models under our assumption for describing real particular ecosystems.
Their study, nevertheless, may turn out to be useful for two reasons. First,
our assumption creates an abstract pure situation in which two predators of
equal prey thresholds compete, one achieving this threshold by being an r-
strategist and the other by being a K-strategist. Secondly, bifurcation of a
stable periodic solution representing coexistence can be proved using our
assumption and then moving the respective thresholds away from their com-
mon value (see Keener, 1983, and Smith, 1982).
In Section 2 the model will be introduced with the conditions imposed. In
Section 3 the stability of the equilibria will be studied and the occurrence of
zip bifurcation will be shown as a consequence of the variation of the carry-
ing capacity. In Section 4 examples will be given.
2. A General Class of Two-Predators-One-Prey lIodels
We denote the quantities of prey and the i th predator at time t by set) and
x t (t) respectively (i = 1, 2). We assume that the per capita growth rate of
prey in the absence of predators is '1g (S X) where 7 is a positive constant
(in fact the maximal growth rate of the prey), K > 0 is the carrying capacity
of the environment with respect to the prey, the function g satisfies the
conditions g E: C 2 «0,00) x (0,00), R), g E: CO ([0,00) X (0,00), R),
g (OX) =1 gs(S,K) < 0 < g'SK(S,K)
lim gs(S,K) = 0
K-+ao
S ?: OX > 0 (1)
(2)
uniformly in [6,S0] for any 0 < 6 < So' and the (possibly) improper integral
So
f gs(SX)dS is uniformly convergent in [Ko' 00) for any Ko > 0:
°
(K - S)g (S X) > 0 , S?: 0 K >0 S~K (3)
We assume further that the death rate d.t of the i th predator is constant
(d.t > 0) and that the per capita birth rate of the same predator is p (S ,at),
where a'L is a positive constant (i =1, 2) and the function p satisfies the fol-
lowing conditions:
P E: C1«O,oo) x (0,00), R) P E: CO([O,oo) X (0,00), R)
Compet1.t1.ve E%cLus1.on 6y Z1.p B1,fu.rca.t1.on
p (0.a) = 0 p s (S, a) > 0 S > 0 a > 0
ps(S,a) <p(S.a)/S S >0 a >0





We finally assume that the presence of predators decreases the growth rate
of prey exactly by the amount equal to the birth rate of the respective
predator.
Under these assumptions the dynamics of the ecosystem consisting of
the three species is described by the system of differential equations
S = -ySg (S,K) - X 1P (S,a 1) - XiP (S,az>
xl = X 1P (S,al) - d 1X l
X2 = XiP (S,az> - dzX2
(7)
where the dot denotes differentiation with respect to time t.
At this point some remarks about conditions (1)-(6) are appropriate.
These conditions coincide with those of Butler (1983), apart from a genericity
condition made by Butler which is unnecessary in our study. Conditions (1)
mean that the highest specific growth rate of prey is achieved at S = O.
xl = X 2 =0, and it is -y > 0; the growth rate decreases if the quantity of prey
increases, and the rate of decrease in growth rate g's is negative and an
increasing function of the carrying capacity K, Le., the effect of the
increase in prey diminishes with increase in K. Relation (2) means that for
very high values of K changes in the quantity of prey have a negligible effect
on the growth rate. The inequality (3) means that (in the absence of preda-
tors) the growth rate of prey is positive if S is below the carrying capacity K
and negative if S is above it. It is easy to see that conditions (1)-(2) imply
that
lim g (S,K) = 1 S ~ 0
K-+aa
(8)
Conditions (4) mean that the per capita birth rate p of the predators
(also called the "predation rate" or the "functional response") is zero in the
absence of prey and is an increasing function of the quantity of prey. Condi-
tion (5) is a "weak concavity" condition, sometimes called Krasonselskij's con-
dition. If p is a strictly concave function of S (for any a > D), (5) is implied
with the possible exception of isolated points where it holds with an equality
sign. Inequality (6) throws light on the role of the parameter a; the birth
rate of the predator is a decreasing function of a, Le., the higher is the
value of a the more food is needed to maintain the same birth rate of the
specific predator. [In the original model of Hsu et al. (1978b) a is the "half-
saturation constant".] The conditions imply that p(S,a), S, and a are all
greater than zero. In the case where p is a bounded function for fixed
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a >0,
m1. = sup p {S,a1.}
S>O
is the "maximal birth rate" of the i th predator. Clearly,
M.Fa.rka.s
=ClO if p is not bounded
lim p {S,a1.} =m1.
s ....
if P is bounded
{9}
In the second and third terms on the right-hand side of the differential
equation describing the growth of the prey population some constants {called
"yield factors"} used to appear in a realistic model. However, these yield fac-
tors can be transformed out of the system without loss of generality and they
do not affect the qualitative behavior. Therefore we have chosen not to
introduce them at all.
Omitting the analysis of the less interesting case in which a 1 and a z are
equal, we shall assume a 1 > a z > 0, I.e.,
p{S,a 1} <p{S,az> for all S >0 {10}
According to this condition, at any given level of prey quantity the birth rate
of predator 2 is higher than that of predator 1 or, in other words, predator 1
needs a higher quantity of prey to achieve the same birth rate as predator 2.
Now, if d 1 is greater than d z ' {10} implies p {S ,a1} - d 1 <P {S ,az} - d z ' I.e.,
the net growth rate of predator 2 is higher than that of predator 1. We can
prove that in this case predator 2 out-eompetes predator 1 provided that the
conditions for the survival of the former hold {see later}. We assume from
now on that
d 1 < d z {11}
As a consequence, {10} does not imply that the net growth rate of predator 2
also exceeds that of predator 1.
Another important characteristic of the respective predator species is
the prey threshold quantity S = ~, above which their growth rate is posi-
tive, I.e.,
p {"1.,a1.} = d1. i = 1,2
Obviously, the lower is "'I. the fitter is predator i. However, we shall assume
{nongenerically} that "1 = "z' I.e., the two predator species have equal prey
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thresholds although they achieve this by different means. Thus our assump-
tion will be that there exists a '" > 0 such that
p ("',CIt) = d,£ i =1, 2 (12)
We note that, because of condition (4), equation (12) has one and only one
solution '" if and only if either p is unbounded or m,£ is greater than d,£. The
real content of (12) is that the two solutions for i = 1, 2 coincide.
The class of models under consideration will be divided into three sub-
classes according to Definition 1.
Definition 1
We say that the model (7) under conditions (1)-(6) and (10)-(12) is natural,




as [,,(SoB1 ) t=. = 0 (13)
respectively.
The first inequality of (13) means that, by continuity, the ratio of the
birth rates (which is, by (10), greater than unity) decreases in the neighbor-
hood of S = "'. l.e., the advantage of species 2 over species 1 expressed by
(10) decreases as the quantity of prey increases. This is what is usually
expected to happen. The second inequality of (13) means that the same
advantage is increasing. The importance of the point S = '" will become clear
in what follows.
Before turning to the study of the equilibria of system (7) we note that,
obviously, the coordinate pianes of S . .:1:1' .:1:2 space are invariant manifolds of
the system, and that it can be proved by standard methods that all solutions
with nonnegative initial conditions of the system are defined in [0,00), are
bounded, and remain nonnegative.
System (7) has the following equilibria: Q1 = (0,0,0), Q2 =(K,o,o), and
the points on the straight line segment
LK = HS,.:I:l'.:I:V: p("'.al).:I: t +p("',aV.:l:2 =y)..g("'.K).
(14)
S = "'. .:1:1 ~ 0, .:1:2 ~ OJ
It is easy to see by linearization that Q1 is unstable, and Q2 is asymptotically
stable for K < '" and unstable for K > "'. Actually. it is known (see Hsu et al.•





is a necessary condition for the survival of each predator. Therefore (15)
will also be assumed in what follows. Note that, by (3), if K is less than ~ then
LK is empty, and if K = ~ then its only point is the origin Q1'
3. Coexistence and Extinction by Zip Bifurcation.
In this section the stability of the set LK is studied. The elements of the set
are denoted by (~.t1,tZ)' Le., (~.t1.tZ) € LK ·
Linearizing system (7) at an arbitrary point (~,t1.tZ) of LK gives the
characteristic polynomial of the linearized system as
D(IJ.) =1J.[lJ.z + ~t1PS(~,a1) + t2J1s(~,aZ> - yg(~,K) - 'Y~s(~,KHIJ.
+ t 1p (~.a1)pS(~,a1) + t2J1 (~,aZ>ps(~·aZ>]
Thus IJ. = 0 is always an eigenvalue. The quadratic polynomial in square
brackets is stable, Le., the remaining two eigenvalues have negative real
parts if and only if
t1PS(~.a1) + t2J1s(~.aZ> > 'Y[g(~,K) + ~s(~K)]
We rewrite the above inequality as follows:
'Y~g (~,K) + 'Y~Zgs(~,K) < [~ps(~,a1) - P (~.a1)]t1
+ [~ps(~,aZ> - p (~,aZ>] t z
+ p (~,a1)t1 + p (~.aZ> t z
Taking into account the fact that U1 ,tz> satisfies the equation in (14), we
obtain
[p (~.al) -~PS(~,a1)]t1 + [p (~.az)-~ps(~.az)nz< -'Y~Zgs(~ (16)
In view of condition (5) the left-hand side is positive for all (~,t1,tZ) € LK . In
view of (1) and ,(2) the right-hand side is positive, and decreases and tends to
zero for K ... co. Let us consider the straight line segment BK given by (16)
taken with an equals sign:
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BK = HS,x1 ,xZ) : [P (>..,a 1) - Ps(>..,a1)]x 1
+ [p (>...aZ) - >"PS(>..·aZ)Jx Z
= -7>..ZgS(>".K), S = >.., xl ~ O. Xz ~ OJ
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As a preparation for Theorem 1 we determine the point of intersection
of the lines of LK and BK . Denoting the point of intersection by [x 1(K),x z(K)]
we obtain
->..us(>",K)p (>...az) + g (>...K)[>..ps(>..,az) - p (>..,az)]
xl (K) = -7 -..:...=------=-------=---=-------=-..:....
p (>..,a z}Ps (>.., a 1) - ps(>..,az}p(>..,a 1)
(18)
->..us(>..,K)p (>...a1) + g (>...K)[>..pS(>..,a1) - p (>..,a1)]
xz(K) = 7 -----=-------:::..-----=----=------:::..-
p (>..,a z}Ps(>", a 1) - ps(>..,az}p(>..,a1)
provided that the model is not degenerate, Le., the denominator is different
from zero.
Theorem 1
Assume that system (7) satisfies conditions (1)-(6) and (10)-(12), and that it
is natural. Then there exist >.. < K1 < Kz < 00 such that for K E: (>...K1) all
points of segment LK are stable in the Ljapunov sense, and LK is an attractor
of the system. For K E: (Kz.oo) the system has no stable equilibrium in the
closed positive octant of S, xl' X z space. For K E: (K1.Kz) the point
[>".xl(K),xZ(K)] divides LK into two parts (one of which may be empty): the
points of LK to the left of this point are unstable, the points to the right are
stable in the Ljapunov sense, and the part of LK to the right of this point is
an attractor of the system.
Proof
By assumption our model is natural, I.e., the denominator of both x 1(K) and
xz(K) is positive. The conditions imposed upon the functions g and pimply
x 1(>..) < 0, x z(>") > 0, and
lim x l(K) > 0
K .....











Figure 1. Points of Intersection of the lines of BX and LX at extreme values of K
in the case of a natural model: the slope of BX Is greater than the slope of LX'
Thus, by continuity, for increasing K there exists a "first" K1 > ~ at which
%l{Kl ) = O. However, since the line of Lx intersects axis %z at a point of
positive coordinate for K = Kl > ~, %z{Kl ) is greater than zero. Similarly, for
, increasing K there exists a "last" Kz > Kl at which %z{Kz) = 0 (Figure 1).
This means that, for K IE (~,Kl)' the lines of Lx and Bx intersect outside the
positive quadrant and the set Lx is "below" the line Bx , Le., condition (16)
holds at each point of Lx' However, (16) implies that at these points the
linearized system has two eigenvalues with negative real parts, Le., each
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point of LX has a tWo-dimensional stable manifold. For K E: {Kz'00) the set Lx
is "above" the line of Bx ' Le., condition (16) with an opposite inequality sign
holds at each point of LX' This means that these points are unstable. If
K E: (K1.KZ) either [>..,x 1{K),x z{K)] E: Lx (this is necessarily the case if x10 is
an increasing function and x zO a decreasing function) or it is again to the
left or to the right outside the positive octant. In the latter case one of the
previous arguments applies. In the former case it divides Lx into two parts:
in the left-hand part condition (16) with an Inverted inequality sign holds,
and in the right-hand part (16) is valid (Figure 2). From now on the proof




FV.gurs Z. "Partly open zip" in a nalural model wilh unslable and stable ratios C 1
and Cz, respectively. allevel K.
Note that, if g{>..•. ) is a nondecreasing function in K E: (>...oo), Le.,
gk{>",K) ~ 0 K>>" (19)
then, obviously, x 1 {·) is a monotonic increasing function and x z{·) is a mono-
tonic decreasing function; as a consequence, if K Is increased from K1 to Kz
the point [>...x 1{K),xZ{K)] moves steadily along Lx from the left-hand end to
the right-hand end while the segment LX undergoes a parallel displacement
"upwards". In the process the points left behind by [>...x 1{K).x Z{K)] become
destabilized. We have called this phenomenon a zip bifurcation. In the
more general case. when (19) does not hold. the movement of the point
[>..,x1{K),xZ{K)] which separates the stable from the unstable equilibria is still
continuous and yields, in the end. the same result, Le.• "the opening up of the
zip": however, in some parts of the interval (K1.KZ) the movement may occur
"backwards" (to the left) with increasing K.
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An artificial model behaves similarly, except that the "direction of the
zip" is different. The proof of the following theorem is analogous to that of
Theorem 1.
Theorem 2
Assume that system (7) satisfies conditions (1)-(6) and (10)-(12) and is arti-
ficial. Then there exist X <K1 < Kz < co such that for K E: (X,Kl) all points of
segment LK are stable in the Ljapunov sense and LK is an attractor of the
system. For K E: (Kz, co) the system has no stable equilibrium in the closed
positive octant of S, xl. X z space. For K E: (K1• Kz> the point [X.x 1(K),x z(K)]
divides L K into two parts (one of which may be empty): the points of L K to
the right of this point are unstable, the points to the left are stable in the
Ljapunov sense, and the part of LK to the left of this point is an attractor of
the system.
Assume that (19) holds, Le., the motion of [X.x 1(K),x z(K)] along the (mov-
ing) segment LK is steady (from left to right in the natural case, and from
right to left in the artificial case). Let c be an arbitrary nonnegative number
or infinity. For K > X on the segment LK there is exactly one point (X. t1 , tz)
such that tz/ t1 = c. We say then that at level K the equilibrium (X. t1 , tz)
realizes the ratio c of predators. If this equilibrium is stable in the Ljapunov
sense fLe .. it is to the right of the point [X.x 1(K).x z(K)] in the natural case
and to the left of the point [X.x 1(K),x z(K)] in the artificial case I then we say
that at level K the ratio c of predators is stable (see Figure 2).
Corollary 3
If the conditions of Theorem 1 or 2 and expression (19) hold and K1 and Kz
have the meaning established in these theorems. then for X < K < K1 all
ratios of predators are stable and for K > Kz no ratio is stable. In the case
where K is increased from K1 to Kz the ratios tz/ t1 are continuously de-
stabilized so that in the natural case destabilization starts with high ratios
and ends with low ratios and in the artificial case the opposite holds. In the
natural case K1 and Kz are the unique roots of the equations x 1 (K) = a and
xz(K) = a respectively. In the artificial case K1 and Kz are the unique roots
of the equations xz(K) =a and x 1(K) =a respectively.
The bifurcation. Le.• the loss of stability of the two end points of seg-
ment LK , can be characterized. This could be done in the general case; how-
ever, the picture is clearer if (19) is assumed, and this we shall do. For K > X
system (7) has an equilibrium in the interior of the positive quadrant of each
coordinate plane S ,xi (i = 1, 2), Le.. [X. -yXg (X,K)/P (X,a 1),0] and
[X.O, -yXg (X,K)/ P (X,a Z>]. These coordinate planes are invariant manifolds of
system (7), and the restriction of (7) to any of them is
S = -ySg(S,K) -xiP(S,a i )
(20)
Xi =xiP (S.a i ) - dixi
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The equilibrium of the two-dimensional system (20; K :; K1. ) inside the posi-
tive quadrant of the S,%1. plane is P1.(K) = [A,')')..g(A,K)/p(A,a1.)]. It is easy
to see either from the previous results or directly that P1. (K) is asymptoti-
cally stable for A < K < K3-1. if the model is natural and for A <K < K1. if the
model is artificial (i =1, 2). where K3-1. and K1. are given in Theorems 1 and
2 respectively. At K =K3-1. (or K =K1.) a bifurcation characterized by the
following theorem occurs (el Butler, 1983).
Theorem 4
If. in addition to (1)-(6), (10)-(12) and (19), we have g ,p E: C4 , the equilibrium
P1. (K) of system (20) undergoes a Hopf bifurcation at K = K 3-1. in the natural
case and at K =K i in the artificial case. where K3-1. and K1. are given in
Theorems 1 and 2 respectively (see also Corollary 3). The Hopf bifurcation
is supercritical or subcritical depending on whether the expression
G(S) = I 1"(S) !'p'2(S)p'2(S) + [](S)P1.(S) I' p"2(S) (21)
P1. (S)p1. (S) 1. 1. p'1. (S) 1.
is negative or positive, respectively, at S =A where] (S) =Sg (S,K3-1.) in
the natural case, ] (S) =Sg (S,K1.) in the artificial case, and P1. (S) =P (S ,a1.)'
Proo]
The proof will be carried out for the natural case only. The artificial case is
analogous; it is obtained by writing K1. for K3-1. everywhere. On linearizing
system (20; K =K1.) at Pi (K), the eigenvalues turn out to be
f-Lt,2(K) =o..(K) ± ifJ(K)
where
o..(K) = ~ ? ,1-Ags (A,K)p(A,a1.) + g(A,K)[Ap'S(A,a1.) -p(A,a1.m
and
fJ(K) =2p (~,a1.) [4')'Ag (A,K)p 2(A,a1.)ps(A,a1. ]
- Tl-Ags(A,K)p (A,a1.) + g (M)[APs(A,a1.) - p (A,a1.)]2Io.5
It can be seen from equations (18), the proof of Theorem 1, and equation (19)
that for A < K < K3-1. and o..(K) < 0, 0.. (K3-1.) = 0 and
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(l(K3-1.) = [7>.u (>".K3-1. )pS(>..,a1. rf·5
=1?'P (>..,a1. )[g (>".K3-1.) + >"9S(>".K3-1. )]J0.5 > 0
A simple calculation yields




Conditions (i), (3), and (19) imply cx'(K3-1.) > O.
An application of the method given by Hassard et al. (1981) shows that
the sign of the real part of the Floquet exponent of the bifurcating closed
orbits is equal to the sign of G (>..), and this proves Theorem 4.
Corollary 5
If 9 ,p E: C4 the conditions of Theorem 1 (or Theorem 2) and inequality (19)
hold and the expression G (>") in (21) is negative, then there exists a 6 > 0
such that, for K E: (K1.' K1. + 6), system (7) has a small-amplitude periodic solu-
tion around the unstable equilibrium P3-1. (K) in the S. %3-1. plane [or around
P1. (K) in the S, %1. plane] which is locally unique in the corresponding coordi-
nate plane and is orbitally asymptotically stable with respect to the re-
stricted system (20;K-=K3_1.) or (20:K-=K1.) (i =1,2); its period is close to
2fTi (l(K3_1.) [or 2fTi (l(K i)].
Remark
If the model is d.egenerate then
pS(>..,a1) _ pS(>..,a.z)
p (>..,a1) - p (>...az)
(23)
It is easy to see that in this case the lines LK and BK exist and are parallel.
For small K > >.. the line LK is below BK , and for large K the line LK is above
BK . Thus, for small K > >.. all the points of the segment LK are stable in the
Ljapunov sense and LK is an attractor of the system (7), and for large K no
equilibrium is stable in the closed positive octant of S ,% 1'% Z space. The
points of LK change their stability behavior at identical values of K. If (19)
holds then there exists a K o such that for>.. < K < K o all points of LK are
stable, and for K > K0 all points are unstable. Theorem 4 and Corollary 5 are
also valid in the degenerate case with K o instead of K1. or K 3-1.'
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Let us assume that the prey's growth rate (without the factor ')') has the form
9 (S ,K) =1 - (S I K) 1.£ 0< u ~1
which includes the logistic growth rate (u = 1). This function satisfies condi-
tions (1)-(3); moreover, (19) is also valid. The following functional responses
(see May, 1974) satisfy our conditions, while it can be shown that the first
two make natural models and the third makes a degenerate model:
(S)- A Sp ,a - Ba + C S + a
p (S,a) = n A+ C[1-exp(-s I a)]





where A > 0, B ~ 0, and C E: R can be determined so that 11& 1 = A I (Ba 1 + C)
and 11&2 = A I (Ba 2 + C) with arbitrarily prescribed values of 0 < 11&1 :s; 11&2 and
a1 > a2 > 0 (el (9) and (10».
We were unable to find an artificial model satisfying conditions (4)-(6) in
the literature. Nevertheless, such a model can be constructed as is shown by
our final example:
p(S,a) = n_A. ~ [In (1 + S) + 1~a]
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Chaos and the Theory of Elections
D.G. Saari
Northwestern University. FJuanston, Illinois 60201. USA
1. Introduction
The concept of "chaos" is a fairly recent development, but already it plays an
important. integral role in the study of dynamical systems. Using these
mathematical techniques, we now understand how and why deterministic sys-
tems admit what appears to be highly random behavior (see. e.g., Devaney,
1986). For instance. these new approaches have enriched our understanding
of numerical analyses and of physical and biological systems. Recently. as
one might expect. chaos has been discovered in dynamical models developed
for the social sciences (Saari, 1985a).
That chaos has and will increasingly be found in dynamical models in a
wide variety of research areas is not surprising. What may be unexpected is
that certain problems previously viewed only in a "static" context may also
be analyzed in this way. By embedding these static problems in a quasi-
dynamical framework. it is possible to understand, to relate. and to extend
paradoxes that occur in decision theory, probability, integer programming,
and several other areas. In this way. many new and unexpected paradoxes
are exposed. Moreover. by using the development of dynamical systems as a
guide, a new program emerges for the analysis of these topics. The purpose
of this paper is to illustrate this with a particular example. I will describe
the recent resolution of a long-standing problem from decision theory con-
cerning elections.
A type of difficulty encountered with elections is illustrated by the fol-
lowing. Suppose a committee of nine voters is to choose among three candi-
dates A. B. and C. Suppose that four rank the candidates as A > C >B,
three rank them as B > C > A, and the last two rank them as C > B > A. By
using the standard plurality election system. where each voter votes for his
or her first-place candidate, the election result is A > B > C with the tally
of 4:3:2. However, this ranking is in conflict with the fact that a majority of
these voters (five of the nine) prefer the second-ranked candidate B to the
top-ranked candidate A. A more striking inconsistency is that two thirds of
the voters prefer the bottom-ranked candidate C to B, and a majority
prefers C to A. These transitive. binary rankings define a ranking.
C > B > A, that is the exact reversal of the election ranking. More seri-
ously, C is the majority candidate (who wins a majority vote in any pairwise
comparison), but is ranked last in the election. The antimajority candidate A
(who loses in any pairwise election) is ranked top.
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During the American and French revolutions, procedures to aggregate
individual preferences into a group ranking were advanced on both sides of
the Atlantic Ocean. Partially stimulated by this discussion, examples of the
above type were discovered. It was quickly recognized that these paradoxes
occur because each voter can register only his or her top-ranked candidate.
In his influential work, Borda (1781) proposed the simple solution of having
each voter specify his or her ranking of the N candidates. Then, in the tally-
ing process, (N - j + 1) points are assigned to a voter's j-ranked candidate,
j = 1....• N. A candidate's final ranking is determined by the number of
points cast for him or her. (Actually. Borda's proposal was for N = 3.) For
instance, in the above example, the Borda ranking of C > B = A with a tally
of 20:17:17 is closer to the apparently correct one.
This seems to be a reasonPlble solution, but it is not free from defects.
Criticism of Borda's method, raised by Laplace and others. centered on three
principal points, two of which I discuss here. The first concerns the weights
used in the tallying process; what is the justification for adopting this partic-
ular choice? Instead of using (3,2,1). why not use (4.2,1)? The weights that
could be used must satisfy certain obvious conditions. Any choice can be
viewed as defining a voting vector W= (w 1• ...• wN) where we impose a mono-
tonicity assumption, wf ~ wf +1' j = 1•...• N -1. In order for the tally to
distinguish between candidates, we require wl > wN' For convenience, and
because it always is satisfied in practice, we also assume that each wf is a
rational number. In the tally, wf points are assigned to a voter's j-ranked
candidate. which defines a weighted voting system. [For instance, the usual
plurality voting method is defined by the vector (1,0•...• D), while Borda's
method is defined by (N, N -1•...• 1).] The question raised by Borda's crit-
ics can be viewed as seeking a criterion to justify the choice of a particular W
from the infinite number of possibilities.
The second criticism was that Borda's method need not always elect a
"majority" candidate. To see this, consider the example of 11 voters where
six have the ranking B > A > C. four have the ranking A > C > B, while the
last voter has the ranking C > B > A . The Borda election ranking is
A > B > C with the tally of 25:24:17. Yet, the second-ranked candidate B
wins by a majority vote when compared with either A or C. Although B is a
"majority" candidate. B is not top-ranked in the Borda count. (However. here
the plurality ranking of B > A > C agrees with the binary rankings.)
We now know much more about voting systems and the theory of elec-
tions. One of the most important results was found by Arrow (1963). He
proved that there is not a procedure that satisfies certain simple, reasonable
axioms. It is an immediate consequence of his result that the above examples
are not isolated phenomena; for any choice of a voting vector. the group's
ranking of some pair of candidates need not be consistent with how this same
group ranks the pair within a set of three or more candidates.
While this and several other results have shed light on the points raised
by critics of Borda, the basic issues remained unanswered until recently.
The solution, which is described in part here, is accomplished by borrowing
ideas from chaos and symbolic dynamics.
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Our analysis of voting is strongly influenced by ideas from the dynamics of
iterative processes, such as the system
:r1 +1 = J (:r1) j = 0,1,2, ... (1)
If p =:r0 is an initial condition, then the goal is to understand the trajectory
f:rA: J, Le., the sequence
fJ(A:)(P )J k = 0.1, ... (2)
where J (A:) is the k-fold composition of J with itself. An important device
used to describe chaos is symbolic d.ynamics. In this procedure, certain
regions of state space are partitioned. Each partition set is labeled with a
unique symbol, e.g., a letter from the alphabet. Then, for a specified initial
condition, the trajectory of equation (2) defines a sequence of symbols where
the (k +1)th entry is the symbol of the partition set containing J(A:)(p). Such
a sequence is called a "word" and the set of all possible words is called a
"dictionary". By knowing which words are in a dictionary, we obtain a deeper
understanding of the dynamics of the system. The extreme case is where all
possible words occur; this is a form of chaos.
We use this approach of symbolic dynamics to address the critics of
Borda and to analyze voting systems. To do this, a "dynamical" program is
designed for elections. The procedure is determined by a set of functions
fJA: J that specify the election results. The "trajectories of voting" will
assume the form of
fJA:(P)J, k = 1... .• r (3)
where the index identifies the subset of candidates being ranked.
The purpose of voting is to determine the group's rankings for specified
subsets of candidates. From the set of N candidates la1' ...• aNJ, there are
2N - (N + 1) subsets with two or more candidates. Let F be a family of some
of these subsets; that is, let F = fS1•...• ST J where S1 is a subset of two or
more of the candidates and where S1 ~ SA: if j ~ k. For instance, a family is
used in the above examples; this family consists of all N(N -1)/2 pairs of
candidates and the set of all N candidates. The criticisms of the plurality
vote and of Borda's method are based on showing that the election results
over the various subsets of this family are inconsistent. Other criticisms can
be based on demonstrating inconsistent election results over other subsets of
candidates; the choice of the subsets defines the family F.
Let a family F = fS1,sz' ... ,STJ be given. Toward the goal of determin-
ing all of the election results, let R1 be the set of all possible linear rankings
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of the candidates in SJ. j =1..... T. [For instance, if SJ =la1,azl. then
RJ =la 1 > a Z,a 1 =a Z,a 1 < azl.] These rankings play the role of "symbols".
Let "F =(Wl'''Z' ...• "r) be a set of T voting vectors where WJ is used to
tally the ballots for the candidates in SJ' j = 1..... T. These vectors, which
define the election procedure for each subset of F, describe the "dynamics".
Le.. the mappings of equation (3).
To complete the description, recall that a "profile" of voters p is a list-
ing for each voter of his or her ranking of the candidates. If P denotes the
space of all possible profiles, then the election result for Sk is given by
Ikw:P .... Rk (4)
where I kW is the obvious mapping defined by the tallying process with Wk'
This mapping is defined in the following way. Once "k is specified and a pro-
file p is given. the election tally can be computed. In place of the actual
tally. we use a "symbol" - the ordinal election ranking of the candidates.
This is I kW(P), Thus. for a specified WF and for a given P. the election
results over all subsets of F are given by
IIkW(P H, k = 1..... T (5)
To illustrate this, consider the example where N = 4, F = Hal.azl,
laz.a31, la1.az.a41. la1.aZ,a3,a4B. and WF = (1,0;1.0;3,2.1;1,0,0,0). This
choice of "F means that the first two subsets are ranked by majority vote,
the third subset is ranked by Borda's method, and the last subset is ranked
by a plurality vote. Suppose the profile p is given by five voters with the
ranking a 1 > a 4 > a z > a 3• four voters with the ranking a z > a 3 > a 4 > a 1 ,
and four voters with the ranking a3 > a4 > az > a1' Then, IJw(P) is the
election ranking of SJ in F, j = 1.2,3.4, when the ballots are tallied with the
specified voting vector. The outcome for p is I 1W(P) = a Z > a 1 with a tally
of 8:5. I ZW(P) =az > a 3 with a tally of 9:4. I 3W(P) =a 4 > a z > a1 with a
tally of 30:25:23, and 1 4w = a1 > az = a3 > a4 with a tally of 5:4:4:0. The
sequence defined by equation (5) is
(a z > a 1• az > a3' a 4 > a z > a 1, a 1 > az = a 3 > a~ (6)
For a given family F. let DF be the Cartesian product H1 x ... x Hr· DF
is a universal set; an element of DF is a sequence of rankings, one for each of
the T sets in F. and all possible sequences are in DF . As such, DF contains all
possible and impossible election results for the family F. For instance, if
F =Ha1.azl. la z,a 3 H, then DF contains nine sequences (IDFI =9). If N =3
and F is the set of all 23 - 4 sets, then IDFI = 351; if N = 4 and F is the fam-
ily of all 24 - 5 sets, then IDF I = 1 686498489.
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To analyze the effects of a voting vector WF • we need to know all the
possible election results for a family F. This is the subset of DF consisting of
all possible election results obtained by using WF :
DFW = JUkw(p)] Ie =1, ... , T p is in PJ (7)
Following the lead of dynamical systems, we call DFW the dictionary defined
by WF and a sequence in DFW a word. For instance, the sequence given in
equation (6) is one of the words in DFW for the specified choice of WF .
To state our results, we need to describe an equivalence relation for WF .
Our first statement weakly parallels ideas from "topological equivalence". We
are interested in knowing when WF and WF " give rise to equivalent "trajec-
tories": that is, when do two sets of voting vectors always define the same
election outcome for all choices of p? When they do. we call them
equivalent. The proof of the following is a simple exercise.
Proposition 1
Suppose a family F is given. Two vectors, WF = (W'1' ...• fIT) and
W;" =~..... \'T) are equivalent if and only if for each j =1....• T, the
three vectors W;, Wj, and Es are all in the same two-dimensional subspace of
an Euclidean space of the appropriate dimension. Here, the vector dimension
of Es agrees with ISJ I , the cardinality of SJ .
Because of this equivalence, we assume that if SJ has only two candi-
dates, then the assigned voting vector is (1,0). This vector determines the
tally for a majority vote. Also, it is easy to show that if the difference
between successive weights of a voting vector is the same constant. then this
vector is equivalent to a Borda vector, e.g., (45,20,-5) is equivalent to (3.2,1).
If all of the vector components of WF are either (1,0) or equivalent to a Borda
vector, denote it by~. Denote the dictionary for BF as DFB.
3. Election Results
One way to address the questions raised by Borda's critics is to compare the
dictionaries DFW and DFB. For instance, suppose one dictionary admits more
words than the other. This means that the associated voting method admits
more "inconsistent" election results for F than the other method. In other
words, as in dynamical systems, the larger the dictionary, the more "chaotic"
are the possible election outcomes. On the other hand. a method with a
smaller dictionary is more predictable; it Is also more consistent. Thus, for
F. we analyze the relationship of DFB, DFW , and DF .
It is easy to construct examples of a family F where DF = DFW for any
choice of WF . This is true for F = Ha1,az,a3J. Ja4,a5,a6JJ. The reason is
that the two sets have no overlap. so there is nothing to compare. This
motivates the following definition.
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Deftn ition 1
A family F satisfies the binary inclusion property (h.i.p.) if (i) F contains
at least one set with three or more candidates and (ii) if S1 in F has three or
more candidates, there is a pair of candidates in S1 that is in some other set
in F.
A one-set family. the family consisting of all N(N -1)/2 pairs of candi-
dates, and the above two-set family do not satisfy the b.i.p. On the other
hand. the family consisting of all pairs of alternatives and fa1.az,a31 does
satisfy the b.i.p. Indeed, any subfamily of F that includes this set and
fa1.azl satisfies the b.i.p. F = ffa1.az,a31. fa4.a5.a61. fa4.a6,aall does not
satisfy the b.i.p., but the subfamily consisting of the last two sets does. Our
first result is a negative one.
Theorem 1 (Saari. 1984. 1985b)
Assume there are N ~ 3 candidates:
(1) If there is no subfamily of F that satisfies the b.i.p., then for any choice
of WF • DF = DFW .
(2) Let F be the family of N - 1 subsets S1-1 = fa l' ...• a11, j =2, ... ,N.
For any choice of WF •
DF =DFW =DFB (8)
There are several immediate consequences of this theorem. The obvious
one is that for families of the above type the election results can be as
"chaotic" as desired. Because DF = DFW• any word can be realized by some
profile of voters. Thus. there exist paradoxes that are far more complicated
than previously suspected; anything is possible! For instance. this means
that there exists a profile of voters with the election rankings a 1 < az < a 3 •
a3 < a4 < a5' and a5 < a6 < a 1. (This family does not satisfy the b.i.p.) It
follows from the second statement that there exists a profile of voters such
that when. for the 1 > ... > a 1 if j is even. but it is a 1 > a 1- 1 > ... > a1
if j is odd. Examples of this type are not the fault of Borda's method; there
is no possible way to select the voting vectors to avoid these negative conclu-
sions. Any choice leads to the same conclusion.
Another consequence of the second statement pertains to the standard
procedure of "runoff" elections. This is where the final result is based upon
an iteration procedure where, at each step. the "last place" candidat~ is
dropped and the remaining set of candidates is reevaluated. This procedure
defines a nested family of sets, so the family described in the second part of
the theorem is a natural one to consider. But, according to this theorem.
there exist profiles of voters so that when each set S1-1' j = 2, ... ,N. is
ranked. at is always ranked second to last and a1 is ranked in last place.(Thus. a majority of these voters prefer at to az.) According to the pro-
cedure, candidate a 1 is always (nearly) advanced to the next stage. Ulti-
mately, she or he is the winner.
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This result offers no useful distinction between the Borda count and any
other weighted voting method. Distinctions do emerge for other families.
Theorem 2 (Saari, 1985b)
(1) For any family F and any WF , DFB is a subset of DFW.
(2) Suppose F = !S1'SZ' ... ,SrI satisfies the b.i.p. If there is a WF such
that DFB is a proper subset of DFW, then for all choices of WF ~ BF •
DFB is a proper subset of DFW. If L (ISj 1-1) > N(N-1)/2, then F has
this property. In particular, for N > 3, this is true for the family of all
2N - (N + 1) subsets.
(3) Corresponding to a family F is a Euclidean space EF ; this Is the space
that contains all vectors WF . In EF there is an open, dense subset CF
such that DF = DFW if and only if WF is in CF . In particular. if the vot-
ing vector components of WF all correspond to a plurality vote, then WF
is in CF .
(4) If N > 3 and if the family F consists of !a1' ... ,aNI and all pairs of can-
didates, then CF contains ail of the vectors except BF .
In the proof of this theorem, WF is treated as a parameter. As the
results suggest, a type of singularity emerges. As one might expect. the con-
clusions are similar, in flavor, to those from singularity theory. For instance,
these singularities define a stratified structure for the set of voting vectors.
This stratification is given by the structure of the boundary of CF defined
above. As the choice of WF varies through this stratification, the dic-
tionaries DFW are nested.
This theorem answers the first criticism of Borda's method. If we wish
the choice of weights used in the tallying process to minimize possible and
apparent inconsistencies in the elections over a given family of subsets, then
it follows from Sections 1 and 2 that the unique choice of a tallying method
is the Borda count. The other methods define dictionaries with more words;
hence they admit more inconsistent election rankings . Indeed, from Section
3, the generic situation is that any imaginable, chaotic outcome can occur.
The currently used plurality voting system is in this setting, as illustrated by
the following corollary.
Corollary 1
Let N ~ 3 and let F be the family of a1l2N- (N + 1) subsets. For each of these
subsets. arbitrarily select a ranking of the alternatives. There exists a pro-
file of voters such that their plurality ranking of each of these subsets is the
selected ranking.
Other consequences pertain to runoff elections, etc.
Corollary 2
Let N ~ 3. There exist profiles of voters so that the majority winner is always
plurality ranked in last place in each of the subsets of more than two
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candidates. Thus, for any runoff election that eliminates the bottom-ranked
candidate, the majority winner for this profile will lose. Also, there exists a
profile of voters so that for each subset of three or more candidates, the
antimajority candidate is top ranked.
The second criticism of Borda's method was based on the fact that it
may fail to rank a majority winner first. It follows from the fourth part of
Theorem 2 that there is no weighted voting system that will do this. Indeed,
for any other choice of "F' DFW = DF . As a consequence, any chaotic out-
come is possible. The following is just one type of such outcome.
Corollary 8
Let N ~ 3 and let s 1 and 52 be different integers between 1 and N. For any
choice of a weighted voting system that is not a Borda system, there is a pro-
file of voters such that the majority winner is ranked 5 1 th and the antimajor-
tty candidate is ranked 5 2th.
The extreme case, where 51 =Nand 52 =1, is illustrated by the intro-
duetory example.
It is possible to find other criticisms of Borda's method. This might be
done by finding a Borda election ranking for a certain family of subsets of
candidates that is viewed as being inconsistent. It follows from the second
statement of Theorem 2 that for any choice of YlF there is a profile of voters
that defines the same election ranking. This is because DFB is a subset of
DFW for any choice of F and for any choice of "F' Thus, the Borda system is
the "most consistent" of the weighted election processes.
Because there are problems with voting methods, it is natural to con-
sider only how candidates fare when evaluated against each other in pairwise
comparisons. This was the approach advocated by Condorcet, another
eighteenth century French mathematician who has had an important influence
on the theory of elections. For instance, he advocated that a majority candi-
date should be declared the winner (Condorcet. 1785). Another approach
might be to use an agenda for a meeting. This is where the N candidates or
alternatives are listed, say as [a 1 ,a2 ,a3, ... ,aN]' and then pairwise com-
pared according to this listing. The first two candidates are first compared,
then the majority winner is compared with the third listed alternative. etc.
Any such "binary method" can lead to inconsistencies; this is illustrated with
the following two corollaries. [These results are based on the family of all
N(N-1)/2 candidates. This family has no subfamily satisfying the b.i.p.]
Corollary 4
Let N ~ 3 and let F be the family of all N(N -1)/2 subsets of candidates.
The election procedure, given by YlF • is a majot"ity vote for each subset; then
DFW = DF . That is, all possible cycles, subcycles, etc .. of the rankings of the
candidates are possible through majority vote.
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(1) For N ~ 3, there exists a profile of voters such that a j > a j +1' but
aN > a 1 · For the remaining pairs of alternatives, a j > a j +k if and only
if k is an odd positive integer, and aj < aj +k if k is an even positive
integer.
(2) For this profile of voters, there is no majority and no antimajority candi-
date.
(3) For this profile of voters and for each choice of j, a j is the winning
candidate for the agenda [aj +1,aj +2' ...• Aj -l,aj ].
Sharper conclusions about election results can be found, and the
interested reader should consult Saari (1985b). For instance, it is possible to
characterize the set DFO' from which results of the following type can be
found (which should be compared with the above).
Theorem 3
The Borda count is the unique weighted voting method that never ranks a
majority winner in last place and an antimajority candidate in first place.
It is possible to characterize the sets DFB and DEW for any choice of F
and WF . In this way. all possible election results can be found.
As a last illustration, suppose N =6 and F is the family of all 26 _ 7 sub-
sets of two or more candidates. The second part of Theorem 2 asserts that
DFB is a proper subset of DEW for any choice of WF . But, suppose there are
only a few more words in DEW than in DFO; then the above results, which
favor Borda's method. lose much of their force. After all, this means that
there is only a small additional number of "inconsistent" election results over
those obtained with a Borda method. This is not the case; DFB can have a sig-
nificantly smaller number of words than DEW for any WF ¢~. For instance.
suppose that none of the subsets of F are ranked with Borda's method. Then,
the very best choice of a WF that can occur has each word in DFB replaced
with more than 1018 words in DEW!
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1. Introduction
The word "spike" is a term for nerve cell electrical discharges. The descrip-
tion of a spike may be detailed or be restricted to the existence of a neural
happening. Thus Hodgkin and Huxley (1952) described spikes by a nonlinear
PDE coupled with 3 ODEs. However. McCulloch and Pitts (1943) applied logical
constants which might also represent spikes. The choice of model strongly
influences the speed of simulations and the tractability of problems. This
paper suggests that both approaches may contribute to our knowledge.
Moreover, present tools permit the design of intermediary models that are
amenable to analysis - since generated by short algorithms - and which at
the same time display complicated behaviors (May, 1976). Autonomous piece-
wise linear maps may be universal in generating interspike patterns or
strange "neural" discharges (Labos. 1981; Nogradi and Labos. 1981). Two
such systems, called polynomial spike generator (psG) and universal pattern
generator (UPG) will be discussed besides formal neural nets (FNNs).
2. Long Cycles Displayed by FNNs
FNNs are special B'fI. ... B'fI. functions, where B'fI. is the n-dimensional Boolean
cube. FNNs are realized by a square matrix N and a threshold vector T of
real entries so that, for any b EB'fI., feb) = u(bN - T) holds, where u(r)= 1
if and only if r > 0 and u (r) = 0 otherwise.
It is easy to design a B'fI. ... B'fI. function whose functional digraph con-
sists of a single cycle of length L =2'f1., since any single cycle permutation
over B'fI. gives a solution. The same question with the restriction that the
cycle should be generated by an FNN (Le., by an <N,T> pair with iterations)
represents a difficult problem. On this point, even a general existence
theorem is lacking. A cycle is regarded as long if it is displayed by n neu-
rons and its length exceeds half of the possible maximum, Le., 2'f1. -1. The
case of the absolute maximum (2'f1.) seems to be the hardest. A necessary con-
dition and solutions of a few special cases (n =1,2,3.4,5,6) have been pub-




A vectorial Boolean function which is an FNN and whose state-transition
graph consists only of cycles (Le.. it is transient-free - TF ; Figure 1) must
have self-dual threshold gates as components which should be pairwise in
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L =16
F'iguTe 1. An FNN and Its Inverse. The same states flow In opposite directions along
the trajectory.
2.1. NetworkB with one neuron: the case n =1
All the four networks of one neuron are FNNs and two of them are invertible,
self-dual, regular Hamming polyhedra. These are n -tuples of functions each
with 2n - 1 true vectors and pairwise in distance 2 n - 1. The other two func-
tions have no such properties.
2.2. The case n = 2
Of the 256 Boolean nets. 196 belong to the classes of FNNs of which 16 are
self-dual: eight are invertible and eight have transient states. Of the 60
non-FNN nets, 16 are permutations on B n . Forty-four items "have no face".
Out of the 19 possible functional digraphs (Harary and Palmer. 1973), one
cannot be found among FNNs: it is the permutation with (3.1) cycle decompo-
sition. The cause of this lies in the self-dual property of TF FNNs.
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2.3. The case n =3. RC- and C-permu.tations
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Since 104 of the 256 3-input truth functions are threshold gates (Muroga,
1971), it follows that of the 16 777 216 Boolean nets only 1 124 864 (= 1043)
are FNNs. Of these. 2744 are self-dual. of which 240 are TF (Labos. 1980). Of
the 240 FNN permutations, only 48 have L = 8 (Le., maximum length cycle)
while 144 non-FNN self-dual and 39 936 non-FNN and non-self-dual TF Boolean
nets exist. The self-dual permutations form a subgroup in the symmetric
group of order 8!, since their product and inverse are also self-dual. In con-
trast, the 240 invertible FNNs do not form a subgroup; however, they gen-
erate the group of 384 self-dual permutations. Thus at n = 3 the majority of
cases (15606024) lack the properties in question. The details of the classifi-
cation applied here have been described by Labos (1984).
Theorem 2
The set of self-dual permutations on 871. represents a subgroup of the sym-
metric group of order (2n )!.
Investigating the 22 partitions (see Andrews. 1976) of 8 in lexicographic
order for the 240 relevant FNNs, the numbers in each partition are as fol-
lows: 48, O. 8, 32. 0, O. 0, 12, 0, 36. 0, 12. 32, 8. O. 0, 0, 13, 28, 6, 4, 1. The
sequence starts with (8), (7.1)•... and finishes with the (1,1,1,1,1.1,1,1) parti-
tion. Thus. for example. no (7,1) or (4,2.1,1) cycle decomposition is possible
with FNNs of 3 inputs. A similar cardinality pattern holds for the 384 self-
dual permutations, while the features prohibited here appear among the 39
936 remaining cases. Owing to this fact. "random net statistics" considered
on Boolean nets (Gelfand, 1982) cannot be applied directly to the FNN sub-
class. The 48 optimal FNNs can be obtained from six "essential" cases simply
by relabeling the variables. This operation corresponds to a simultaneous
permutation of rows and columns in the matrix of the network. Lengths of
state-transition cycles are invariant against these RC-permutations. while
those of columns (C-permutations) strongly influence the cycle decomposition
of states.
Although at n = 3 Theorem 1 represents also a sufficient condition of
reversibility, this does not hold from n = 4 onward.
2.4. The case n =4. Connected and split numbers. Marginal states
The goal again is to synthesize and enumerate TF-FNN functions. This prob-
lem is still tractable: 104 self-dual FNN components may be listed; regular
Hamming-polyhedral quartets may be selected. Table 1 summarizes the
results. The next problem is the synthesis of four FNN nets the behavior of
which includes a long cycle (L =9.10,11,12,13.14,15. or 16). Various methods
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were applied as outlined below:
Table 1. List of primitive nets for generation of optimum cycle lengths by nets of
four neurons.a
100 0 100 0 100 0 0-11 1 2-1-1-1 2-1 1 1
o 100 o 1 1-1 o 1 1-1 101-1 -1 2-1-1 -1 2 1 1
001 0 o 1-1 1 o 11 1 1 1 0 1 -1-1 2-1 1 1 2-1
000 1 0-11 1 o 1-11 -1 11 0 -1-1-1 2 1 1-1 2
0000 0000 010 0 001 0 -1-1-1-1 111 1
2-1-1-1 2-1-1 1 211 1 2 11-1 2-1 1-1 2-1-1-1
-1 2-1-1 1 2-1-1 -1 2-1-1 -1 2-1-1 121-1 -1 2-1-1
-1-1 2-1 1-1 2-1 -1-12-1 -1-1 2-1 -1-1 2-1 1 1 2-1
1 11 2 -1 1 1 2 -1-1-1 2 -1 1 1 2 1-11 2 1 1 1 2
0003 -100 0 -1 0 0 0 -1 1 1-1 1-1 2-1 110-1
2-1-1-1 2-1 1 1 2-1-1 1 2-11-1 2 1-1-1 2 11-1
121 1 1 2-1 1 -1 2-1 1 1 2-1-1 121 1 1 2-1 1
1-1 2-1 1 1 2-1 -1-1 2 1 112 1 1-1 2 1 -1 12-1
1-1-1 2 -1 1 1 2 -1-1-1 2 1-1-1 2 -1 1-1 2 -1 1 1 2
2-1 0 0 1-1 1 1 -1-1-1 2 200 0 110 1 021 0
2-1-1-1 2-1-1 1 2 1 1-1 2 1-1-1
1 2-1-1 1 2 1-1 -1 2-1 1 -121 1
1 1 2-1 1-1 2-1 -1 1 2-1 1-121
1 11 2 -1 1 1 2 1 112 1 1-1 2
210-1 101 0 021 0 1 101
aThe complete set ot Z2 pairs ot matrloes and thresholds, whose column or column/row
permutations as well as partial negations lead to new transient-tree network behaviors.
Their total number Is 233 )( 384 ot whloh about 105 have maximal (L = 16) oyole length.
The corresponding numbers ot Boolean nets are 16! or 151.
(1) Independent subclocks with "local" cycle lengths which are primes to
each other and whose total number of variables is equal to 4 yield solu-
tions. For example, 2 FNNs, each with 2 neurons and with lengths L =3
or L= 4 provide L= 12. This net splits into two disjoint parts. Lengths
10, 12, 14 are available in this way, assuming that certain lengths (the
primitive or connected ones) were synthesized for n = 1,2,3.
(2) Primes (11.13) or prime powers (9.16) or a third category of numbers
(here 15) require connected networks instead of split ones and a new
method of synthesis.
Definition
The natural number L is called connected if Q (L) < Q (z 1) + Q (z 2J
+ ... + Q(Zj)' where Q(x) is the upper integer of logz(x) and the z1. are the
relative prime factors of L in such a decomposition: e.g. L = 45 = 9 x 5 is
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connected since Q(45) = 6 < Q(9) + Q(5) = 4 + 3 = 7.
Remark
193
The diagnosis of connectedness of a number L needs B(r) -1 investigations,
where r is the number of prime divisors of Land B (r) is the r th Bell-
number. The smallest connected number is 15. In a broader sense, primes
and prime powers will also be regarded as connected numbers. This defini-
tion is justified by the fact that such cycle lengths cannot be designed by a
nonconnected FNN with a minimum number of variables (neurons). The non-
connected numbers will be called split numbers: e.g., even numbers between
271.-1 and 271. - 1 are split lengths.
The method designed to synthesize connected lengths is called the
selective state-transition or shunt method and is based on special modifica-
tions of a start < N ,T > pair that generate lengths usually higher than the
length to be constructed. Transitions of certain states are called marginal
ones (Figure 2).
Marginal states (t) - n = 8
7 120 184 216 232 249 250 252
• 3 5 6 23 39 71 135 248
-
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Values at lines: 0, threshold (t). and t + 1
Abscissa: state codes, ordinate: b *c
Column code of the neuron: 7
Synaptic weights and threshold:
(-1 -1 -1 -1 6 1 1 1)- 2
Figure Z The distribution of "effects of states". Marginal states are the most sen-
sitive to variations of network parameters. (Details in Section 2.4.)
Definition
Let <N,T> be an FNN and J = (c ,t) one of its component threshold gates.
The points b E: B n are called marginal with respect to J. The J are either
true vectors, with effects equal to U(J) =minJS * c I; or false vectors, with
effects equal to D(J) = maxJK * c I; Sand K are the sets of true or false
vectors of J, and * denotes an inner product. U(J) - D(J) = g is the gap of
J at the realization J = (c ,t).
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We give an FNN for n = 4 which provides all cycle lengths if suitable
modifications are applied: take the 17th matrix (in row 3) from Table 1;
negate the 3rd and 4th functions; finally, apply the next column permutation
- (4231). The state cycle is as follows: 0.10.9.14.13.7.4.12.15.5.6.1.2.8.11.3.
By modifying 2 entries in certain columns and thresholds, all cycle lengths
become available.
2.5. The Case n = 5. Codes of matrix columns, modifications, and states
Since this work deals with a large number of matrices of a special kind, it is
important to introduce a short notation. Columns of certain square matrices
are given by an array of decimal numbers: e.g., (11,20,19,8,10) is a 5 x 5
matrix code. How to decode? First, write n-2 as diagonal entries; here it is
three. Secondly, write the binary form of the column code: e.g., the 1st
column corresponds to 01011. Write '1 's instead of nondiagonal 'D's and leave
'+l's unchanged. Compute now the value of the 1st threshold: it is the
number of '1 's in the column minus 1. Thus the first function is specified by
(3,1,-1.1,1) and (2). Decoding all function codes, the partial negation has to
be specified. The negation code 1 means 00001, a command to negate the 5th
function. This is available by changing the signs of entries in the column and
writing - (t + 1) instead of the original threshold t. The negated 5th func-
tion is given by (1,-1,1,-1,-3) and (-2). The next matrix transformation is a
C-permutation. This is given by an array of column subscripts: e.g., (13542)
means the (235) permutation with two fixed columns.
Now we deal with the M= (11,20,19,8,10) * neg(l) * (13542) specification.
The result is an optimum-length-generating FNN with the following state
sequence: (0.4.12.5.8.7.10.3.2.6.14.15.11.18.22.30.31.27.19.26.23.24.21.28.
29.25.17.16.20.13.9.1). These 32 numbers encode the 32 state-vectors if con-
verted to binary form. Thus 01010 ... 00011 is a state transition in this
optimal cycle. On investigating the 120 column permutations and 32 nega-
tions, 3840 cases emerge, of which in this special case 352 have cycle length
L= 32.
Our final goal is to give all those modifications of this matrix M by which
specific shunts inside its cycle can be evoked. To do this, it is necessary to
investigate the marginal states of each component as defined in Section 2.4.
Each component has 5 upper and 5 lower marginal states: e.g., state 10 is
upper marginal of the 5th function. If state 10 were jumped into state 2
instead of 3, then the cycle length would be L = 31. This is achieved by
increasing the (5,5) entry and decreasing the (5,4) entry, together with
increasing the threshold. The value of all changes is uniformly 0.5. This
modification is coded as follows: a = 5(5,4), which is a command to increase
the 5th entry and decrease the 4th entry in the 5th column and also to
increase the 5th threshold.
Now we list the modification codes for various connected lengths:
a =5(5,4), b =4(3,1), e = 1(5.2), d =3(1,3), e =1(4.5). These have to be
applied to the negated-permuted matrix M as follows: 31 = Ma, 29 = Mab,
27 =Me, 25 =Mbe, 23 =Mabed, 19 =Meb, 17 = Mabde. Thus to reach L =23,
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it is sufficient to modify 2-2 entries in the following columns: 5th (a), 4th
(b). 1st (e). and 3rd (d). The realized shunts are: 10(3..)2, 19(26..)24,
14(15..)11, and 28(29 ..)13. respectively.
By these rather sophisticated procedures it has been essentially shown
that all permitted cycle lengths may be implemented by an FNN of 5 neurons.
The lengths not listed here are accessible by the independent sublock
method using a disjoint collection of smaller networks.
2.8. The case n = 6. structural stability of an FNN and its limits
The code of the start matrix is (31,15,7,3,1,0). That is, the value of all its
diagonal entries is 4 while in the upper triangle there stand '- l's and in the
lower one '+l's. This matrix (defined for any n) will be referred to as matrix
A. The O-negation of the (123456) identical column permutation results in a
behavior including one L = 12 cycle and 52 fixed points. Scanning through
the 64 negations of this permutation. the length spectrum of cycles enclosing
the state 0 contains 1,2.3,5.6,7,9,10,14,18,24. None of these are long enough.
However, among the negations of other permutations - e.g., (2.6.5.1.3,4) -
L = 64 appears 10 times besides 34,38,40,52, which are also long cycles.
Now we list certain C-permutations and negations of the A matrix which
provide L = 64 cycles: (352614)* 6. (365142)* 54, (561342)* 8, (542613)* 4,
(653142)* 41, (562314)* 23, (513264)* 42, (615234)* 34, (265134)* 32,
(564321)* 5, (521364)* 26, (654312)* 24, (564321)* 57, (546231)* 46,
(265134)*45. (635241)*58. (352614)*46, (251346)*7. The complete negations
of any such nets also yield L = 64. Thus (251346)*56, the negation of the last
item. also displays L = 64.
The next problem is the synthesis of the "strange" cycle lengths. The
following procedure proved to be very effective: matrix A ....
neg(32) .... (265134) column permutation .... M. Now 7 column modifications are
listed: a = 1(3.4), b = 2(4.3). e =2(1.2), d = 3(4,5), e = 4(i,1),! = 5(5,4), h
= 6(2,3). Applying suitable patterns of these to the network specified above,
we obtain the connected cycle lengths as follows: 63 = Mb, 61 = Ma, 57 = Me,
55= Mb!, 53 = Mo.!. 51 = Meh, 49 = Me!. 47 = Ma!h or 47 = Mae!, 45 =
Meeh, 43 =Md, 41 = Mae!h, 37 = Mdh. However. for L =59 a new matrix was
required: A .... neg(5) .... (564321) .... N. The modification for shunt is:
x =5(3,4). The result is 59 =Nx. Experience shows that the modifiability of
a given network is limited. The precise conditions of this phenomenon are
not yet known. On the other hand, it is easy to prove that FNNs of fixed n
are structurally stable in the following sense.
Theorem 3
An FNN is designed always with <N, T> so that between the effects of upper
and lower marginal states there lies a positive gap 9 > O. All the matrix
entries as well as the threshold may be modified by a quantity e > 0 so that




The term "effect" of state b E: B n is its inner product with column e. If a
gap 9 is given. then E < 9 I (2n + 2) must hold. Thus this kind of stability
decreases if the number of neurons increases. The question is open as to how
the ratio of the gap 9 and the range of effects could be maximized. The
range is the difference of maximal and minimal effects when b runs over B n .
This problem is related to the maximization of structural stability. The prac-
tical consequences are evident: both the reliability and the tolerance against
noise and vulnerability of formal neurons or technical threshold gates
strongly depend on this issue. Related questions have been discussed by
Muroga (1971) and others.
2.7. Networks with 7 fonnal neurons
As n grows. Theorem 1 becomes less and less efficient. Nevertheless. a pro-
gram (AUTODESIGN including NEXPER of Nijenhuis and Wilf. 1981) after some
thousands of trials resulted in two solutions for L = 128. These are as fol-
lows:
(1) matrix B: (62.30. 14. 6. 3. 1. 124). neg(l). (7365124).
(2) matrix C: (31. 64. 96. 48. 56. 60. 62). neg(l). (5627431).
Ultimately the matrix D - (63. 31. 15. 7. 3. 1. 0). neg(79), (5762314) - is of
interest. and produces L =126. The shunt method was applied to reach con-
nected cycle lengths. A pattern of solutions is presented in detail below.
Fifteen column transformations were necessary: a =7(5,6). b =7 =(1.2), e =
6(3,4), d =5(5,4), e =4(6,7).1 =4(2,1). 9 =5(5.6), m =2(2.3), n =1(2.3), t =
3(4,5). 0 = 4(1.2), z =7(7.4). u =5(6.7). :z: =6(5.2). w =1(1.2). The list of
their applications to the B . C. and D networks is as follows: 127 =Cu, 125 =
Ba, 123 =D:z:. 121 =Cuw. 119 =Bb. 117 =Bae .115 =Bad, 113 =Be. 111 =
Bbe, 109 =Bbd, 107 =Bf. 103 =Bde. 101 =Bga, 99 =Bel. 97 =dJ. 95 =Bgb,
89 =Bge. 85 =Bmoz. 83 =Bgl. 81 =Becz. 79 =Bmnz. 73 =Bmez. 71 =Bgnz.
67 =lgt.
2.8. The case of 8 threshold gates
Up to now the highest n at which the L = 271. optimum has been reached is 8.
Here 5 solutions are presented:
(1) + (2) Start matrix. (127.63,31,15.7.3.1.0), Le., the matrix A; C-
permutation, (42856317). with 6 and 101 negations.
(3) The same start matrix with C-permutation (6834125) and 21 partial
negation code.
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(4) + (5) Start matrix, (63,191,31,15,7,3,1,0); C-permutation, (14856237); par-
tial negation, 6 or 90.
A state-transition diagram is depicted in Ji'igure 3, where the decimal code of
the next state is plotted against the argument state code. Lines from (x ,x)
to (x ,y) and from (x ,y) to (y ,y) have been drawn.
IIIJ(. .-1'1-I~.~" '~I~. .y
:.a..:: .J.I~ r.~
: - '~.L ....~!~' ~~;.I..... '~.Ji:; : .....
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L = 256
Figure 3 Optimal network behavior: n =B. The decimal code of the next state is
plotted against its predecessor. The punched tape of the states is shown on the
right-hand side of the figure.
2.9. Large networks. Tractability
If an FNN of n neurons displays a cycle of length L - the case (n ,L) - then a
combination of two procedures permits construction of network sequences
whose cycles increase rapidly. First, the enlargement of a net by state
recognizer neurons permits an arbitrary jump from a state x to a state y if x
is not an endpoint of the behavior graph. With a second enlargement, any
length may be duplicated. This provides an (n + 2,2L) increase. A more rapid
evolution is obtained by applying a recognizer to reach, from (n,L), the case
(n + 1,L + 1) and by using these two sublocks to reach [2n + 1, L * (L + 1)].
Iterations of these constructions provide net sequences. These procedures
result neither in optimal nets nor in long cycles. However, the complete set
of solutions up to n =8 gives long L solutions up to n =70, using sublocks of
strange lengths. Moreover, the sublock method results in nondense wiring of
nets with locally strong or even complete connections.
Numerous questions of optimal cycle design remain open. The most
important is to find an iterative design which still keeps the cycles of the
network sequence long or even maximal. The group structure involved in sets
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of FNNs also represents a difficult subject (Biggs and White, 1979; Cameron,
1983; King, 1980). Enumeration (Goulden and Jackson, 1983; Harary and Pal-
mer, 1973; Moon, 1970) of special FNNs is hindered by the fact that even the
threshold gates have not yet been counted (Muroga, 1971). It would also be
interesting to clarify the tractability status of threshold logic including a
search of NP-complete problems (Garey and Johnson, 1979: see L09 in their
catalog).
2.10. Taxons ot boolean and threshold gates and nets
In this section some partially solved classification and enumeration problems
are touched upon.
2.m.t.
Boolean sequences of fixed length can be classified according to their inter-
nal cycle length, recursive order, and number of 'l's inside. These problems
can be effectively handled with Mobius inversion and by a theorem of De
Bruijn.
2.m.2.
Concerning 8 n .... 8 n functions, the threshold gate property and self-duality
as well as Chow-parameters seem to be important. Besides self-duality, the
concept of antidual functions yields interesting results. A truth function is
antidual if its dual pair is equal to its negation. By applying dual comparabili-
ties, an exhaustive classification is available with 12 taxons. If at fixed n
the sets of threshold gates (T), self-dual (D), and antidual (A) functions. and
the two sets (V and W) of dual-comparable functions, or finally the set of
functions with 2 n - 1 true vectors (H), are represented by logical variables,
then the nonvoid and empty classes can be characterized by a "taxon func-
tion" as follows:
- -F(T,H,v,W,D,A) = T.V.W.D + H.D.(VoW).(T.A + A) + H.V.W.D.A
where "." =and, "+" =or, and" 0 " =exclusive or. This expression consists
of 12 terms determining 12 classes. For example, at n = 4 the sizes of these
classes are: 104, 88, 88, 1, 1, 152, 70, 12 544, 5416, 5416, 184, 39 872. The
last class is the largest in which none of the listed properties is satisfied
(having no face).
2.m.3.
A taxonomy of similar principle was introduced for vector-vector Boolean
functions by Labos (1984).
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Although both the census of finite automata and the census of nonlabeled
loop-free functional digraphs (called functions - FOGs) have been completed
(see Harary and Palmer, 1973), a large number of census problems related to
the state-transition graphs of Boolean nets or FNNs remain open. A rela-
tively easy one is the classification of FOGs according to the number of end-
points or initial states (i), true transients (t). nonfixed recurrent states (c).
and fixed points (f) as parameters. The labeled case of this problem leads to
a special counting of forests (of transients). If x =i + t + c + f is the
number of arguments, m = c + f is the attractor's size, and s = i + t, then
altogether (1/6) * (x 3 +5 * x) classes exist. Let us denote by h(i,t.c.j)
the size of such a class. Then
h(i,t.c,f,) = t F(S,k.i).mk.[~] [j]P(C)
k=1
where F(s.k,i) is the number of forests with s points, k denotes rooted tree
components. and i the total number of endpoints in the forest. P(c) is the
subfactorial of c.
2.10.5.
A different classification problem emerges concerning the structure of FNN
matrices and the corresponding wiring graph. The behavior is largely deter-
mined by the excitatory and inhibitory interconnections (Le.. by the + and -
matrix entries) as well as by the pacemaker and nonpacemaker neurons. A
neuron is a pacemaker if its threshold is negative. Thus each wiring struc-
ture corresponds to a digraph with 2-colored (labeled) points and 2-colored
edges. Thus a wiring is defined here as a 2p2q labeled digraph. At n = 4,
218 digraphs exist. The numbers of 2p. 2q. or 2p 2q labeled digraphs are
approximately 3000, 20 ODD, or 360 000. respectively.
3. Spikes and Preturbulent Oscillations of a
Polynomial Iteration
x, Y, Z, and W denote 4 successive values of a 3-order nonlinear iteration.
The value W is computed from the previous ones as follows:
w = Z + a (Z - p)(Z - r )(Z - s) + bX3 + cY' + k / (Z - s)
where a =-1.2, p =1, r =0, and s =-0.2 are fixed. At "standard" values
- b =- 0.675, c =0.225. k =0.0016 - spike oscillations appear whose other-
wise not always constant "frequencies" may be controlled by Ie (from 0 to
0.06). If b =- 0.45 and c runs from - 0.5 to 0.35, the various new motions
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emerge, the first return diagrams of which are depicted in Figure 4. The
































Figure 4 The value of the next state is plotted against its predecessor: 1000 itera-
tions; the system of Section 3. The parameter c varies while
b = - 0.45, k = 0.0019. Magnifications for c = 0.305 and c = 0.35 are depicted
in Figure 7 after 104 , 3Xl04 , or 105 iterations.
A global view of the attractors of this system is obtained by scanning
through a range of b or c parameters while others are fixed. Figures 5 and
6 include spike oscillations, damping, intermittence, stable point attractors,
or more and more irregular behavior. The hyperfine structure of these
diagrams studied in micro-frames shows high numbers of special bands, and
bifurcations at least up to 8 branches (see Figures 5 - 7).
The system was designed to simulate both normal and abnormal nerve
cell discharges in a simple way. The irregular modes do not fit well to the
known abnormal paroxysmal oscillations of real cells (cj. Holden, 1984),
although the spike mode reproduces a wide spectrum of normal behavior.
4. Properties of a Universal Spike Pattern Generator (UPG)
[Labos (1984)]
The system is a piecewise linear map on the interval [0,1]. In its standard
version it is given by one parameter a E: (0,1) and by two lines:
Yn + 1 = mYn if Yn < a and Yn + 1 = uYn - u if Yn ~ a
where m = 1 + (1 - a)2 and u = 1/ (1 - a). Fixing a = 0.1, we have m = 1.81.
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PSG with control parameter b
p = 1, r = 0, s =-0.2, a =-1.2,
c = 0.225, k = 0.016
50 iterations
Windows of b and amplitude:
from -0.7 to -0.05
from -0.2 to 1.5
scales 0.065 or 0.175
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Figure 5 Variation of attractors of the PSG system when the parameter b is
changed.
c and amplitude run:
from -0.5 to 0.35 or
from -0.2 to 1.3
scales 0.085 or 0.15
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Figure 6 Variation of attractors of the PSG system when the parameter c varies.
The number of iterations is altogether 16 000.
The two lines are denoted by L 1 and L 2'
In its extended version, m is independent of the threshold a (fixed at
0.1) and gives bounded motions if 10 > m > O. If m > 1. then this "neuron" is
an oscillating pacemaker. For further purposes, its behavior was also defined
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Figure 7 PSG system (Section 3): examples of strange attractors. Values of vari-
ables are plotted against their predecessors. The parameters a, p , s are fixed as
written in the text; k = 0.0019, c = - 0.45. At A and B the vaiues of bare 0.305
or 0.35. Iterations: Al, 10000; A2, 100000; Bl, 10 ODD, B2, 30000; B3, 20 000.
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or a small positive number. This makes possible the coupling of such units
into networks.
A survey of some interesting properties follows:
(1) The iteration has two kinds of periodic solutions obtained by solving the
following equations to initial value z: z = zL~ Lf. A periodic solution is
called simple if between the start and return values only subthreshold
I I
(a)
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F'igure 8 Coupling UPG modules into a network. The units are defined in Section 4.
(a.) The upper record is emitted by a pacemaker module (m > i), which activates
the lower bursting unit; the latter would be otherwise stable and silent; a negative
inhibitory effect is fed back to the command neuron. (b) Four pacemaker UPGs are




UPG subthreshold first return diagram













Figure 9 A special diagram whose fixed points correspond to the simple, and closed
trajectories to the complex (I.e .. spike-partitioned), periodic solutions of the UPG
system (Section 4). Here an example of the third kind, chaotic motion, is displayed.
values occur. The solution is called complex if in a period the spikes
generate a partition of iterations into a "pattern" of interspike inter-
vals.
(2) The majority of solutions are aperiodic (starting with a nonrational
initial value, the rational formula of periodic solutions inhibits
periodicity).
(3) At reasonable values of m, periods of any natural number p can be
obtained, except some smaller values. For a given p, usually more
than one solution exists. The smallest interspike interval is 3 if
m = 1 + (1 - a)2.
(4) In simulations the periodic solutions show an easily computable fin-
ite lifetime. Trajectories started at different values diverge
rapidly. Sometimes computer simulations display a persistent
exact periodicity - an artifact with respect to the ideal case.
(5) Patterns of preassigned transients and prescribed spike-partition
of the cycle may be designed.
(6) These units simulate surprisingly well real neural network proper-
ties if connected into small nets (Figure 8). The units have dead
(or refractory) time, and may excite or inhibit each other accord-
ing to the plan of the matrix. Their behavior remains bounded
even after strong inhibition or excitation. The manner of coupling
may be different: e.g., the influences are added to the autonomous
values after (+ or - ) amplifications or parameter controls are
introduced to influence time-constants etc. The firing patterns in
small networks can be predicted relatively well using the network
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taxonomy described in Section 2.10.5. These taxons are valid also
for nets of UPG:
(a) Connections are realized by + and - matrix entries.
(b) Pacemakers in FNNs have negative thresholds and in UPG nets
m > 1.
This latter corresponds to an unstable "resting" state. Since the piece-
wise linear units may be generalized to simulate a broader spectrum of
normal and pathological excitable cell behavior (Nogradi and Labos,
1981; Labos, 1981), a flexible tool is available for rather quick computer
simulations of either normal or abnormal network dynamics.
The UPG system can be regarded as chaotic (Figure 9) in the sense of Li
and Yorke (1975; see also Misiurewicz, 1983). It even shows a special kind of
self-similarity; however, an involvement of some Cantorian structure needs
further analysis.
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Dynamics of First-Order Partial Differential
Equations used to Model Self-Reproducing
Cell Populations
P. Brunovskt and Jozsef Komornrk
Komenslcy University, Bratislava, CSSR
In this paper we deal with the differential equation
U t + C (% )uz =f (% ,u)
with the initial condition
U(O,%)=v(%)
under the following assumptions:
o ~ % ~ 1, t~ 0 (1)
(2)
(A1) c is continuously differentiable, C (0) =0, C (%) > 0 for % > O.
(A2) f is continuously differentiable and If(%.u)! ~ k 1 + kllu I for some
k 1 , k 2 > O.
(A3) f (% ,D) =0 and there exists a U o > 0 such that f (O.ue> x (u - u o) < 0
for u > 0, u -.t uo' and f'U (O,uo) < O.
As we shall see, despite its simplicity this equation exhibits a surpris-
ingly rich dynamics behavior.
The equation has been developed by Lasota in cooperation with Mackey
and Wazewska-Czyzewska as a model of the dynamics of a self-reproducing cell
population, such as the population of developing red blood cells (erythrocyte
precursors). In this model a cell is characterized by a single, scalar variable
% to represent maturity, which is normalized to have values in [0, 1]. The
state of the population at time t is characterized by a density function
u (t ,.). Le.,
Z2
J u (t ,%)d%
ZI
measures the quantity of cells that have a maturity between %1 and %l at time
t. Cells proliferate by mitosis, but it is understood that a cell divides into
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cells of the same maturity, although any cell can increase its maturity at any
stage of the mitotic cycle (ej. Mackey and Dormer. 1982).
The dynamics of the population is characterized by the maturation rate
e(x) and the proliferation rate r(u). We assume that e satisfies (Al) above.
r is C-2 , decreasing, and satisfies r(D) >e'(D), r'(u) <p <0 for u ~D. The
balance equation under these assumptions is
Ut + (eu)z = r (u)u
By differentiation we obtain equation (1) with f(x,u) =[r(u)- e'(x)Ju, sof
satisfies (A3) with Uo =r -t[e (0)].
Equations (1) and (2) can be solved using the same characteristics as in
the solutions x = rp(t ,0 for
dx /dt =e(x) rp(D.() = (
that is, u(t.x) is a solution of equations (1) and (2) if and only if it satisfies
equation (2) and
(du/dt)[t ,rp(t ,m = f Jrp(t ,(),u[t ,rp(t ,()JJ (3)
In other words, the graph of u is the forward integral manifold of the system
dx / dt = e (x), du/dt =f(x,u) (4)
through the graph of v. From these observations it follows that equations (1)
and (2) define a semiflow S on C+[D,lJ - the set of nonnegative continuous
functions on [D.1J defined by St (v )(x) = u (t .x) - ef. Lasota (1981). Here we
understand the solution of equations (1) and (2), in a generalized sense. as a
uniform limit of classical solutions.
To understand the dynamics of S it is useful to notice that
rp(t ,D) = 0 (5)
while rp(t, () for any ( > 0 is strictly increasing and eventually leaves [0.1].
Moreover, for fixed x > 0 the time that the characteristics through (t ,x)
spend in a given neighborhood of 0 tends to 00 with t .... 00, while the time they
need to pass from this neighborhood to x remains bounded. Consequently,
one can expect that the dynamics of S will largely be determined by the
dynamics of the zero characteristics, which are governed by the scalar ordi-
nary differential equation
dy/dt =f(D,y) (6)
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This equation has two stationary points, namely 0 (repellor) and U o
(attractor), the domain of attraction of the latter being (0,00). As an immedi-
ate consequence we obtain that a stationary point w of S has to satisfy
w(O) + U o or w(O) =O. The first case is settled by Theorem 1.
Theorem 1 [Lasota (1981), Brunovsky and Komorni'k (to appear)]
There exists a unique stationary solution Wo of equation (1) such that
wo(O) =u o' This solution is asymptotically stable and for each v E: C+[0.1],
such that v (0) = 0, and for each a < f u (0,u 0) there exists a K > 0 such that
ISt(v)-wol ~Ke-a.t
A short proof of Theorem 1 can be obtained by observing that Wo is the
graph of the (unique) center-unstable manifold WU (0.u o) of the point (0.u o)
for system (4).
Turning our attention to the stationary point 0 of equation (6) we note
that the set
v = Iv E: C+[O,1]lv(O) =01
is invariant under S. Also, for each v E: V, St (v) enters W in finite time
where
W = Iv E:V I O~v(x)~wo(x) forallxl
This is because for a sufficiently large t all the characteristics of r,tJ(t, t),
such that v W ~ wo(t). have left [0, 1].
Thus, we are led to study the semiflow S on W. Theorem 2 shows that it
is as chaotic as one can imagine.
Theorem 2 [Lasota (1981), Brunovsky (1983), Brunovsky and Kormorni'k
(1984)]
(1) S Iw is topologically transitive, Le., admits a dense trajectory.
(2) Each trajectory of S Iw is unstable.
(3) S Iw admits a continuum of periodic points of any period and the set of
periodic points is dense in W.
(4) S Iw admits a regular. nontrivial ergodic measure.
(5) S , w is exact, Le., there exists a regular. nontrivial probabilistic mea-
sure Jl. on W such that
lim Jl. [St (A)] = 0
t-+ oo
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as soon as IL(A) > O.
(6) The topological entropy of S Iw is infinite.
In (4) and (5) by nontrivial we understand that the measure of the set of
periodic points has zero measure.
The proof employs the conjugacy F of S to the left-shift T on C+[O,oo)
defined by
F(v)(t) = St (v)(l)
The following properties of F are easily established:
• F: C+ [0,1] ... C +[0, 00) is one-to-one and continuous.
• F(W) contains each g E: C+ [0,00) which satisfies
g (t) - w O(l) ~ Ke-at
for some K > 0 and some a <J'II. (0,uo).
• FaSt =Tt a F where T is defined by
Tt (g)(s) = g (s + t) t ~O, s ~O
The conjugacy F makes it possible to study T instead of S, which is much
simpler, and then carry the results back to S. For instance, any nonnegative
periodic function g is a periodic point of T. If 0 ~ g (t) < w 0(1) for all t then
g E: F(W) so F-1(g) E: W is a periodic point of S of the same period as g. The
proof of the rest of (1) to (3) in Theorem 2 proceeds along the same lines, the
details being somewhat more complicated.
The proof of (4) and (5) of Theorem 2 requires a more extensive
machinery. An easy argument shows that (5) implies (4). To establish (5) we
first construct a nontrivial exact measure on C[O,oo) endowed by the topology
of almost uniform convergence.
The space C[O,oo) is metricizable and admits a metric, each open ball of
which is a countable intersection of measurable cylinders. This is why its
Borel l1-algebra coincides with its Kolmogorov l1-algebra generated by measur-
able cylinders. We define the exact measure m as the unique measure gen-
erated by the Gaussian stationary process Y with the realizations
It (g) = g (t), g E: C [0, 00), and the autocovariance function
cov(Yt,Ys ) =maxtl- It - s I,OJ
Since C[O,oo) is a Polish space, m can be extended to a l1-algebra in which
continuous images and preimages of measurable sets are measurable, thus
Tt(A) is measurable if A is. To see why m is exact, note that events for which
DJift.lIm1.cs 01Jil£rst-Ord.er PlIrt1.lIt I>f,/fereft.t1.lIt EqulIt1.0ft.S Zl1
the time distance exceeds 1 are independent. It is clear that m [Tt (C)] = 1
for any measurable cylinder C that is constrained at time instants not
exceeding t .
The independence of distant events also implies that the set of bounded
(and. in particular. periodic) functions has zero measure, so m is nontrivial.
This, however, has the disadvantage that we cannot define the exact
measuregp on W by the formula
JL(A) = JL[F(A)]/ JL[F(W)]
since F(W) is bounded and F(W) = O.
In order to carry m back to W by F we have to perform a preliminary
scaling of the real line. This is possible due to the following Lemma.
Lemma [Brunovsky and Komornrk (to appear)]
There exists a K > a such that JL(M) > a where
M =~g E:C[O,oo)lt-i (Kt - 7)sg(t)SPHIgp-i(1-Kt-7 )J
where t is the distribution function of the normalized normal distribution.




h (y) ="i-i [y / w O(1)]
For A c Co we define
mo(A) = m[H(A)]
Then, we have mo[H- i (M)] > O. Since F(W) (') Co !:: H-i (M), we have
mo[F(W) (') Co] ~ mong I Lt-7 s g(t) Swo(1) I-Lt-7 J] > a
where L = Kwo(1), so we can define for A c W
JL(A) =mo[F(A) (') D]/ mo[F(W) (') D]
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Then, f.J. is a measure called for by (4) and (5) of Theorem 2.
To establish (6) one notes that the shift on Co contains the Bernoulli
shift, with any finite number of symbols as its restriction. This observation
is due to K. Sigmund.
We remark that physiologically Wo can be interpreted as the stable
equilibrium density of the population under normal conditions, while the
chaotic behavior of S on W can be interpreted as proliferative disorders
caused by a lack of the least-mature (stem) cells.
Forgetting about the physiological context for a while we can consider
equations (1) and (2) with f, instead of sat.isfying (A3), being defined on the
entire real line, with f (0,u) having only simple zeros and being bounded away
from zero at infinity for cases when its zeros are bounded. The proofs of
Theorems 1 and 2 can be adapted in a straightforward way to prove Theorem
3.
Theorem :1
(1) If u 0 is a stable equilibrium of equation (6), then there is a unique sta-
tionary solution of equation (1) such that wo(D) =u o'
(2) The domain of attraction of Wo consists of those v E: C[D.1] that have
v (0) in the domain of attraction of u o'
(3) If u is an unstable equilibrium of equation (6), then the set
W = !vlv(D) =u,[x,v(x)] E:WU(D,u) for X >DJ
where WU(D,u) is the unstable manifold of (O.u) for equation (4)] is
attracting in V = !v Iv (0) = u J and S Iw is chaotic in the sense of
Theorem 2.
We note that the set W is attracting in V, but not in the entire space.
Considering interacting populations, such as populations of developing
blood cells of different kinds, we are led to study systems of equations such
as
Uu + ci (x)u i 2: =f (x ,u)
u i (D,x) =vi (x)
or, in vector form,
u t + C(x)u2: = f (x ,u)
u(D,x) =v(x)
i = 1, ... , n, t > 0, o~x ~1
(7)
(8)
where C(x) =diag!c1(x), ... , cn(x)J. We assume that all ci satisfy (A1) and
f satisfies (A2).
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Integrating the equations along characteristics (which may. in general.
be different for different components) and using successive approximation
techniques it is not difficult to prove that equation (7) defines a semiflow S
on the set of continuous functions on [O,lJ with values in R n (to be also
denoted by C[O,lJ).
First, consider the case of equal cis. Under the assumption that equa-
tion (6) is a generic gradient system (by generic we mean that its stationary
points are hyperbolic and their stable and unstable manifolds intersect
transversally) Theorem :J remains valid for any n.
However, physiologically more interesting is the case of unequal cis.
Lasota conjectured that proliferation disorders can be caused by the
occurrence of large differences in maturation rates.
This case is mathematically more difficult and only fragments of a theory
are available. Nevertheless, it is clear that Theorem 8 does not extend, in
particular (1) does not hold in the higher dimensions.
Let Uo be a stable equilibrium of equation (6), Le., A = J u (0,u o) has all
its eigenvalues in the open, left halfplane and let
K = diagJc'1 (D), ... , C'11. (O)J. Wo = Jv E: C[O,lJ Iv (0) = uol
Then, Wo is attracting, but may not consist of a single solution. In order that
W0 contains a single stationary solution it is necessary that the spectrum of
K-1A is contained in the closed, left halfplane and sufficient that it is con-
tained in the open left one. It can be shown that this unique stationary solu-
tion Wo is asymptotically stable if the linear semigroup generated by the
equation
Zt = C(.:r)zz + Ju[.:r,wo(.:r)]z (9)
on the space of those v E: C [O,lJ that satisfy z (0) =0 isgp asymptotically
stable. The spectrum of the generator of this semigroup is the set of those A
for which
L(A) = K-1A - AK-1
has an eigenvalue in the closed. right halfplane. Therefore. in order that W o
is asymptotically stable it is necessary that for all A ~ 0 the spectrum of L (A)
lies in the open left halfplane - cf. Pazy (1983). Unfortunately. since equa-
tion (9) has the character of a hyperbolic partial differential equation, linear
semigroup theory does not provide for a sufficient condition for its asymp-
totic stability in terms of the spectrum of its infinitesimal generator. There-
fore, the problem of finding efficient criteria for asymptotic stability of W o
remains open.
Supporting Lasota's conjecture. we note that in this case A is a stable
matrix, but K-1A is not. For the linear equation
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U t + Kuz =Au
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the set W0 for u 0 = 0 is attracting, but each solution of W0 is unstable.
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